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Summary
The 4-manifold S ' x  S3, when endowed with the structure of a certain com­
plex Hopf surface, is an example of a principal elliptic fibration. We use this 
structure to study the moduli spaces of anti-self-dual connections (instantons) 
on SU(2) bundles over S ' x S3.
Chapter 1 is introductory. We define Buchdahl's notion of stability 
and outline the correspondence between instantons and stable holomorphic 
SL(2,C) bundles over 5* x  S3. In Chapter 2 we study holomorphic line and 
SL(2, C ) bundles over a general principal elliptic surface using an extension 
of the ‘graph’ invariant introduced by Braam and Hurtubise. We prove some 
auxiliary results needed in later chapters and introduce a stratification of the 
moduli space.
In Chapter 3 we construct elements of one of the strata using the ‘Serre 
construction’ of algebraic geometry and deduce a structure result for the charge 
1 case.
Chapter 4 applies the results of the previous chapters in the construction 
of monopoles on the solid torus with a hyperbolic metric. We recover easily a 
result of Braam and Hurtubise.
In Chapter 5 we adapt a construction of Friedman to describe a method 
of construction for elements of the remaining strata of the moduli spaces over 
the Hopf surface. In the charge 1 case we again determine the diffeomorphism 
type of the stratum completely. Combined with the results of Chapter 3 we 
deduce the natural action of S1 x S3 on the charge 1 moduli space is free.
In Chapter 6 we study the charge 1 instanton moduli spaces over secondary 
Hopf surfaces diffeomorphic to the product o f S l and a Lens space.
Chapter 7 considers twistorial methods and their application in the con­
struction of explicit solutions. We define an invariant of an instanton, the 
spectral surface, which is a 2-dimensional analogue of Hitchin’s spectral curve. 
We use it to deduce that methods of Atiyah and Ward fail to generate a full 
family o f charge 1 solutions. Finally we show how the spectral surface can be 
used in a sheaf theoretic construction of the ‘missing’ solutions.
Notation and conventions
I f  X  is a complex manifold we denote by O x  the sheaf of germs o f holomorphic 
functions on X ,  and by fCx the canonical bundle of X . We denote the Picard 
group H l (X ;  O mx ) of isomorphism classes o f holomorphic line bundles on X  by 
P ic (X ). The subgroup consisting of classes whose first Chern class vanishes is 
denoted by P ic °(X ). We shall denote objects on X  which have holomorphic 
structures by script letters, and objects with smooth structures by roman 
letters. Thus a holomorphic vector bundle may be denoted by £, whereas the 
underlying smooth bundle will be denoted by E. We shall normally drop the 
words ‘holomorphic’ and ‘ smooth’ when the structure is clear from the context. 
For given integers p and q, we use QP(E )  to denote the smooth p-forms on X  
with values in E , and i lp'q(E )  the smooth £ -valued forms of bidegree (p,q).
There is a natural isomorphism between the category of holomorphic vector 
bundles over X  and the category of locally free sheaves of <9* -modules given by 
associating to a holomorphic vector bundle £  its sheaf of holomorphic sections 
0 {£ ). We shall usually make this identification. However, since we shall also 
denote coherent sheaves of O x -modules by script letters, this may on occasion 
lead to confusion. In such instances we shall always state whether mean ‘sheaf’ 
or ‘vector bundle’ .
We denote by £xt0x the sheafification of the functor Ext from the category 
of C^-modules to the category of Abelian groups. Likewise we denote the 
sheafification of Horn by 'Homr<x. Given coherent sheaves of C?x-modules T  
and G, we shall usually denote the tensor product T  ® ox G simply by TQ .
We shall sometimes use the notation O x {L )  for the holomorphic line bun­
dle defined by a divisor L. We use the notation L\ ~  L 2 to indicate when 
two divisors L\ ,L 2 on X  are linearly equivalent. For a given point x G X  the 
local intersection number of L\ and L 2 at x  is denoted L\.XL 2. The global 
intersection number is denoted by L\.L2.
By a subscheme (Z , O z ) of X  we mean the zero-set defined by a sheaf of 
ideals J z  C O x  together with its structure sheaf O z  defined to be the quotient 
Ox/ Jz - Usually we shall omit Oz  from the notation and refer simply to ‘a 
subscheme Z ' . The integer dime H °(O z ) is denoted by 1{Z). Likewise, a 
skyscraper sheaf S  on X  is a coherent sheaf supported on a finite number of 
points and we define l (S )  =  dime
Finally, when M  is a closed oriented n-dimensional (real) manifold, the 
orientation defines an isomorphism H n(M ;Z> ) =* Z , and we shall normally
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identify the two groups. In particular, when M  is 4-dimensional and E  —* M  
is a smooth complex vector bundle, the characteristic classes Cj (E )2 and c2(E ) 
are always taken to be integers. If M  is a complex surface, we use the natural 
orientation induced by the complex structure.
Introduction
The original motivation for this thesis stemmed from the introduction by Floer 
[22] of a homology theory constructed from the moduli spaces of finite action 
anti-self-dual Yang-Mills instantons over R x F ,  where Y  is a homology 3- 
sphere. It was a natural question to ask whether one could deduce similar or 
other invariants of Y  from the instanton moduli spaces over 5 1 x  Y . It soon 
became apparent, however, that although there was a great deal of literature 
on the instanton moduli spaces associated to simply-connected 4-manifolds, 
relatively little was known about the corresponding spaces over 4-manifolds 
with non-trivial fundamental group, and the question of the structure of these 
spaces became more interesting in its own right.
The first advances in this direction were made by Braam and Hurtubise 
[16], who studied SU(2) instantons over the simplest example S ' x S3. In 
particular they were able to determine the structure of the moduli space M\ 
o f charge 1 instantons. Using the natural action of the subgroup 5* x 5 1 of 
the isometry group of S 1 x  S3 on the moduli space, they proved that M\ 
is a principal 5* x 5 1-bundle over S2 x R 4 with total space diffeomorphic to 
5 1 x S3 x R 4.
Earlier work of Braam [14, 15] identified monopoles on the solid torus 
D 2 x  5\  where D 2 is the 2-disc with its standard hyperbolic metric, with 
instantons on S 1 x S3 invariant under an action o f S 1. This led to the second 
main result o f [16]; namely that the moduli space of monopoles on D 2 x 5* of 
mass m and charge 1 is diffeomorphic to D 2 X S l x  S1.
The critical observation of Braam and Hurtubise is that 5* x S3 can be 
given the structure of a complex principal elliptic surface X :  it is an example 
of a Hopf surface. A  theorem of Buchdahl [18] then gives a diffeomorphism 
between the instanton moduli spaces and the moduli spaces of stable holo- 
morphic SL(2,C) bundles over X ,  changing the problem to one of complex 
analysis. To each isomorphism class of holomorphic SL(2, C ) bundle over X , 
Braam and Hurtubise associate a divisor in P 1 x P 1. Their analysis of the 
moduli space then proceeds in an essentially constructive manner. Given a 
suitable divisor, they construct SL(2, C) bundles locally with the same divisor 
and patch together. The hard work involved in their proof lies in showing that 
this gluing can actually be done, when it results in a stable bundle and finally 
how changing the ‘glue’ affects the isomorphism class of the resulting bundle.
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Around the same time as the work of Braam and Hurtubise, algebraic ge­
ometers were studying stable rank 2 algebraic bundles over simply-connected 
algebraic elliptic surfaces. Following Donaldson’s use of a specific Dolgachev 
surface in his counterexample to the h-cobordism conjecture in four dimen­
sions [20], the moduli space of stable holomorphic SL(2,C) bundles over more 
general Dolgachev surfaces was studied extensively, notably by Friedman and 
Morgan [25], and Okonek and van de Ven [40]. More generally still, in his 
paper [24] Friedman constructed stable holomorphic SL(2, C ) bundles over ar­
bitrary simply-connected algebraic surfaces using an invariant similar to that 
o f [16]. The constructions of the aforementioned authors involve extensive use 
o f coherent sheaves and their associated algebra. In particular they are o f an 
intrinsically global nature.
Although S 1 x  S3 is neither algebraic nor simply-connected, the algebraic 
methods mentioned above, and particularly those of Friedman, are quite gen­
eral and can be applied also in this case. It is the aim of the first part of this 
thesis to show how these methods can be adapted to the case o f Sx x  S3. After 
setting up the necessary machinery, we find the results of Braam and Hurtubise 
follow quite easily and can even be strengthened. Indeed the group Sl x SU(2) 
acts on S 1 x S3 by isometries, extending the action of S 1 x 5 ' .  We shall prove 
that the corresponding action on M \  is free. This result corresponds to the 
intuitive idea that each instanton has an associated ‘centre’ . In the charge 1 
case at least, these constructions are somewhat simpler than those of Braam 
and Hurtubise in that they reduce to pure algebra. Although they do involve a 
fair amount o f algebraic machinery, the role played by configurations of points 
( ‘centres’ ) becomes somewhat clearer.
The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 1 we outline the results of 
Buchdahl and Braam and Hurtubise relating instantons and stable holomor­
phic bundles, principally to fix notation. In Chapter 2 we place the ‘graph’ 
or ‘divisor’ invariants for holomorphic SL(2, C ) bundles used by Braam, Hur­
tubise and Friedman in the more general context of principal elliptic fibrations 
and prove some o f the auxiliary results required in later chapters. In partic­
ular we consider the obstruction to the existence of certain line bundles over 
principal elliptic fibrations and questions o f stability. Finally we observe that 
the divisors provide a means of stratifying the moduli spaces.
The ‘ lowest stratum’ consists of bundles which can be constructed by sheaf 
extensions using a result of Serre. This is the method applied to Dolgachev sur­
faces in [25] and [40]. In Chapter 3 we review the corresponding construction 
for 5 1 x  S3 and determine when it leads to stable bundles. Since the Picard 
group of the Hopf surface is not discrete, the stability condition is slightly 
more complicated. The treatment we give combines aspects of both [16] and 
[24]. In the charge 1 case the construction becomes particularly simple and 
the stratum is a complex 3-manifold fibred by Hopf surfaces.
Having set up all the machinery o f commutative algebra in Chapter 3, in 
Chapter 4 we digress to monopoles on D 3 x  S l and find that the theorem of
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Braam and Hurtubise is obtained with little extra effort. An application of 
the residue theorem determines stability.
In Chapter 5 we return to the case of instantons over the Hopf surface and 
describe a construction for those stable bundles which cannot be obtained by 
the method of Chapter 3. The method is that used by Friedman in [24] for 
simply connected algebraic surfaces. Over a double cover o f the Hopf surface 
X  we construct a certain line bundle and push it down to obtain a rank 2 
bundle on X .  The required SL(2, C ) bundle is then given as an extension of 
a certain torsion sheaf by this rank 2 bundle. Many o f Friedman’s results can 
also be applied to the Hopf surface, and for those which cannot, because they 
are specific to the algebraic case, we give our own. In particular, the existence 
of the required line bundle follows by a result of Chapter 2. The method used 
by Friedman to determine the generic stratum for the most part goes through, 
but we need a little extra argument to exclude ‘borderline’ cases. Finally, we 
use the construction to determine the structure of the generic stratum of the 
moduli space of charge 1 instantons. Knowledge o f the structure of the strata 
then allows us to deduce information about the action of S1 x SU(2).
In Chapter 6 we observe that the product of S 1 with certain Lens spaces is 
also a principal elliptic fibration. In two special cases the results o f the previous 
chapters allow us to determine the diffeomorphism type o f the corresponding 
charge 1 instanton moduli spaces including the result of Braam and Hurtubise 
for the case of S 1 x S3. The only essential difference is the appearance of 
torsion in the fundamental group and its consequences for stability. We have 
to remove a set of ‘bad points’ which gives rise to ‘new’ ends o f the moduli 
space. This is a result expected from representation theory.
Chapter 7 forms the second part of the thesis. In it we address the problem 
of finding explicit solutions to the anti-self-duality equations over S 1 x S3 in the 
form of connections. A  3-dimensional family has already been found by Braam 
[14]. The principal tools are twistor spaces and the Ward correspondence, 
which identifies SU(2) instantons on S 1 x S3 with certain holomorphic SL(2, C) 
bundles on its twistor space Z . The twistor space Z  is an elliptic 3-fold and 
the general results of Chapter 2 associate a divisor invariant to each instanton 
bundle on Z . Using ideas of Garland and Murray [27, 28] first applied to the 
case of instantons on 5 1 x  R 3, we identify SU(2) instantons on S 1 x S3 with 
monopoles on a bundle over S3 with gauge group a semi-direct product of S 1 
with the loop group of SU(2). The divisor invariant can then be viewed as 
a spectral surface for the corresponding monopole, provided one replaces the 
asymptotic decay conditions of Hitchin’s original definition for spaces whose 
geodesics are non-compact [33] with a monodromy condition around the closed 
geodesics in S3.
Unfortunately, the spectral surface o f a general instanton appears to be a 
rather complicated object and we quickly return to the charge 1  case, where 
we can identify it relatively easily. We then use the spectral surface to show 
that, unlike the case of S4, on 5 1 x S3 the constructions of ’t Hooft, Atiyah
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and Ward [9] fail to fill out the whole moduli space, reflecting the dearth of 
curves in the twistor space and the absence of an ample line bundle.
The main result of this chapter is a construction of a generic 1-instanton. 
This combines a 3-dimensional analogue of the Friedman construction and 
blow-downs. Crucial in this part is the knowledge of the structure of the 
spectral surface which allows us to construct the necessary line bundles. Dis­
appointingly, it is not clear how to obtain the corresponding connections using 
this construction, but it may prove useful in the study o f other properties of 
the moduli space such as the action of the isometry group of S 1 x S3.
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries
In this chapter we recall briefly the anti-self-duality equations for connections 
on an SU(2) bundle over an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold M , and describe 
the relationship between anti-self-dual connections and holomorphic vector 
bundles when M  is a complex Hermitian surface. In so doing we shall introduce 
the notation and fundamental results which we shall use throughout, and in 
particular indicate how these apply to Hopf surfaces. These results are for the 
most part standard and this chapter contains no original material. The main 
background references on the Yang-Mills equations are [21], [23] and [35]. For 
the material on complex geometry see [16], [18], [21], [30] and [34].
1.1. Geometry of 5 1 x  S3
In this section we show how S 1 x  S3 may be regarded as a complex manifold, 
and describe some of its complex analytic geometry.
Fix A G R* with |A| >  1. There is a free action of Z  on R 4 \ {0 } generated 
by the map
1 .1 .1 . xy -*\x ,
with quotient space (R 4 \ {0 } )/Z diffeomorphic to 5 1 x 5 3 =  (R/2?rZ) x S3 
via the map defined by
x •-» (2 * log |x|/ log A,x/|x|).
We identify R 4 \ {0 } with the non-zero quaternions H* via the map
1.1.2. (*0,*1,*2,*3) *-» *o +  *i* +  *aj  +  *3k.
Regarding H as a left H-module, multiplication by an element of
1.1.3. S =  {<r G ImH : |a| =  1 },
induces a complex structure on H* with respect to which the action of Z  defined 
by (1.1.1) is holomorphic. Hence each element of S endows Sl x  S3 with the
1
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structure of a complex manifold. (In particular, the quaternions i , j  and k 
define integrable complex structures I , J  and K  respectively, which satisfy 
I J  =  —J I  =  K ,  so Sx x  S3 is a so-called hyper-complex manifold). Note that 
since H 2(S X x  S'3; Z ) =  0 there can be no Káhler metric on 5* x S 3. However 
the standard metric on 5 1 X S3 possesses properties which will prove useful.
The metric (•, •) on H* given at a point z G HP by
where £, tj € T -(H *) =  1HI and k € R>o is a constant, is invariant under the 
action of Z  and §  and so descends to give a metric on 5 1 x  S3 which is Hermitian 
with respect to every complex structure in S. Choosing k =  (47r2 log A)- 1 /2 
normalises the metric so that vo l(X ) =  1. The resulting metric is conformally 
equivalent to the product metric on S 1 x  S3 given by the the usual metric on 
S l (rescaled by a factor of (log A)/2tt) and the usual metric on S3. Note that 
this metric has positive scalar curvature and is conformally flat.
Give S 1 x  S3 the complex structure defined by i G S and denote the 
resulting Hopf surface by X . I f  we identify C2 with HI via the map
The non-zero complex numbers C* act freely on the left of C2 \ {0 }  by scalar 
multiplication, extending the action of Z  defined by (1.1.1). Consequently X  
inherits a free holomorphic C*/Z =  T  action giving the quotient map
the structure of a principal elliptic fibration [12]. Here T  is the elliptic curve 
C* /Z given by the quotient of C* by the Z-action generated by the map 
z ► Az.
The group GL(2, C) acts on X  by complex automorphisms and with sta­
biliser subgroup {A "7 : n 6 Z }  =  Z , identifying the quotient group G L(2 ,C )/Z
1.1.4.
(z0,zx) i z0 +  Z ij,
then the metric (1.1.4) is given by
t dz0 g) dzp +  dz\ <8> dzx ^
It is then easy to check that u; satisfies
7)duj =  0.
1.1.5. *  : X  — ► P 1 (C 2 \ {0 })/<r
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with Auto(A ), the identity component of the automorphism group of X .  Us­
ing the description of X  in terms of quaternions, the natural left and right 
actions of H* on itself induce corresponding actions on X . The right action 
of H* is holomorphic, preserves the metric and has stabiliser subgroup Z gen­
erated by A. This then defines a free right action of X  on itself by complex 
automorphisms, the action of w0 +  W\j € X  corresponding to the left action 
of the matrix
We make this into a left action in the usual way by defining the left action of 
g € X  as
The subgroup Sp (l) — SU(2) of H ' acts freely on the left preserving 
the metric, but ‘rotates’ the complex structures. Denoting these two 
groups by 5 ‘ X SU(2)+ find SU(2)_ respectively, we have a left action of 
S 1 x SU(2)+ x SU(2)_ on X ,  covering that of the isometry group 5* x SO(4). 
The factor SU(2)+ x SU(2)_ corresponds to the double cover Spin(4) of S0(4).
1.2. The Anti-Self-Duality Equations
Let M  be a closed oriented Riemannian 4-manifold. The metric and orienta­
tion on M  define a Hodge »-operator
such that *2 =  1 , and a corresponding decomposition of Q2(M ) into ± 1  
eigenspaces:
where i l2 (M )  and f l l (M )  are the self-dual and anti-self-dual two forms re­
spectively. Clearly we obtain an analogous decomposition of i l2(£ )  for any 
smooth vector bundle E  over M .
Let E  —► M  be an SU(2) bundle; i.e., a rank 2 complex vector bundle 
with a Hermitian metric on its fibres and with A2E  trivialised. It has one 
topological invariant: its second Chern class c2(E )  € H *(M ; Z )  Z. Let 
A  denote the space of connections on E  which preserve the SU(2) structure, 
i.e., both the metric and trivialisation of A2E . (Sometimes we shall refer 
simply to “a connection on E " , when the structure is understood). Given a 
connection V  6 A , denote its curvature by Fij. Note that Ft? is an element of 
n 2(End(£ )). Denote by Q the group of complex linear automorphisms of E
g.x =  x.g , for x 6 X .
* : np(A/) —
where i lp(M )  =  r(Apr*M). Setting p =  2, we have a linear map 
* : D2(M ) - »  n 2(M ),
1.2.1. n 2(M ) =  « 2 (M )© n l (M ) .
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which preserve the metric and trivialisation. The group Q is called the group 
o f gauge transformations and acts on A  as follows. Given g G Q and V  6 A, 
we define
s . v  =  j o V o j - 1 : n ° (E )  -> n '(£ ;).
The curvatures of <7.V  and V  are related by
F,.v = s « F , « ) - 1 e  S!'(End(E)).
Suppose 02(E )  =  k >  0. Let B denote the subset of A  consisting of 
irreducible connections V  which satisfy the anti-self-duality equation:
1 .2.2 . i*V =  — * F v .
If a connection V  satisfies equation 1.2.2 we say V  is anti-self-dual, and some­
times call it a k-instanton or just instanton. The integer k is called the charge 
of the instanton. Instantons are the absolute minima of the Yang-Mills func­
tional y A i  defined on A  by
1.2.3. y M ( V )  = i  j u  ifviVoi,,.
If a connection V  satisfies equation 1.2.2 then so does <7.V  for all g G G, 
corresponding to the invariance of y M  under the action of Q. The group Q 
therefore acts on B. We shall study the moduli space A ik — B/Q o i irreducible 
anti-self-dual connections on E.
The following theorem is due to Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer [8], and Taubes 
[42].
Theorem 1.2.4. Suppose M  is a closed oriented anti-self-dual Riemannian 4- 
manifold and let E  —* M  be an SU(2) bundle with 02(E )  >  0. Then the moduli 
space A ik o f irreducible anti-self-dual connections on E  is a non-empty smooth 
8k — 3(1 — 61 +  62 )  dimensional manifold, where b\ is the first Betti number of 
M  and fej is the dimension o f the space H + (M ) o f self-dual harmonic 2-forms.
The functional (1.2.3) is invariant not only under the action of the group 
of isometries of M , but also under the action of the group of conformal trans­
formations. The identity components of these groups therefore act on Aik'- 
the action of an element ip of either group lifts to an action on E  and we can 
define 1/3. V  =  <p o V  o . The lift is defined uniquely up to the action of Q, 
hence we obtain a well-defined action on the moduli spaces Aik-
1.3. Holomorphic vector bundles on complex surfaces
Let X  be a complex surface. A  holomorphic vector bundle E on X  carries a 
natural Dolbeault operator
dE : n° (E )  —  n ° ''(^ ) ,
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where E  is the underlying C°° bundle. This operator extends to give
DE : n**(£) -» nM+,(E),
and has the following properties:
( i )  De (/ s ) =  Hf.s +  f.dES for all /  G C °° (X ),s  G f l° (E ),  where D is the usual 
Dolbeault operator on X .
Conversely, suppose we have a C°° complex vector bundle E  —* X  equip­
ped with an operator
A  well-known theorem of Koszul-Malgrange (see Chapter 2 of [21], for instance) 
shows that there then exists a holomorphic structure £  on E  whose Dolbeault 
operator satisfies
Now suppose X  is equipped with a Hermitian metric, whose associated 
(1 ,1 ) form we denote by u>. The Hermitian structure induces the following 
decompositions of the self-dual and anti-self-dual two forms on X:
be an SU(2) bundle, then a connection A  on E  induces a Dolbeault operator 
Da ■ n ° {E ) —* f l0,1 (E )  defined to be the composition
where the last map is orthogonal projection. There is a natural extension to
Da : np,,( £ )  - »  n p« + l(E ),
with D\ =  F a'2, where Fa is the curvature of A  and F^'2 denotes its component 
in fi0,2(E nd (F )). The operator Da satisfies the integrability condition (1.3.1) 
if  and only if
In this case there is a holomorphic structure £  =  (E ,  De ) on E , such that 
Da =  De - Since the connection A  preserves the trivialisation o f A 2E , we also 
have A2£ =  O x  \ i-e., £  is an SL(2, C ) bundle.
( i i )  D2e  =  0.
Da : nP« ( E )  - »  np* +,(F ) ,
satisfying ( i )  and the integrability condition:
1.3.1.
1.3.2. A2 3S A 2,0 ®  A0’2 © C M ;
*2 ~  A 1.1A_ — A0 ,
where A j ’1 denotes the space of (1,1) forms orthogonal to u>. Let E  —* X
fi ° (E ) i l ' ( E )  — ► il° ’' ( ^ ) ,
1.3.3.
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For a connection A  on E , under the decomposition (1.3.2) the anti-self­
duality equation,
Equation (1.3.4) is just the integrability condition for the complex structure 
given by A , so any anti-self-dual connection on E  defines a holomorphic bundle 
£. Let A 1,1 denote the set of SU(2) connections on E  satisfying (1.3.4), i.e., 
those connections whose curvatures are of type (1,1). The space .41,1 is then 
precisely the set of SU(2) connections which induce holomorphic structures 
on E . The action of Ç on A  preserves A 1 '1 and extends to an action of the 
complexified group Gc, defined by
1.3.7. \ a =  g o d A ogT1;
for g 6 Gc, where g‘  is the adjoint of g. The group Gc is the group of complex
they are equivalent under the action of Qc. Hence the space of holomorphic 
structures on E  is parameterised by A 1,1 /Gc- (This space is generally non- 
Hausdorff, but in our examples we shall consider only an open subspace A ] '1 C 
A 1,1 preserved by Gc such that the quotient A\,l/Gc is a smooth manifold). 
The natural inclusion B *-» A 1 •' then defines a map
Conversely, given a holomorphic SL(2, C) bundle £  on X  with a Hermitian 
metric on its fibres, there is a unique SU(2) connection A  on E  such that ~Be  =  
~Ba [30, p.73]. The integrability condition (1.3.3) shows that Fjj'° =  F^ 2 =  0. 
Hence, A  G A 1’* is anti-self-dual if and only if equation (1.3.5) is satisfied. We 
discuss equation (1.3.5) in the next section.
1.4. Stability and Hermitian-Einstein connections
If u> is a Kaliler form on X , then there is a well-defined notion of the degree 
of a holomorphic vector bundle (or coherent sheaf) on X , and of stability.
F a =  ~ *  Fa
splits into two equations:
1.3.4.
1.3.5.
where Fa is the section of End(F) defined by
1.3.6. F a =  * (F a A u>).
do a =  (9“) 1 °d o {g m),
linear automorphisms of E  which preserve the isomorphism A2E  =  C. Two 
connections in A 1,1 define the same holomorphic structure on E  if and only if
1.3.8. $  : M k  —* A ' l /Gc.
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The correspondence between stable holomorphic structures and Yang-Mills 
connections on bundles over Kahler manifolds has been studied in some detail. 
(See, for instance, [19],[21],[34] and [45].)
In the case of S ' x 53, the Hermitian form u  is not closed, but does satisfy 
ddu> =  0. Buchdahl [18] has shown that this is enough to define a suitable 
notion of stability, as we now explain.
Suppose X  is a closed Hermitian surface whose Hermitian form ui is en ­
closed. (In this case we call u> a Gauduchon metric). Given any coherent 
sheaf S  of O x -modules on X, there is a well defined determinant line bundle 
det«S on X  [34]. I f  we put a Hermitian metric h on det<S, we obtain a unique 
connection on det«S whose curvature form F is given locally with respect to 
some trivialisation of det S  by ¿53 log h [30].
Definition 1.4.1. We define the degree of S , deg S  by
where k G R > o is a normalising constant (to  be chosen appropriately).
A  priori, this definition depends on the choice of Hermitian metric on det<S, 
but for any two choices of metric, the resulting curvatures differ by a term of
of Stoke’s theorem shows this term contributes nothing to the integral, so
is Kahler. Moreover, it behaves in the usual manner with respect to exact 
sequences of sheaves on X  [18]. Unlike the Kahler case, however, the degree of 
a bundle depends on its holomorphic structure and not just on the topology 
of the underlying C°° bundle.
We now define the idea of stability.
Definition 1.4.2. A holomorphic bundle E on X  is stable if whenever S  is a 
coherent subsheaf of E with 0 <  rank5 <  rank£, we have
Definition 1.4.3. Let E =  (E ,7)e )  be a holomorphic vector bundle over X  
with a Hermitian metric on its fibres. A  connection A  on E  is called Hermitian- 
Einstein i f  it is compatible with the unitary structure and satisfies
for some constant n € C.
Remark 1.4.4. The constant /< is uniquely determined; we have
In the case when E is an SL(2, C) bundle, fi (E ) =  0 and a Hermitian-Einstein 
connection on E satisfies (1.3.3) and (1.3.5), i.e., it is anti-self-dual.
the form idd{i for some real function fi on X .  Since 33u> =  0, an application
the degree o f S  is well-defined, and agrees with the usual definition when X
Fa =  in-idE ,
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I f  E  is an SU(2) bundle, equations (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) and Remark (1.4.4) 
show that the image of the natural map (1.3.8) is the space of orbits of 
Hermitian-Einstein connections on E  under Qc. The question of just how 
‘ large’ this subspace is, is answered by the following theorem of Buchdahl [18]:
Theorem 1.4.5 (Buchdahl). I f  X  is a closed Hermitian surface whose Her- 
mitian form  to satisfies Hdu> =  0, then a holomorphic bundle £ with Hermitian 
metric admits an irreducible Hermitian-Einstein connection i f  and only i f  £ is 
stable. The connection is then unique.
Now let X  denote Sl x S3 equipped with the complex structure and met­
ric described in Section (1.1). As we saw there, the metric on X  is Hermitian 
and its associated (1,1) form u  satisfies Hdui =  0. The results of Sections 
(1.3) and above therefore apply. Suppose E  —* X  is an SU(2) bundle with 
c2 ( E )  =  k >  0. Since H 2(X\ Z )  =  0, all connections on E  are irreducible. Fur­
thermore, the metric on X  is conformally flat and has positive scalar curvature. 
Theorem 1.2.4 then shows that A ik  is an 8A:-dimensional manifold. Denote 
by A \’1 the open subset of A xi consisting of stable holomorphic structures on 
E. As a result of the Buchdahl’s theorem, Braam and Hurtubise proved the 
following:
Proposition 1.4.6 ([16], Prop.3.4.3). For k >  0, the natural map 
B *—» A 1 '1 induces a diffeomorphism Aik —* A\’x/Qc.
This map endows A ik  with the structure of a 4fc-dimensional complex 
manifold. The Riemannian and complex structures of X  also mean that we 
have two different groups acting on A ik • As already described in Section 1.1, 
the group S ' x  SU(2)+ x SU(2)_ acts on X  by isometries and hence also 
on Aik- In a similar way, the identity component Au to (X ) of the complex 
automorphism group acts holomorphically on A\'x/Gc, and hence by (1.4.6) 
on Aik- This action will prove useful in the sequel.
In summary, Proposition 1.4.6 shows that study of anti-self-dual conn­
ections on E  is equivalent to the study of stable holomorphic SL(2, C) struc­
tures on E. Hence our problem has been translated into one of complex 
analysis.
1.5. Some sheaf theory
Since we shall heavily use the language of coherent sheaves, we state below 
some of the basic results used. For further details and proofs, as well as all 
the necessary material on sheaf cohomology, see [11], [39], Chapter 3 o f [32] 
and Chapter 5 of [34].
Recall that i f  S  is a coherent sheaf of C?x-modules over a complex manifold 
X  then its singularity set <r(S) C X  is defined by
r(5) =  [a: G X  : Sx is not a free O x iX-module},
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and is an analytic subset of X  of codimension at least 1. We say that S  is 
torsion free if for each x 6 X ,  the stalk Sz is a torsion-free 0 * , , -module. In 
this case cr(S) is of codimension at least 2. In particular, any torsion free 
coherent sheaf on a Riemann surface is locally free.
A  coherent sheaf is reflexive i f  S  S  S ” , where S ’  =  'hom.nx (S ■ O x ). 
Equivalently S  is reflexive if and only if it is torsion free and normal, i.e., for 
every open set U  C X  and every analytic subset V  C U  of codimension at 
least 2 , the restriction map
H ° (U ;S )  -*  H °(U \ V -,S )
is an isomorphism. Note that if  S  and T  are coherent, with T  reflexive, then 
Ogm ox 1S a s^o reflexive. In particular the dual S ’  of S  is reflexive.
I f  S  is a coherent sheaf on X  and there exists some r >  1 such that for 
each x € X  there exists an open neighbourhood U  of x and an exact sequence
0 —► Su —* O y ' —► Oy 1 O yr ,
then we say S  is locally an r ,h syzygy sheaf. In this case the singularity set 
ct(S )  o f S  is of codimension at least r +  1.
The following lemma taken from [39] (see also [19]) applies some of these 
results and is useful in the sequel.
L em m a  1.5.1. Let € be a holomorphic SL(2, C ) bundle over a closed complex 
surface X  equipped with a Gauduchon metric. Then S is stable i f  and only i f  
there is no line bundle C admitting a non-trivial map to € with deg C >  0.
Proo f o f  1.5.1: We need only show that if 5  is a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of 
£  with deg S  >  0, then there is a line bundle £  with deg C >  0, which admits 
a non-trivial map to £. Since S  is a subsheaf of £ it is torsion free, and so 
is locally free outside a codimension 2 subset Y  of X .  Thus the line bundle 
C  =  det«S is isomorphic to S  on X  \ Y . Since £  is reflexive, the natural map 
C — * £  defined on X  \ Y  extends over Y , so C maps non-trivially to £  and 
deg£ =  deg S  >  0. 11.5.11
In the next chapters we investigate stable bundles on X  in detail.
Chapter 2
Principal elliptic surfaces
Braam and Hurtubise [16] studied stable holomorphic SL(2,C) bundles over 
Hopf surfaces by means of a ‘graph’ or ‘divisor’ invariant. Here we give an 
extension of their invariant to  SL(2, C) bundles over a general non-trivial prin­
cipal elliptic fibration and study its properties. We shall need it in this gener­
ality in later chapters, when we come to consider bundles on principal elliptic 
surfaces over curves other than P 1.
2.1. Line bundles on elliptic curves
All our elliptic curves shall be of the form C* /Z where the Z  action on C* is 
generated by the dilation 2 *—► \z, with A G R  and A >  1. More commonly, we 
shall fix A and denote this curve simply by T. We give T  the structure of an 
Abelian variety by choosing the point determined by 1 6  C* as the identity 
element. Since H '(T ;  Z ) S  Z  © Z , H 2( T , Z )  “ Z a n d  H '(T \ O t ) *  C ,we 
have:
P ic ° (r ) S  H X(T\ O t )/H x (T ; Z ) 3f C* /Z 3£ T;
P ic (T ) 2  P ic°(T ) x Z.
The choice of identity for T  gives the isomorphism Pic°(T1) =  T  [32]. Explicitly 
we can see the isomorphism as follows: a specific representative for the 
isomorphism class of line bundles represented by \i 6  C* can be constructed 
by taking the quotient of C* x  C by the action of Z  generated by
(s v0 ~ (A s ,n e ) '
If v,, =  for /i, n' e  C* then n =  A "/  for some n g Z ,  giving the identifica­
tion of P ic °(T ) with C*/Z =  T . We shall usually make this identification for 
convenience.
The map z t-* z~l on C* descends to give a holomorphic involution 1 on T, 
the usual “hyperelliptic involution” . Geometrically 1 corresponds to rotation 
of an angle jt about the axis o f  the torus passing through the four half-periods.
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The quotient of T  by the Z 2 action is isomorphic to P 1 and we have a double 
cover
q : T  —  P\
ramified at the half-periods ± 1 , ±\/A in T.
2.2. Principal elliptic bundles
Let 7r : Y  —► B  be a principal elliptic fibration, where B  and Y  are closed 
complex manifolds of dimensions n, n +  1 respectively, with fibre the elliptic 
curve T . Then, as in [12], Y  is given by an element of the cohomology group 
H l (B\ T ) ,  where T  is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic maps from B  to the 
group of translations of T . (Note that the latter group is naturally identified 
with T  itself). Thus there is an open cover {U a }  of B  such that V  is isomorphic 
to the quotient of LiUa X T  by the relation generated by (z , t )  ~  (z ,g a0 (z )t ) 
for some Cech cocycle {gaa} representing a class in H l ({U a}; T ).
Alternatively, there is a line bundle C  over B  such that the quotient of the 
C* bundle £*, obtained by removing the zero section of £, by the Z  action 
generated by scalar multiplication by A G C* in  each fibre is isomorphic to Y . 
(The transition functions o f C are lifts to C* o f  the maps ga0 : Ua H Up —► T ). 
For further details of principal elliptic fibrations, we refer to [12].
In the case when Y  is a non-trivial principal elliptic surface, its holomor­
phic and topological invariants are summarised in the following lemma.
Lem m a 2.2.1. A non-trivial principal ellip tic surface w : Y  —► B  over a 
closed compact Riemann surface B  of genus g has the following invariants:
h ° '(Y )  =  0 +  1; h°’* (Y )  =  g ;
H '(Y ,Z )* £  Z 2tf+t; H 2( Y ; Z )  =  Z 4* © Z m,
where m is the degree o f the holomorphic line bundle over B  associated to Y . 
The intersection form is negative definite on restriction to the image o f  P ic (K ) 
in H 'ly W / H ^ Y - 'Z )^ .
P roof o f 2.2.1: Topologically Y  is C  x S1, where C  is a circle bundle over B  
with Euler class of degree m. The associated Gysin sequence [12, p.145] gives 
exact sequences
0 -> H l (B ; Z ) - »  H \ C ; Z )  - *  0;
0 -  H°(B\ Z )  ™ H \ B ; Z ) -  H 2( C ; Z )  -► H l (B ; Z )  - »  0,
and this together with the Kunneth theorem gives the the topological invari­
ants. The canonical bundle formula of Kodaira [12, p.161] gives Ky  —
The integer h0,2(Y )  is then determined by Serre duality and the value o f h0,* (Y ) 
follows by Riemann-Roch. The statement about the intersection form follows 
from the signature theorem [12 , p.120] since 61 (K ) is odd. 12.2 . 1 1
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Let Pic0(y, A ) denote the subgroup of P ic (K ) consisting o f line bundles 
which restrict to bundles of degree 0 on all fibres o f it . The following construc­
tion was given in [16]. Using the first description of Y , given C G P ic ° (y , A ) we 
can restrict it to a local trivialisation Ua x T . Restricting to the fibre 7r- 1(x) 
above x  G Ua defines a map <j>a : Ua —> P ic°(T ). I f  x G Ua fl Up then <i>a{x) 
and <t>p(x) G P ic°(T ) differ by the action of translation by gap (x ) on Pic°(T). 
But this action is trivial [30, p.312], and so <t>a and 4>p agree on Ua f~l Up. Thus 
we obtain a well-defined homomorphism
2.2.2. <(>: P ic °(r , B )  — Map(fl, P ic ° (r ) )  =  Map(B, T ),
where M ap(B , T )  denotes the group of holomorphic maps from B  to  the Abel­
ian variety T.
Definition 2.2.3. The graph of the map <£(£) : B  —* T  defined above is 
called the graph of the line bundle C.
It is natural to ask if  given a holomorphic map g : B  —* T  whether or not 
there is a line bundle C G Pic° (Y ,B )  whose graph is that of g. W e  describe 
briefly the obstruction to the existence of C and refer to [31] for further details. 
Pushing down the exact sequence
0 - > Z - > O Y -> O y -> 0
gives an exact sequence
2.2.4. 0 - »  R 'tt.Z  - *  R 'jt.CV - »  R 'ir.O y  -*  Z.
Since all fibres of it are non-singular, the locally constant sheaf R 1 7T.Z is closed 
in R 'tt.O y and the quotient R ' tt.O y /R' tt.Z  =  ¿Jac(Y, B ) is precisely the sheaf 
of sections of the Jacobian variety Jac(V’ B ) associated to the elliptic fibratiou 
Y  [12, p.153]. In our case, Jac (Y ,B ) =  B  x T  and the space M a p (B ,T ) is 
just H ° (J a c (Y ,B )).  Following Grothendieck, denote the group H ° (R 1 n.OY) 
by P ic (Y / B ). (The sheaf R }tt,O y  is the sheaf of sections of the relative Picard 
variety [31].) We then have an injection
2.2.5. H °{R 'ir .O Y/Rl * .Z )  =  Map(B, T )  ^  Pic (Y/B ) 
induced by the exact sequence
0 - »  Jac(Y ; f l )  - »  R l K.Oy - »  Z
coming from (2.2.4). The lower term sequence of the Leray spectral sequence 
for O y  with ¿Z '9 =  f l p( A ; R9tt.O y )  gives an exact sequence
2.2.6. 0 -  H '(B ,0 -„ )  H '(Y ,O y )  - .  H°(B\ R 't .O y )  i  
(using 7rmOy =  O g ); i.e.,
0 P ic (B ) P ic (V ) -  Pic (Y / B ) - i  B r'(B ),
where B r '( f l )  =  f l 2( f l ;  O g ) is the cohomological Brauer group [31]. Hence we 
have:
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Lemma 2.2.7. An element T) of Map(B, T )  lifts to give a globally defined 
line-bundle on Y  i f  and only i f  i] maps to 0 in B r '(B ) under the composition
M »p (B ,T )  Pic(K/B) - i- . B r'(fl).
As a corollary we have:
Corollary 2.2.8. I f  H \ B ,0 'b ) =  0 then the map «  : P ic ° (K B ) -> 
Map(B, T )  is surjective.
In this case there is a rather explicit construction of such a line bundle. 
Choose a Leray cover {U a }  for 0 B such that Y\Ua — Ua x T  for each a. 
Let g : B  —► T  be given and let ga : Ua —► T  be the restriction of g to Ua. 
Define a line bundle Ca on Y\Ua to be the pull-back of a fixed Poincare bundle 
V  —* P ic°(T ) x T  by the map
i . i l i . x T - .  P ic ° (T ) x  T,
( * , t )  -+ (^ „(* ),< ).
On Uaß =  Uar\Uß, the line bundle n»(C~xCß) is trivial so there is an isomorph­
ism
+.ß ■ c .|w-,(«rt) cß\*-\v„ß).
We wish to define a line bundle £  on Y  by gluing the Ca together using the 
local isomorphisms <f>aß• W e may do so provided the condition:
Paß-, =  4>aä4>ß-,<t>-,a =  1,
is satisfied. The Cech 2-cocycle paß-, defines an element in H 2{B\ 0"B). If 
H 2(B ;O b) =  0, there is a 1-cochain (0aß) € C l ({U ay ,0 “B) such that
Paß7 =  9aß$ßy0ya.
Defining 4>'aß =  (6aß o ir )~ l <f>aß gives isomorphisms
4 *  : Ä . I » -  Cß\w-'(Uaß),
with
fiapfifafi-ia =  1 *
Hence we may glue the { £ a }  together to obttiin a bundle £  G Pic°(Vr, B ) with 
the required graph.
As a further corollary of (2.2.7) we obtain:
Corollary 2.2.9. I f  ir : Y  —* B  is a principal elliptic surface then the map 
<f>: P ic °(r , B ) —» Map(13, T ) is surjective and we have an exact sequence:
1 — * P ic (B ) — ♦ Pic°(y,B) — * Map(B,T) — » 1.2.2.10.
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Proof o f 2.2.9: The first statement follows since H 2(B ; 0 ’B) =  0 and corollary 
(2.2.8). The last part follows for if £  G Pic°(y, B ) is such that =  1, then 
£  is trivial on fibres of 7r and so must be the pull-back of some line bundle on 
B. 12.2.91
Definition 2.2.11. Let Pic5(y , B ) denote the subgroup of P ic°(y , B ) which 
maps to the subgroup T  of Map(2?, T )  consisting of constant maps.
We therefore have an exact sequence
2.2.12. 1 — » Pic(B) — ► Pic'(y, B )  — ► T — ♦ 1.
Definition 2.2.13. Let Picr ( y )  denote the subgroup of P ic (y ) consisting of 
elements V such that c j(V ) G H 2(Y ; Z ) ton.
There is an obvious exact sequence,
2.2.14. 1 - »  Pic°(y) - »  PicT(y ) - »  H 2(Y ; Z ) ^  -*■ 0.
Remark 2.2.15. Elements of Pic*(y, B )  can be constructed easily using our 
second description of Y  as the quotient space £*/Z where £  is a line bundle 
over B. Given /i £ C ,  one defines a line bundle on Y  to be the quotient 
o f £ ‘  x C by the Z-action generated by ( l , ( )  ►—* (A/, p£). The graph of C,, is 
then the constant map (p ) G T . Since has constant transition functions it 
is flat as a C°°-bundle and hence also an element of PicT(y ) .
The following result is a standard corollary of the base change theorem 
(see [11], [32] or [38]), whose relevance w ill soon become apparent.
Lemma 2.2.16. Suppose n : Y  —► B  is a proper holomorphic fibration o f 
complex spaces and let P  be a coherent sheaf over Y  which is flat with respect 
to it. I f  fo r  some q G Z  the direct image sheaf =  0, then the natural
evaluation map
( IP - '* .? ) ,  -
is a surjection fo r  all x G B.
We apply this result in the case where ir : Y  —> B  is a non-trivial principal 
elliptic surface to give an alternative construction of the graph of a line bundle, 
which coincides with that of [16]. Suppose we are given C  G Pic°(y, B ) and 
let Cp be the bundle constructed in Remark 2.2.15 for some p G C*. We then 
have either
* • ( » - * ( * ) ;  ^ £ )  =  1, for all *  G B; 
or
2.2.17. h °(x_ 1 (x ); C ~ 'C ) =  0, generically.
In the first case, the sheaf ir*(C~l C ) is torsion free of rank 1 and hence cor­
responds to a line bundle U  on B. Since the fibres of 7r are all irreducible we 
obtain £  ®  it"U.
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In the second case, the restrictions of £  and £p to a generic fibre tire 
non-isomorphic. However they are isomorphic on fibres 7r_ , (x ) for which 
^ '(^■ "'(x ); £ “ ’ £ )  =  1. Since the fibres of t  are 1-dimensional, the sheaf 
R 2irm(C ~ '£ )  vanishes and so by Lemma 2.2.16 the sheaf R l n.(C~lC ) is 
a skyscraper sheaf supported precisely at those points x G B  for which 
£ ; '£ )  =  i.
L em m a 2.2.18. With the above notation R 1 irm(C ~1 £ )  is a skyscraper sheaf 
supported on a divisor o f degree — ^ Ci(£ )2 on B.
P ro o f o f 2.2.18: This follows from the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem 
[26, 32] using the fact that £p is flat. 12.2.181
We can now identify the subgroup Pic*(K, B ) in topological terms. 
L em m a  2.2.19. The subgroups P ic*(y ,f? ) and Picr( y )  coincide when Y  is a 
non-trivial principal elliptic surface.
P ro o f o f 2.2.19: First we show that Picr( y )  C Pic'iV', B ).  I f  £  € PicT(y )  then 
its restriction to each fibre of n is of degree 0. Lemma 2.2.18 and the fact that 
C i(£ )2 =  0 show that the case 2.2.17 cannot occur. Hence by the discussion 
above, £  is isomorphic to £ |J ®  ir’U  for some p € <C* and line bundle U  on B. 
The graph of £  is then the constant (p ) G T .
Conversely, i f  V G Pic* (Y ,B ) has graph (p ), then V is isomorphic to 
<g> ■k ’U  for some line bundle U  on B. The flatness o f £ M gives c^V )2 =  0. 
The negative-definiteness of the intersection form on the image of P ic (F ) in 
H 2(Y \ Z )/ H 2(Y ;Z )to n  then gives the result. 12.2.191
Lem m a 2.2.20. Under the hypotheses o f Lemmas (2.2.1) and (2.2.19) there 
is an isomorphism
PicT(K ) )r*Pic0(B )  x C  x Z m.
P ro o f o f 2.2.20: We have a commuting diagram of exact sequences
0 0 0
I I 1
0 —  H 'lY - .Z )  —  H '(Y - ,O y ) —  H '(Y -,0 -y )
1 Io---- z —  c
0 0
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where the first two columns arise from the Gysin sequence with coefficients in 
Z  and C respectively. The diagram gives rise to an exact sequence
0 — H'(Y-,Oy ) /H ' (Y ;Z )  -+ C/Z -» 0,
o -»Pic°(B ) P ic ° (r )  — c  -»o.
Hence each element o f P ic°(V ) can be written in the form ® -k 'U  for some 
/i € C* and 14 € P ic °(B ). The exact sequence (2.2.14) leads to the result.
12.2.20I
A choice of Poincare line bundle for B  and holomorphic line bundle on Y  
whose first Chern class generates Z m allows us to construct a Poincare line 
bundle V -*  V  x  P ic* (Y ,B ). Let if : Y  x Pic• (Y ,B ) —* B  x P ic '(y ,B )  and 
pi : Y  x  P ic*(y, B ) —► Y  be the obvious projections. We form the direct image 
sheaf i2Iir,(V - IpJ£). This is supported on a divisor G  of B  x Pic*(y, B )  with 
the following properties:
( i )  A  point (x ,U ) lies on G  if and only if £|w-i(x) =
( i i )  The divisor G  is invariant under the action induced by tensoring 
Pic*(y, B )  by elements of P ic(B ).
Properties (i) and (ii) show that the divisor G  descends to a divisor G  
on B x  P ic*(y, B )/P ic (B ) =  B  x T .  Since the divisor { 6}  x T  intersects G 
in exactly one point for all b € B, and generically B  x {< } intersects G  in 
d — —l c j (£ )2 points by Grothendieck-Riemann Roch (as above), the divisor 
G  must be the graph of a degree d map from B  to T. This definition clearly 
coincides with the earlier definition of the graph. As a corollary we have:
Corollary 2.2.21. Suppose C € Pic°(y, B ). Let Bt =  B x  {< } fo r  t € T . I f  
the graph G  o f C is non-constant then G .Bt =  —jC i(£ )2, fo r  all t G T .
2.3. SL(2,C) bundles on principal elliptic surfaces
We recall the following theorem of Atiyah classifying SL(2, C) bundles on an 
elliptic curve [6, 32].
Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose £ is a holomorphic SL(2,C) bundle over an elliptic 
curve T , then either £  is decomposable or £ is a non-trivial extension
0 — ► C — >£ — ► C~' — ► 0 , With C2 5 ? Or-
Hence if £ an SL(2, C) bundle over T  it falls into one of the following three
classes:
1 f S i o e i o '1. with £0 € Pic°(T);
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2 A  non-trivial extension:
with £  € P ic ° (D  and £ 2 fit 0 T;
3 £ ^  £ fc ©  £ i 1 with £* G Picfc(T ), fc >  0.
Rem ark  2.3.2. Note that £  is o f type (3) i f  and only if for all £0 € Pic°(!T),
H°(T\CZ'£) * o.
We wish to examine certain SL(2,C) bundles on principal elliptic surfaces 
7r : Y  —* B , and in particular over Hopf surfaces. The classification of Atiyah 
enables us to analyse the bundle ‘fibrewise’ , and we describe an extension of 
the ‘graph’ invariant of [16]. Note, however, that our notation is different. 
Rem ark  2.3.3. Unless otherwise stated, in the sequel n : Y  —► B  will denote 
a non-trivial principal elliptic surface over a smooth closed complex curve B.
D efin ition 2.3.4. Let S L o (Y ,B ) denote the set of rank 2 bundles £  on Y  
which satisfy the following conditions:
( i )  det£|»-i(x) is trivial for all x € B;
( i i )  £|»-i(x) is of type (1) or (2) for generic x 6 B.
Rem ark  2.3.5. Condition ( i )  is equivalent to the condition 
( i ) '  det £ =  -k ’U  for some line bundle U  on B.
D efin ition  2.3.6. Let S L q(Y )  denote the set o f SL(2,C) bundles £  on Y  with 
c2( £ )  =  k  which satisfy condition (i i )  above.
Suppose £  G S L 0(Y ,B )  and that c2(£ )  =  k >  0. Fix an element £  6 
Pic* (Y ,B )  such that for generic x € B , h°(ir~ , (x );  £ “ *£) =  0. Thus the direct 
image sheaf jr .(£ ~ '£ ) =  0. However, by (2.2.16), the first direct image sheaf 
R 'i r . (£ - l £ ) is a skyscraper sheaf supported at those points x G B  for which 
^‘ (^■ ‘ (x ); £ - , £ ) >  0, i.e. for which £|x- i(x) is of type (1) or (2) with £|x-i(x) 
as a sub-bundle, or £|x-«(x) is of type (3). The sheaf i2,7r»(£-1£ ) is coherent 
and since B  is a curve, it always has local resolutions of length one. Thus, any 
point x G B  has an open neighbourhood U  with a local resolution
0 — OJ7 OJ! —  ( R 't .C - '£ ) (U )  ->  0,
where A  is an m x m  matrix of functions holomorphic on U. Locally the first 
Chern class of f?17r«(£_1£) is given by the zero-divisor of det A  [16], [34]. Hence 
the divisor on which it is supported may be identified with C|(fi1jr.(£- , £ )). 
By the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem, this is a divisor of degree k  on
B.
I f  we now take a Poincare bundle V —► Y  x Pic*(Y, B ) and consider 
R xn .(V £ ) where x  : Y  x P ic‘ (Y ,B ) —» B  x  P ic*(K ,R ) is the projection in­
duced by jt, and £  is the pull-back of £  to Y  x  Pic*(K, B )  induced by projec­
tion onto the first factor, then R}km{y £ ) is a torsion sheaf on Y  x  Pic*(y, B )
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supported on a divisor D. The points in the support of D  are those points 
(x, C) G B  x  Pic*(K, B )  for which
Hence D  has the following properties:
( i )  D  is invariant under the action of P ic"(f?) on B  x Pic*(Y, B ) induced by 
tensor product with the second factor.
( i i )  Since (2.3.7) remains true with C~x replacing £ , D  is invariant under the 
action of Z 2 on Pic*(Y, B ).
Property (i) and the exact sequence (2.2.12) show that D  descends to a 
divisor on
B  x P ic '(r ,B )/ P ic (B ) =  B x T ,
and property (ii) shows this divisor further descends to a divisor D (£ ) on 
B  X r / Z 2 =  f l  X P 1.
D efin ition  2.3.8. The divisor D (£ )  constructed above is called the divisor
Generically, by (2.3.7) the “horizontal fibres” B  x  {/ } for / 6 P 1 contain 
it points of D (£ ) counted with multiplicity. The “vertical fibres” { x }  x  P 1, 
for x € B , generically contain just one point of D (£ ). Otherwise the entire 
“vertical” fibre { x }  x P 1 is included in the divisor (with some multiplicity). In 
this case £\w- i i x) is of type (3).
Consequently the divisor reduces into distinct components:
as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Here Ga is the graph of a holomorphic map 
a  : B  —► P 1 of degree r. The Fj =  {x^ } x  B  are the vertical fibres over a 
set { x j , . . .  ,x , }  of distinct points in B  for which >s ° f  type (3), and
nj 6 Z  are their multiplicities. These quantities satisfy the relation:
Defin ition  2.3.11. The divisor Ga on B  x P 1 given by (2.3.9) is called the 
graph of £.
2.4. Destabilising line bundles and exact sequences
Suppose now that £  € S L 0(Y ., B ) and D (£ ) is o f the form (2.3.9). The divisor 
Ga is the image under the quotient map B  x T  —* B  x  P 1 o f an » invariant 
divisor G  on B  x  T . Suppose
2.3.7. h°(w -l ( z ) ;C - l £ ) > 0 .
of £.
2.3.9.
2.3.10.
2.4.1. G  =  G p +  i “Gp,
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B
Figure 2.1. Divisor of an SL(2,C) bundle. Vertical components correspond 
to elliptic fibres where the bundle admits a sub-bundle of degree greater than 0
where Gp is the graph of a holomorphic map p : B  —► T . By Corollary 2.2.8, 
we know there axe line bundles £ o,£ q G Pic°(K, B )  with graphs Gp,i*G p re­
spectively. Hence, on each fibre o f 7r the bundles Co, C'Q restrict to sub-bundles 
of £. One might then expect that any line bundle which maps to £  is closely 
related to Co or C'Q. The following results are the analogues of Proposition 
3.3.4 of [16].
Lem m a 2.4.2. Suppose £  G S L 0(Y, B ) does not restrict to a bundle of type 
(1 ) with Cq =  O  on a generic fibre o f x. I f  the divisor Ga can be written in 
the form  (2-4.1) fo r  some map p : B  —* T , then there exist two line bundles 
£ j,£ 2 G Pic°(K, B ) such that any line bundle admitting a non-trivial map to 
£ is isomorphic to one in the set
{£ i  ® v *O b ( —D ),C 3 ®  1!*O b { - D )  : D  an effective divisor on B ).
The line bundles satisfy n . ( £ f , £ ) =  ir^ C ^ E ) — O b - I f  £ is o f type (2 ) on a 
generic fibre, then C\ =  £2.
Proof o f 2-4-2: By Corollary 2.2.8 there exists a line bundle £0 G P ic°(y, B ) 
such that Co has graph p. The hypotheses imply that for generic x G B  we 
have h°(jr- , (a:);£ q '£ )  =  1. Hence n .(C ol£ ) is a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf on 
B  and so isomorphic to some line bundle W  say. Let C\ =  Co®  W , then by the 
projection formula [32, p.124], 7r.(£,-1£) =  0 B- Applying a similar argument 
to the map t o p  yields £2.
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I f  £  is any line bundle admitting a non-trivial map to £, then without loss 
of generality we may assume C has the same graph as C\. Then n ,(C ~ lC\) 
is a line bundle U  on B, giving £  =  C\ ®14~1. Now h°(B ; n.{C~l £ ) )  =  
h °(Y ; C~x £ )  /  0, but by the projection formula ir,(£~ l £ ) =  U . Thus U  =i 
O b (B )  for some effective divisor D  on B  and £  =  C\ ® it"O b { —D ) as r 1
Lem m a 2.4.3. Suppose £  € SLo(Y , B ) restricts to a direct sum o f half-periods 
on a generic fibre o f n, then there exists a line bundle C\ G P ic°(y, B ) such 
that n, ( £ f 1£ )) =  W , where W  is a rank 2 bundle on B  with the property that 
h ° (B ,W )  ^  0, but fo r  any line bundle U  on B  with deg U  <  0, the space 
H ° (B ,U W )  = 0 .  I f  C is a line bundle which admits a non-trivial map to £, 
then it is isomorphic to an element o f the set
P roof o f  2.4-8: The graph of £  must be that of a constant map, and so by 
(2.2.8) there exists a line bundle £ 0 G Pic°(y, B )  whose graph maps to this con­
stant under the quotient map T  —* P 1. The hypotheses imply that jt, (£ q l £ ) 
is a torsion-free rank 2 sheaf on B , and so corresponds to a rank 2 vector 
bundle, W ' say. By [32, p.372], there exists a line bundle U  on B  such that 
if  we define W  =  W U ,  then VV satisfies the stated property. Hence we may 
take C\ =  C o®  ir’U.
I f  £  is a line bundle admitting a non-trivial map to £, then C =  C\®  7r*V 
for some line bundle V on B  and
D e fin ition  2.4.4. If £  G SL0(Y , B )  has a graph of the form (2.4.1) for some 
holomorphic map p : B  —*T ,v re  say that £ splits.
D efin ition  2.4.5. If £  € SLo(Y, B )  splits, the line bundles £ i, £2 constructed 
in (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) are called the maximal destabilising line bundles of £.
Suppose now that £  G S L „ (Y ) with k >  0 satisfies the hypotheses of (2.4.2). 
We then have
with exceptions only when £|»-i(x) is of type (3) or a direct sum of half- 
periods. Hence i21jr . (£ f ,£ ) =  V -1 © S, where V is a line bundle on B  and 
S  is a skyscraper sheaf supported at the exceptional points. The dual sheaf 
{R xnm(C ~ x£ )Y  =  H m ir v (R 1 ir .(C ~ l £ ).O v )  is the locally free rank 1 sheaf V.
The bundles £ i ,£ 2  are not independent. In this case we have:
Lem m a 2.4.6. I f  £  G S L q(Y )  with k >  0 satisfies the hypotheses o f (2.4-2), 
then C\ and £2 are related by
{£ 1  ® tt'V  : V a line bundle on B  with deg V <  0}.
* . (£ - *£ ) ^  T . (£ r ‘ £ ) ®  V *  5? V 1. 
Since h ° (B ;  7r„(£-1£ )) ^  0, we must have degV <  0.
fc1(w-1(x ) ;£ [  l £ ) =  1, for generic i G f l ,
c,c, 3! T -{« v .(£ r1f ) r -
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Proof o f 2.4-6: Since ir : Y  —* B  is principal, its relative canonical bun­
dle is trivial and hence, by relative Serre duality [36], [12, p.89], ir.(C\£) =  
{R}-k. (C ^ xS )Y  =  V. Thus >r*((£ f,V )“ 1£ ) =  O b , and the results follows by 
uniqueness. 12.4.61
Given S  € S L 0(Y )  with a maximal destabilising line bundle £, let s G 
H °(Y ; C~x£ ) be a non-zero section. If  s vanishes on a fibre / =  ir~x(x )  and 
£|/ is of type (1) or (2), then s must vanish along the entire fibre. We then 
obtain a non-trivial map £  <g> tt'O b (x ) —♦ £, contradicting the maximally of 
£. Hence the zero-set of s must be contained within fibres of type (3). If 
/ =  7r-1(x) is such a fibre and s vanishes on all of /, again we obtain a non­
trivial map £  <g) it’ O b ( x )  —* S. Thus s can only vanish on a O-dimensional 
subscheme. Hence we have shown:
Lemma 2.4.7. I f  £ G S L 0(Y )  splits and has a maximal destabilising line 
bundle £  then any section o f  C~x£ vanishes on a O-dimensional subscheme o f
Y.
This situation is well-known and is described in detail in [30, p.726] and 
[39, p.90]. Here we summarise the details. Let Y  be a complex manifold (of 
any dimension) and £ —* Y  a holomorphic SL(2, C ) bundle. Suppose £  is a 
line bundle on Y  such that the bundle J  =  C~x£  admits a non-trivial section 
s vanishing on a codimension 2 subscheme of Y . On any holomorphic chart U  
of Y  where there exists a local holomorphic frame {e i ,e 2}  for T ,  the section 
s restricted to U  may be written
S|t/ =  8\ei +  «2^2»
for some s i,s2 £ Of/- The zero-set Z  is then given locally as the set of x G U  
such that s i(x ) =  s2(x ) =  0, and so is a locally complete intersection. Its 
ideal sheaf J z  is given on U  by the ideal (s\,S2)O u  of O u■ II  we denote by 
{VUV2} the dual frame to {e i , e 2}  for the bundle T *  over U , then we have a 
local resolution for J z  on U
0 — . Kl T -\ „  ^ I t ,  - i -  J z \u —  0,
where a  and /J are defined by
ot(m  A i?2) =  V\(s)V2 ~  i?a(4)i7i; 2.4.8.
+ 9m) = fmU0 + $>73(4), 2.4.9.
for f , g G  O u• The local resolutions fit together to give the Koszul complex of
Z:
2.4.10. 0 — ► — ► T ' — ► Jz — ► 0.
Tensoring (2.4.10) with d e t j"  and using the natural isomorphism T ’  ®  det^7 =  
T  gives an exact sequence o f  sheaves
— ► Ox F  —* det^ ® J z — ► 0.2.4.11. 0
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Replacing T  with C x£, the sequence becomes
2.4.12. C~xJ z  — ► 0.
We denote the structure sheaf O x l  J z  ° f  % by Oz-
Returning now to the case where Y  —* B  is a non-trivial principal elliptic 
surface we obtain:
P ropos ition  2.4.13. I f  it : Y  —* B  is a non-trivial principal elliptic surface, 
then any bundle £  € SLo(Y, B ) which splits with maximal destabilising line 
bundles C\ and C i can be written in the fo rm  o f an extension o f sheaves
where ( Z ,, Ozi) a locally complete codimension 2 intersection. The zero
schemes (Z i,O z t) are parameterised by F H ° (Y ;  C~x£).
P roo f o f 2.4.14: The last statement follows since each Z, is the zero-scheme 
of a non-trivial section of H °(Y , £~x£ ), and so does not change if we multiply 
the section by a non-zero scalar. | 2.4.141
Following Tyurin [43] we shall call a codimension 2 locally complete inter­
section (Z ,O z ) on a surface Y  a cluster, and denote it simply by Z .
Lem m a 2.4.15. I f  Y  is a compact complex surface and S is a rank 2 locally 
free sheaf given as an extension as in ( 2 .4 - 1 2 )  fo r  some line bundle C and 
cluster Z  on Y , then
P roo f o f 2-4-15: Apply the Chern character formula to (2.4.12) and the struc­
ture sequence of Z:
2.5. Stable SL(2,C) bundles on H opf surfaces
In this section we describe how the results o f the previous sections specialise 
to the Hopf surface 7r : X  —» P 1. See also [16].
2.5.1. Line bundles on Hopf surfaces
Since X  is topologically Sx x 53 we have H 2(X ;Z i )  =  0, and by the Riemann- 
Roch theorem h0 l {X )  =  1. Hence P ic ° (X ,P 1) =  P ic ° (X ) =  P ic (X ) where:
2.4.14. 0 Ci — ► £  — ► C f 'J z i  ----* 0, fo r  i  =  1,2,
c j(S ) =  l ( Z )  -  c i ( r ) a.
J z — + O x — > O z  —  0.
lä Q s l
P ic (X ) =  H '{X ,0 \ )  3  H '(X ,O x )/ H ' (X - ,Z )  3  C/Z 3  C .
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As in (2.2.15) we may give an explicit representative of the class in P ic (X ) 
represented by n G C* by defining £„ to be the quotient of H ’  x C (with its 
given complex structure) by the Z  action generated by
Clearly on the fibres T  of n, the line bundle restricts to the bundle 
Vjj G P ic°(T ) =  T  defined in 2.1. Since all holomorphic maps from P 1 to T  are 
constant, the exact sequences (2.2.10) and (2.2.12) are identical, and (2.2.12) 
becomes
where 7r*(n) =  A" and p(/i) =  (n ) G <C*/Z.
Denote the pull-back of Opi(n) by O x (n ) for n g Z .  By Kodaira’s canon­
ical bundle formula [12], we have K x  — O x (~ 2). Using the original quotient 
construction of X , one sees that the tangent bundle of X  is isomorphic to 
C\ ©  C\- Hence C\ =  O x (2). Since C\ is trivial on fibres o f 1r, there is only 
one possible choice o f square-root, namely C\ =  C>x(l).
Using the fact that Todd(AT) =  1, an application o f Riemann-Roch to any 
line bundle £ o n X  gives y (X ; C) =  0. Thus, by Serre duality
If a line bundle C  on X  admits a non-trivial section, then on restriction to 
the fibres of ir that section must be constant, so C is the pull-back of a bundle 
on P 1; i.e., C  =  C?x(n) for some n G Z  with n >  0. Thus, i f  C  is not of the 
form O x (n ) for any n G Z, we have
Otherwise, if  C, =  0 x (m ) for m G Z, we have h °(£ ) =  h ° (O r i (m ) )  and so we
where | • | is the usual L 2-metric on C and s is a section. This metric is then 
invariant under the action of Z  defining and so descends to give a metric 
on C„, whose curvature form F  is given by
( * , 0 ~ (A * , | * ) .
o —► Pic(p') —► Pic(X) —► Pic°(r) —► l
II II II
z Cr T
h '(C ) =  h°(C ) +  h \C ) =  h°(C ) +  h°(C~l 0 K x ) .
A '(£ ) s  0, for I =  0,1,2.
obtain:
for m >  0; 
otherwise,
and so
I. '(O x (m ))  =  » " ( 0 , (m ) )  +  l ° (O x (2 -  m )). 
Define a metric 11 • 11 on the trivial bundle over O’  by
2.5.1.
f  =  - 1^ y 3 a log ( l%l1 +  k ,|1).
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Integrating F  against u> and choosing the constant k in (1.4.1) appropriately, 
we have
deg £ „ =  log|/j|/lug A, 
and in particular deg C?x(n) =  n for n € Z.
2.5.2. SL(2,C) bundles on Hopf surfaces
I f  £  -► X  is an SL(2,C ) bundle with 02(F )  =  k >  0, then the fact that 
£  6 S L o (X ) follows from the following easy generalisation of Proposition
3.2.2. of [16]. The result is stated here both for completeness and because we 
shall need it in this generality in Chapter 6.
Note that when B  =  P 1, by (2.2.1) the group H 2(Y ; Z )  must be pure 
torsion whenever Y  is non-trivial.
Lem m a 2.5.2 ([16], P ro p .3.2.2). Suppose ir : Y  —* P 1 is a non-trivial 
principal elliptic fibration then every holomorphic SL(2, C) bundle £ on Y  
with c2(£ ) >  0 belongs to S L 0(Y ).
P roof o f 2.5.2: Let £  be as in the statement. I f  £  is of type (3) on a generic 
and hence, by semi-continuity, every fibre o f w then we define a coherent 
subsheaf S  of £  as follows. For any line bundle C on Y  the hypotheses give 
/i°(7r-1(x ); C £) >  0 for all x € P 1. The direct image sheaf n ,(C £ ) is torsion-free 
and so defines a vector bundle on P ‘ . We have a natural map ir’ ir,(C£) —► C£ 
which together with the natural evaluation map C£ ® C~x —► £  defines a map 
( irmirm(C £ ) )  <8> £ -1 —♦ £. Choose C so that C £  JT*C?pi(n) for any n € Z, 
and let S  be the image of (ir‘ irm(C £ ) ® £ -1) ®  ir*irm£  under the evaluation 
maps. Since H 2(Y ;Z i) is pure torsion, the first Chern class c i(5 ) must vanish 
on restriction to fibres of n. However, on each fibre T  of n, the restriction of 
the sheaf S  is isomorphic to the positive sub-line bundle of £ generated by 
the image under the evaluation map of those sections of £\t  and C£\t  which 
extend to a neighbourhood of the fibre. Any such section must vanish at some 
point of T , hence ci(«S|t ) 0, giving a contradiction. 12.5.21
The divisor D (£ ) o f £  is therefore well-defined and is an element of a linear 
system \0(p,q)\ on P l x  P 1, for some p,q  € Z . By intersecting D (£ ) with a 
generic horizontal and vertical fibre we see that p =  k and q =  1, so D (£ ) is a 
( k, 1) divisor on the quadric surface P* x P 1. As in (2.3.9), we may write D (£ ) 
uniquely in the form;
2.5.3. D (£ ) a  Ga +  T ' ] - l n>F>
where Ga is the graph o f a degree r rational map a : P 1 — ♦ P 1, for some 
r with 0 < r < k, and the Fj =  { 1 , }  x  P 1 are the vertical fibres over a set 
{ x j , . . .  ,x a}  of distinct points in P 1 for which £  |*-«(*>) is of type (3).
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2.5.3. Stratification of the moduli space
For k >  0 let M k  denote the moduli space o f stable SL(2, C) bundles £ on X  
with c2(£ )  =  k. Taking the divisor of a bundle defines a holomorphic map
2.5.4. D  : M k — ► PH°(C7(fc, 1 )) Si P afe+1.
The decomposition (2.5.3), gives a stratification o f M * into disjoint subspaces 
M.\ for r =  0 ,1 , . . . ,k, where denotes the subset of A 4* consisting of 
elements £  whose graph Ga in (2.5.3) is that of a degree r rational map 
q  : P ' —* P 1.
R em ark  2.5.5. Note that if  £  € M rk for r  >  0, then there can be no non­
trivial map from a line bundle on X  to £  and consequently £  must be stable.
In the following chapters we shall investigate the structure o f the various 
strata and the map D  of (2.5.4). It will turn out that the stratification is 
rather coarse and as k  increases it rapidly becomes more complicated to give 
an explicit description of the various strata.
2.5. Stable SL(2,C) bundles on Hopf surfaces
Chapter 3
The lowest stratum
In this chapter we study SL(2, C) bundles £  on X  with 02( 8 )  =  k >  0, whose 
isomorphism class defines an element of the “lowest” or 0th stratum A t2 of 
M k- These tire precisely the bundles which when twisted by some line bundle 
C admit a non-trivial global section. A  construction of Serre allows us to 
reconstruct the bundle given C and the zero-scheme of any such section. We 
determine when this construction results in stable bundles, and calculate the 
dimension of the stratum.
This method is purely algebraic in character and avoids the need for the 
gluing employed by Braam and Hurtubise. Moreover, the role played by con­
figurations of points on X  becomes somewhat clearer. When it =  1, the con­
struction becomes especially simple, allowing us to give a complete description 
of the stratum.
3.1. Destabilising line bundles
We consider the ‘lowest’ stratum A f*  consisting of those elements of A f*  whose 
divisors are of the form
3.1.1. P * x  M V .
where / € P1 ^  P ic °(T )/ Z 2. These are precisely the bundles which admit a 
non-trivial map from a line bundle on X .
Below we summarise some of the results of Chapter 2 as they apply to 
Hopf surfaces. The first result was obtained by Braam and Hurtubise in [16]. 
Proposition 3.1.2. Suppose £  6 Ad* has a divisor o f the fo rm  (3.1.1), then 
there exist two line bundles, C\,C2, such that any bundle admitting a non­
trivial map to £  is isomorphic to one in the set:
{ £ i ( —n ),£ a( —n) : n € Z ,n  >  0}.
I f  £ restricts to an extension o f half-periods on a generic fibre, then C\ =  £2 
and 7r.(£j‘ , £ ) 2S O r  1 or 0 Fi0C?pi(—m) fo r  some m  € Z , withm  <  0 according
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to whether the extension is generically o f  type (1) or (2). Otherwise we have
».(¿¡-»f) as » .(/£*£)* Op*
Proof o f S. 1.2: This follows by (2.4.2) and (2.4.3). In the case where B  =  P 1, 
the rank 2 bundle W  of (2.4.3) must be a direct sum of the form O fiQ )O f
Using (1.5.1), we obtain:
Proposition  3.1.3. A bundle £  G M k is stable i f  and only i f  its maximal 
destabilising line bundles, £ i ,£ 2, satisfy
The bundles £  G M°k which admit more than a P "s  worth of maps from 
their maximal destabilising line bundle form an exceptional class. We therefore 
make the following definition:
Defin ition 3.1.4. Let £* denote the subset of M k consisting of isomorph-
Proposition  3.1.5. Any bundle £  G A i k with maximal destabilising line bun­
dles C\ and C i can be written in the fo rm  o f an extension o f  sheaves:
where Zi is a cluster on X . The clusters Z i are uniquely determined unless 
£ G Efc, in which case there is a family o f  such schemes parameterised by P 1.
Proof of 3.1.5: This is a special case of (2.4.13) using the fact that if  £  G 
M°k\ ^ k then h°(C ~ '£ ) =  1 for « =  1,2, and if £  G £*, we have h°(C~l£
Lem m a 3.1.7. I f  £  G M k is given as an extension o f sheaves as in (2.4-12) 
with C a line bundle and Z  a cluster on X ,  then c2(£ ) =  l (Z ) .
P roof of 8.1.7: This follows from (2.4.15) using the fact that H 2(X ;  Z )  =  0.
3.2. Relationship with the divisor
Suppose £  is an SL(2, C) bundle on X  which is expressed as an extension as 
in (2.4.12). Denote the support of Z  by SuppZ =  {x t, . . .  ,x j}-  On a fibre / 
of ir : X  —* P 1 which does not contain a point of SuppZ, the exact sequence 
(2.4.12) restricts to
with m  >  0 by the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem [32, p.376].
deg Ci <  0 and deg £ 2 <  0.
ism classes of bundles £  with maximal destabilising line bundle C satisfying
» . ( £ - '£ )  a  Op. ®Op.
3.1.6. 0 — ►Ci — » £  —  C ~ ' j Zi — » 0, fo r  i =  1,2,
Í3X71
0 — ► C\f — » £\t — * C~l \j — ► 0
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so S\f is of type ( 1 ) or (2), and its divisor contains the graph of the constant 
map {£ } ,  where { £ }  is the image of £  G P ic (X ) in P 1 under the quotient 
map.
If, however, we take a fibre / which does meet SuppZ, then Jz\f is the 
ideal sheaf of a divisor Z/ on /, namely the zero-set o f s|/. Note that /(Z/) <  
£ X<€//(Z#<) and the inequality is strict if at some point x,, the section s 
vanishes to order greater than 1 in a direction transverse to /. In any case, 
the exact sequence restricts to
o —. £|, ® o,(z,) —. e\, —. £-■ |, ® o,(-z,) —. o.
Since H l (O j (2 Z f ) )  =  0, this sequence splits and
e\/ 3! {£|/ ® o,{z,)) ® {£-'|, ® o,(-z,)).
Hence the fibres of X  on which £  is of type (3) are precisely those contain­
ing SuppZ, and the degrees of the bundles involved in the splitting of £  on 
such fibres are determined by the behaviour of J7z, or equivalently O z, on 
restriction.
I f C  denotes a bundle on X  such that C'\f is not isomorphic to either C\j 
or C~x\f for a generic (and hence every) fibre / o f tt, then applying the right 
derived functor Rn. (see [32]) to the exact sequence
0 — * C 'C  — ♦ C'£  — ► C'C~xJ z  — ♦ 0,
gives an isomorphism
R l ir.(C '£ ) 3  f l , ir. ( £ '£ - 1 J z ).
The skyscraper sheaf R 1 7r.(£ '£ ) is supported on a set of distinct points 
{p i , . . . , pr } in P 1. Applying the same functor to the structure sequence
0 -  C 'C - 'J z  - *  C'C~' ->  C C - 'O z  ->  0,
and using the fact that £ '£ _1 is non-trivial on restriction to the fibres of ir in 
the resulting long exact sequence of direct image sheaves gives an isomorphism
R lx . (C C - l J z ) «  t . ( £ '£ - 'O z ).
The latter sheaf is supported on jr(SuppZ) and for a point p, G ir(SuppZ), we 
have
W C - ' O z ) ) n  *  £  (O z ), .
y€SuppZnw-* (pj)
Hence we see the multiplicity rij of the vertical fibre in the divisor of £  above 
Pi is given by
n, =  £  l (Z ,)•
*eSuppZn*-«(Pi)
3.2.1.
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Hence, the divisor of any bundle £  € M°k, which is expressed as an extension 
of the form (2.4.12), is given by
where Supp(7T.Z) =  {p j , . . . ,p r},  F j =  {P j }  x P 1, and the multiplicity rij is 
given by (3.2.1).
We shall have need o f the following results later:
Lem m a 3.2.2. I f  £ represents a class in  £*, then on a fibre F  o f n where £  
is o f type (S)
£\F 2 £ r ® £ r-\
fo r  some CT E Picr(F )  with r  > 2 .
P roof o f 3.2.2: If £  E £* and £  is a maximal destabilising line bundle, 
then h°(7r_ , (x ) ;£ _1£ ) =  2 for generic x E P 1. Hence, by semi-continuity, 
ft°(7r_ 1 (x ); £~l £ ) >  2 for till x € P 1 and the splitting type on fibres where £
Coro llary 3.2.3. I f  £  E £*, then the number o f fibres N  where £ is o f type 
(3 ) satisfies
In particular, Ej =  0.
3.3. The Serre construction
We have seen that the bundles under consideration are all sheaf extensions of 
the form
for some line bundle C and cluster Z  on X . We would like to use such exten-
section axe standard (see [30, p.726], [32, Chapter 3], [39, p.90] and [40]), and 
for most of it we shall drop the assumption that X  be a surface, assuming 
only that Z  is a codimension 2 locally complete intersection subscheme on X .  
Restricting the exact sequence (3.3.1) to Z  gives an isomorphism C£\z =  fifz i 
where fifz =  Jz/ Jz  *s the conormal sheaf of Z  in X . Hence a necessary con­
dition for such an extension to exist is that C2\z be isomorphic to (detjV z)’ . 
This condition also turns out to be sufficient as we now explain.
Tensoring the structure sequence of Z,
P ' M i )  +  è » A
is o f type (3) is as stated.
1 <  N  <
3.3.1. 0 £ — » £ — * C - 'J z  —  0,
sions to reconstruct the bundle given the data £  and Z. The results of this
0 — + J z — > O x — * O z  — * 0
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by £  1 and taking Ext*(-,£ ) gives a long exact sequence:
, , ,  -  Ext ' ( C - 'O z X )  -  - ,  E x t -
Ext H C - 'O z X )  -  - ,  Ext \ C ~ 'J z ,C )  -  ■
Since Z  is a codimension 2 locally complete intersection, there are isomor­
phisms o f O x -modules:
3.3.3.
i î£ o x (,O z ,T ) =  0 , ( r / 2 );
& & , (O z , F )  *  y tm ^ ld e t M i.T O z )
for any locally free sheaf T  on. X  [2, Theorem 4.5]. Hence if £  is a line bundle 
on X  with £ 2|z =  (d e ttfz )*  we have an isomorphism
É ü L x (O z ,C 1 ) * O z .
Using the Ext spectral sequence with
E ?q =  t fp(&iS,x ( £ - '0 * , £ ) )  => Extp+’ (£ - ,C7z ,£ ),
we obtain
3.3.4. Exta(£ - 'O z ,£ )  ~  H ° (ü & x (C ~ xO z X ) )  »  H °(O z ).
Furthermore, by (3.3.3) the terms E\'° and E ° ' 1 of the spectral sequence both 
vanish giving
E xtl (C ~ lO z X )  = 0.
Substituting this in the long exact sequence (3.3.2) gives the fundamental exact 
sequence:
0 -  H l (C 2)  - »  E x t *
H ° (O z ) -  H \ C 2)  - »  Ext2(£ “ '^7z,£) - »  .
Taking £xt‘ ( - .C ) of the exact sequence
0 -  £ " '  J z  -  £ ■ ' -  £ _ ,C?z -  0,
results in an isomorphism of sheaves,
3.3.6. & & x (C - l O z X )  *  & io x (£ " 'J z ,£ ) ,
and a corresponding isomorphism H °(O z ) — H °(£xt\yx (C~l ,7?. £ )).  The map 
Ext1 (£ _ 1 j7 z,£ ) —► /f°(£c<fix (£~ 1x7z.£)) induced by the composition of this 
isomorphism with the map p in the fundamental exact sequence is just the 
natural localisation morphism.
When X  is a surface, we have Ext3(C ~ l O z ,C ) =  0. This and an applica­
tion of Grothendieck-Serre duality [30, p.707 -  708] to the final three terms of 
(3.3.5) give the fundamental exact sequence fo r  surfaces:
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0 -  ¡ ¡ ' (C 1)  — . Ext■(£-'
H °(O z ) - i- .  H * (C )  ExtJ( £ - ' J z , £ ) - 0
3.3.7. II II II
H ° (C - ’ K xO zY  -  H ° (£ - 2/Cx)‘  i  H ° (C -*K x J z Y ,
where qT aud iT are the transposes of the natural maps q, i in the exact 
sequence
0 —  H °(C~2K x J z )  H °(C ~ 2K x )  -*-> H ° (C -2fCx O z ).
Extensions o f type (3.3.1) axe classified by Ext1(£ _I J z ,  £)• I f  V is a class in 
Ext, (£ _ 1 »7z» £ ) ,  then p(rj) is an element of H °(O z )-  We are now ready to 
state a fundamental result attributed in the literature to Serre:
P ropos ition  3.3.8 (S erre ). I f  £  satisfies £ 2|z — (det A fz)m, then the rank 2 
sheaf £  defined as in (S .S .l) by an extension class g G Ext1 ( £ _ 1s7z, £ ) is 
locally free i f  and only fo r each point x in the support o f Z , the localisation yx 
o ft] at x  generates (Ex t^Jf(£ ~ 1.7z.£llw as an Ox.i-module.
Using the natural isomorphism (3.3.6) we then have:
C oro lla ry  3.3.9. A class tj G Ext ' ( £ -1 Jz , £ ) defines a locally free sheaf £ 
i f  and only i f  fo r  all points x in the support o f Z  the localisation ( p(y))x of 
p(rj) 6  H ° (O z )  generates Oz,x as an Ox,x-module.
Hence i f  the element 1 G H ° (O z )  lifts to Ext' ( £ - 1  J z ,  £ ), we Ccin construct 
a locally free extension of the form (3.3.1).
R em ark  3.3.10. When X  is a surface the subscheme Z  is supported on a 
finite set o f points so the condition £ 2|z — (det M z )"  is always satisfied.
Returning now to the case of the Hopf surface, in view of the exact sequence 
(3.3.7) we shall consider the two cases where £  satisfies:
£ 2 3  ^C?x(m), for any m G Z  (Generic Case); 3.3.11.
£ 2 =  (Ux(m), for some m G Z  (Exceptional Case) 3.3.12.
separately. Note that it is a necessary condition for a locally free extension of 
the form (3.3.1) to be stable that £  satisfies deg£  <  0.
3.4. Construction of a generic element
In the generic case, H X(C2)  =  H 2(C 2) =  0 and the exact sequence (3.3.7) gives 
the isomorphism
Ext‘ ( £ - ‘ J z ,C )  *  H ° (O z )q
using (3.3.6) and (3.3.3). Thus, for any global section ij of O z  which generates 
O z, as an ,,-module for each x G SuppZ, we have a lift to a global extension
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rj e  E x t a n d  the corresponding rank 2 sheaf £  is locally free by 
(3.3.8).
We now come to the question of stability for locally free extensions of 
the form (3.3.1), where the bundle C satisfies (3.3.11). Roughly speaking, 
this depends on how the cluster Z  ‘sits inside X  relative to the fibres of ir’ . 
Following Friedman [24], we make the following definitions:
Defin ition 3.4.1. Suppose ( Z ,O z ) is a cluster on X ,  supported on a single 
point, x G X ,  say. Given a (reduced) fibre / of ir : X  —* P 1, define the fibre 
weight o f Z  at x along /, tn / ( Z x), by
3.4.2. u>/(Z*) =  m in {n  G Z : O x ( - n f )  J z .} -
Defin ition ,3.4.3. Given an arbitrary cluster (Z ,O z ) on X , such that 
SuppZ =  { * i , . . we define the fibre weight o f Z  along /, u>/(Z), by
3.4.4. u *f(Z ) =  max{tn/(ZXj) : x< G / }.
Defin ition 3.4.5. The fibre weight w (Z ) of a cluster Z  on X  is defined by:
3.4.6. ™ (Z )  =  53 w*-H x)(Z )-
*€P‘
N o te  that Wf(Z) >  0 if  and only if / contains a point of SuppZ. Thus 
the fibre weight is non-zero only for points x  G Supp(7r.Z).
We have the following technical lemma:
Lem m a 3.4.7. Suppose C is a line bundle and (Z,C?z) a cluster on X ,  then
h °(X -,C Jz )
m ax{0, deg(£) +  1 — u>(Z)},
0,
i f  £  =  O x {m ), 
fo r  some m  G Z  ; 
otherwise.
P roof o f 3.4-7: Suppose h ° (X ] C J z ) >  then C  =  C?x(m)> f°r some m G Z. 
Let s be a non-trivial global section of CJz, vanishing on an effective divisor 
D  on. X .  Since s must vanish on Z  and all effective divisors on X  are sums of 
fibres of 7r, we obtain
D =  ¿ » » ¿ F i  +  R,
i=i
where R  is an effective divisor on X ,  whose support does not meet the support 
of Z , and (F , : t =  1 ,.. . ,  r }  is a collection of disjoint (reduced) fibres of ir 
such that
F ‘ =  » - ‘ (Supp(ir.Z)).
Hence, O x (~ «¿F.) «—► J z .  and so > w(Zx ) for each point x G SuppZ fl Fj. 
This gives n, >  wp^Z) for * =  1 ,... ,r. Consequently, we have
D ¿ ^ ( z i . F .  +  zr,
i= l
3.4.8.
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for an effective divisor R '. Conversely, given any divisor D  of the form (3.4.8) 
on X , with R ' effective, then by definition of the fibre weight there is a non­
trivial map O x (—D ) — ► Jz-
The decomposition (3.4.8) of any divisor in the linear system \Ox{£)Jz\ 
into fixed and moving parts gives
Lem m a 3.4.10. I f  £ is a locally free extension o f the form  (S .S .l) with C 
generic, then C is maximal destabilising line bundle fo r £.
Proof o f  3.4-10: Suppose not, so £ (1 ) admits a non-trivial map to £  and we 
have an exact sequence,
giving rise to an exact sequence in cohomology:
0 —  H °(C~l £ ( - 1)) —  H ° ( C - \ - l ) J z )  — > H ' ( O x i - l ) )  =  0.
Hence h °(£ - 2(—l ) J z )  >  0. Restricting any non-zero section of C~2( —l )J z  
to a general fibre / of n shows that £ 2|/ admits a non-trivial section. This 
means £ 2|/ =  O f, so contradicting our assumption on C. | 3.4.101
We can now determine the other maximal destabilising line bundle o f £. 
P roposition  3.4.11. Under the hypotheses o f  Lemma 3.4-10 the maximal 
destabilising line bundles o f £ are C and £ -1( — w (Z )).
Proof o f  3.4-11: Let £ ' denote the maximal destabilising line bundle other 
than £ , then we have £ ' =  £ _ 1 ( —m) for some m G Z by (2.4.6). Tensoring 
the exact sequence (3.3.1) by (£ ')_1 and taking cohomology gives:
o - *  h ° ( ( C ) - 'c )  -> h ° ( ( C ) - '£ )  -  / ^ ( ( r r ) - 1 j z )  -  H 'n c y ' c ) *
choosing a divisor / in the linear system |(£ ')-1£| which does not meet Z  
defines a non-trivial map C 'O x ( f )  — ♦ S, contradicting the maximality of £'. 
Hence, h ° (O x (m )J z ) =  !• By Lemma 3.4.7, m  =  d egd x ("* ) =  w (Z )
3.4.9.
h ° (£ J z ) =  h0(O x (,R?))
=  d e g it fx W J  +  l
= d e g ^ -d e g tO x iE r - .u ^ Z J .F .N  +  l
=  deg(£) +  1 — w (Z ).
0 —  O x ( - 1) —  C~l £ ( - 1) C ~ \ -\ )J z  — » 0,
or, equivalently,
The first and last terms vanish by the assumption on £2, giving
H ° ( ( C r lS ) =  H °(O x (m )J z ).
If £ ' is maximal we have h ° ((£ ')_1£) =  1, for if  not and h °((£ ,) -1£ ) >  2,
the result.
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C oro lla ry  3.4.12. The maximal destabilising line bundles satisfy the equa­
tion:
3.4.13. deg£ +  deg£ ' =  —w (Z )
and the bundle £ is stable i f  and only i f
—w (Z ) <  deg£ <  0.
3.5. The generic substratum
We have seen that locally free extensions £  of the form (3.3.1) are given by 
a non-zero element tj of Extl (C~xJ z ,C )  which satisfies (3.3.8). For a fixed 
C , two such extensions produce isomorphic bundles if and only if they lie 
in the same orbit of the action of Aut£ =  <C* on Ext1 (£ - 1 ,7 z i£ ). Hence 
the isomorphism class of £  is determined uniquely by the image of tj in 
P (Ext — P fc-1. Let Hilb*X denote the ‘Hilbert scheme’ or
Douady manifold of zero-cycles of length k on X  [7, p.52], [13]. (Recall HilbfcX  
is a canonical resolution of singularities of the fc-fold symmetric product of X .)  
The following proposition is analogous to Proposition (3.4) o f [24]. 
P roposition  3.5.1. The space o f moduli o f stable SL(2, C ) bundles £ on X  
■with c2( £ )  =  k,  which can be written in the form  o f an extension (S .S .l) with 
C generic, is parameterised by a complex manifold o f dimension 3k.
P roof o f 8.5.1: Let 5  C Hilb*X be the open submanifold corresponding to 
clusters. Let Z  C S X X  denote the universal subscheme so we have a diagram:
such that 7r2. ( 7rJ(s)) ^  Z „  where Z , is the cluster on X  given by s e  S. Let 
A C P ic (X ) =  O  denote the open subset of isomorphism classes of bundles 
on X  satisfying ^ 3.3.11) and let V — ♦ X  x A be the restriction of a Poincaré 
line bundle. If  V — » Z  x A is the pull-back of V by the obvious map, then 
we have maps
Z  x A - ÎL . 5  x A
X
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such that the relative Ext-group,
3.5.2. Ext, ( » f l ( j ,£ ) ;P - ,J * tP ) =2 E*t,(Jr;£-IJ*.,£ ),
has constant dimension /(Z, )  =  k. By the analogue of Grauert’s direct image 
theorem for Ext-groups [10, Satz 3], there is therefore a rank k vector bundle 
U  over S  x A with fibre U,,c over a point (s ,£ ) 6 S x A given by (3.5.2).
There is a corresponding universal rank 2 torsion-free sheaf £  over P (U ) x X  
such that given any fj € U,,c corresponding to r/ G P(W*,,c)> we have
where £  is the torsion free rank 2 sheaf on X  defined by the extension class fj.
The space of stable, locally free extensions forms a non-empty open sub­
manifold of P(W ). Thus, the dimension of the space of moduli is given by
dim P(W ) =  k — 1 +  dim(5 x A )
3.6. Construction of an exceptional element
Suppose C2 =  O x (—r )  for some r G Z with r >  1, then it follows from the 
fundamental exact sequence (3.3.7) that an element i) of H °(£xtl0 x (C~l J z , £ ))  
for which t)x generates { £r.t\%x (C ~ 1 .7z. £ ) } x as an Ox.*-module for each point x 
in SuppZ, lifts to a global extension if and only if S(ij) =  0 in Ext2(£ ~ 1 O z, £)■ 
The resulting extension is then locally free by Proposition 3.3.8.
Proposition  3.6.1. Suppose we have a locally free extension £ of the form  
(3.3.1), where the bundle C is exceptional, then C is maximal i f  and only if
h0(£~2J z )  <  1.
Proof o f 3.6.1: Suppose h°(C~2J z )  >  2; then the linear system \C~2Jz\ has a 
moving part. Since all effective divisors on X  are sums of fibres of 7r, we may 
choose a fibre F  in the moving part such that FH  SuppZ =  0. From the exact 
sequence
3.6.2. 0 —  O x ( - F )  — . £ - ' ( - F ) £  — . C ~ \ -F )J z  —  0,
we obtain H °(C ~X( —F )£ )  ^  0, so C could not have been maximal.
Conversely, if  h°(C~2f fz ) — 0, then h°{C~2{—m )ffz ) =  0 for all m >  0, 
and so from the exact sequence in cohomology given by (3.6.2) we see that £ 
can admit no destabilising bundle of higher degree.
When h°(C~2J z )  =  1, then by Lemma 3.4.7 we have deg£ -2 =  w (Z ). 
The exact sequence
3.5.3.
k -  1 +  (2 * +  1) 
3k.
0 — ►O x ( - l )  —  C~l( -1 )£  —  C ~ \ -l )J z  — » 0
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then gives H °(£  ' (  —1)£) =  H °(C  2( —1 )J z ) ,  hut the last term is
C oro lla ry  3.6.3. I f  a stable rank 2 bundle £  can be expressed as an extension 
of the form  (S .S .l), where C is its maximal destabilising bundle and C is 
exceptional, then £  must satisfy
Conversely, given any exceptional bundle satisfying (8.6.4), anV locally free 
extension o f the form  (8 .8 .1 )  is stable.
Note that from the proof of (3.6.1), it follows that if £ 2 =  O x (—r) for some 
r  € Z  and £  is a locally free extension of the form (3.3.1), for some cluster Z  
on X ,  with £  stable, then
We estimate the number of stable bundles £  o f this form with c2(£ ) =  k >  0 
as follows. In constructing such an £, one first has to choose an exceptional 
line bundle £  with £ 2 =  0 * ( —r), where to ensure stability r G Z  must satisfy
There is only a discrete set of such bundles. Next, again to ensure stability, 
one has to choose a cluster Z  on X  with l ( Z )  =  k from amongst those which 
satisfy
for the given £. The number of moduli for Z  is clearly bounded above by 2k. 
Once such a Z  has been fixed, we then have to  select a class in E x t £)  
which gives rise to a locally free extension. Taking the alternating sum of the 
dimensions of the spaces appearing in the exact sequence (3.3.5) and using 
(3.6.5) gives
Lemma 3.4.7, and so £ must be maximal.
deg £  <  0,
and
deg £ - 2 +  l - t n ( Z )  <  1;
3.6.4.
3.6.5. H °(C~2ICx J z )  =  0.
ha(C~2J z )  <  1,
d im E x t '(£ - ' J z .C )  =  k '(£ J) -  * ’ (£ ’ ) +  <(.Z) 
=  x (£ J) +  l(Z ).
The first term vanishes by Riemann-Roch, hence the number of moduli of 
locally free extensions for a fixed pair (£ , Z )  is bounded above by l ( Z )  =  k. 
The isomorphism class of any such extension is then uniquely determined by
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the class of the extension modulo the action of Aut£ =  0 \ . Adding together 
the various contributions and subtracting 1 for the action of Aut£ shows that 
the number of moduli is bounded above by 3A: — 1. Comparing this with the 
value of 3k obtained in the “generic case” justifies the classification (3.3.11) 
and (3.3.12).
3.7. Charge 1 instantons: the lower stratum
Elements of consist of isomorphism classes of stable SL(2, C ) bundles £ 
with c2(£ ) =  1 which can be expressed in the form of a sheaf extension (3.3.1). 
By Lemma 3.1.7, we have l ( Z )  =  c2(£ ) =  1, so Z  consists simply o f a point 
x0 € X ,  and O z  =  O x/ Jz  =  Cr0> where C*0 denotes the skyscraper sheaf 
supported at x  with fibre C. Lemma 3.2.2 shows that Ei =  0 and so the point 
xo is uniquely determined by £. The fibre weight o f 7r- , (y ) is then zero for all 
y € P 1, except for y0 =  7r(x0), when the fibre weight of 7r- 1 (y0) is equal to 1 . 
Thus w (Z ) =  1. By (3.6.4) and (3.4.13) the degree of £  must satisfy
3.7.1. — 1 <  deg £  <  0,
and H X(C 2)  =  H 2(C2) =  0. By (3.6.3) and (3.4.11), £  is a maximal destabil­
ising line bundle of £.
Conversely, given any point Xo E X ,  any cluster Z  on X  supported at 
x0 with l ( Z )  =  1 is uniquely determined; namely J z  =  Jx0- Given any 
line bundle £  on X  satisfying (3.7.1), by Proposition 3.3.8, a rank 2 sheaf £ 
constructed as an extension
0 — ► £  — ► £  — ► C ~ 'J z  — > 0, 
classified by an element
n € E x t* (£ - ' J z X )  *  H °(C 2O z ) a  c l 0,
is locally free if  and only if i] € C20 generates C2Xo as an Oxo =  C*0 module; 
i.e., i f  and only if  i) /  0. The resulting SL(2,C) bundle £  is then stable if and 
only if 0 >  deg £  >  —1 .
Since A u t(£ ) =  C* acts transitively on Ext1( £ _1 J7z,£) \ {0 }  =  (£*„)*, 
the isomorphism class of the resulting bundle £  is independent of the choice 
of (non-zero) extension.
Hence we have proved:
Proposition  3.7.2. I f  £  is a stable SL(2,C) bundle representing a class in 
M ° ,  then £ may be constructed as a sheaf extension
0 — ► £  — >£  — ► £-* J , t , — * 0
where Xo € X  is a point and £  is a line bundle on X  satisfying 0 >  deg £  > 
— 1. The extension is defined by a non-zero element o f Ext1(£ - 1 7^*0, £ ). The 
isomorphism class o f £ as an SL(2, C ) bundle is independent o f this choice of 
extension.
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W e now investigate to what extent the isomorphism class of a bundle £ 
constructed as above depends on the choice of the data (£ ,xo ). Clearly, the 
isomorphism class of £ depends only on the choice of C up to isomorphism, so 
the construction defines a map
0  : A  x X  — ► M °„
where A  C P ic (X ) =  C* is the annulus given by
A  =  { £  G P ic (X ) : - 1  <  degC <  0 }  =  {/i € C  : A "1 <  \/i\ <  1 }.
Suppose 6 (£ i , x i )  =  0 (£ 2,x 2) =  £, so £  can be written as two (generally 
different) extensions,
0 — ► £ , — ► £— » £ r *  J . x — * 0;
0 — ► £ 2 — ► £  — ► £ J * — * 0,
where £ j , £ 2 are maximal destabilising line bundles of £. Hence, by Propo­
sition (3.4.11), we have C\ =  £ 2 or C\ =  £ j ' ( - l ) .  The points Xi are the 
uniquely defined zero-sets o f any non-trivial section of the bundles C~l£. As 
in Section 3.2, £  restricts to a bundle of type (3) on a fibre / =  tt- 1(y ) for some 
y € P \  where y =  7r ( i i )  =  ir(x2). I f  — V © V - 1 where V € PicJ(/),
then x\ and x2 are respectively the unique points on 7r- 1 (y ) where any non­
trivial section of £¡"'1/ ®  V or £ 2’ |/ ®  V vanishes. Thus we have
£ r , |/(8.V ^ C ? /(x1) and £ j ‘ |/® V =  C?/(x2).
If  C\ =  £ 2, then we must have x\ =  x2 by uniqueness. If  C\ =  £ j * (—1), then 
£ i |/ =  £ 2 1 1/, and so, if £j|/ =  Of(P)  for some degree 0 divisor P  on /, we 
have
0 , ( x x +  P )  a  o , ( x ,  -  P ),  
and consequently [32, p.297]
3.7.3. x, =  xa -  2P.
Using the notation of Subsection 2.5.1, up to isomorphism we have C\ =  C,, 
and £ 2 =  C„ for some n ,v  € C*, with A- 1 <  |/i|, |i/| <  1. In the case 
£ , =  £ 2 * ( - l )  this gives fi — i/- 1A-1. Thus £ 11/ =  and £ 2|/ =  V„ and the 
equation (3.7.3) becomes
X ,  =  X,.(/12),
where (p2) denotes the image of p2 in P ic ° (T ) a  T  under the standard iden­
tification, and we use the principal T-structure of X .
Thus 0 (£ i ,X j )  =  0 (£ 2, x2) if and only if
{£ 1  a  £ 2 and Xj =  x2} or { £ 1  =  £ j * (—1) and x 2 =  X i.(£2) } .3.7.4.
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The identity component of the automorphism group of X ,  Auto(X), acts 
naturally on the left of Aik- The action on X  is by morphisms of elliptic 
fibrations and so divisors of SL(2, C ) bundles, which are divisors on P 1 x P 1, 
are simply “translated” by automorphisms of the first P'-factor. Hence the 
stratification o f A f *  by graph type is preserved. Restricting to the action of 
X  C Autoi-A), this leads to:
Theorem  3.7.5. The natural action o f X  C Auto(X ) on A f?  is free, and 
the space A f°  is diffeomorphic as a principal X-bundle to X  x  (P 1 \ I), where 
I  C P 1 is a closed subset of P 1 homeomorphic to the interval [0,1].
Proof o f S. 7.5: Recall that P 1 is the image of C* under the successive quotients
cr — ♦ r - i + p ' .
The map q is a 2 : 1 cover, ramified at the half-periods ±1 , ±\/A in T  =  C*/Z. 
The circles S„ =  {z  G C* : \z\ =  A "},  for n G Z, are mapped onto a circle in 
T  passing through the two half-periods ±1. Under q this circle is mapped to 
the closed set / homeomorphic to a closed interval with endpoints q ( l )  and 
q( — 1). Under the the composition of the inclusion A  ► O  and q, the annulus 
A  maps onto P 1 \ / and the condition that two points, p, v  G A  have the same 
image in P* is precisely that p =  i/, or p =  v~l X~l ; i.e., that p and v are 
equivalent under the Z 2-action on A  generated by p t—► p~l X~l .
By (3.7.4), the holomorphic map 0  : A  x X  — ► A f?  is invariant under 
the Z 2-action generated by
(p,x)  *-» (p~* A~\ **!•),
which lifts the action of Z 2 on A. The group Z 2 acts trivially on the fibres of 
the projection A  x  X  —» A  over the fixed points p =  ±\/A o f its action on A. 
Hence, the quotient B =  ( A x  X ) / Z 2 is a fibre bundle over A / Z 2 =  P 1 \ / with 
fibre X . We then have a one-to one, surjective holomorphic map
15 : B — ► Af?,
which by [3, Theorem 5.13] is a diffeomorphism.
The Lie group X  acts holomorphically on the left of itself, and so on the 
left of by p .S  =  (p~l )mS. If S € Af? is given as an extension
0 — > C  — ► S  — ► C - 'J ,  — ► 0,
and if p € X ,  then (p~l )*£  is given as an extension
0 — . («-■ )•£  —  (/.-•)•£ — * 0 —  0.
Since the action o f X  on P ic (X ) is trivial, this is just
o —► c —► (p-'ye —* —* o.
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Hence, if we endow A  x X  with X-action given by
li ■ (C ,x )  =
the map 0  is X-equi variant. The left action of X  commutes with the right ac­
tion of Z 2, and descends to B giving it the structure of a principal X-fibration:
B-->P'\/.
Thus, we have a diffeomorphism
preserving the smooth fibre bundle structure. The result follows from the
0 : B
contractibility of P 1 \ I .
Chapter 4
Monopoles on D 2 x S 1
4.1. Description as a sheaf extension
In their paper [16], Braam and Hurtubise investigated the moduli space of 
magnetic SU(2) monopoles on D 2 x  S1, where D 2 is the open 2-disc with 
its standard hyperbolic metric, and S 1 has its usual metric. As explained in 
[14, 15, 16], these monopoles may be identified with S1-invariant instantons 
on S 1 x  S3, or equivalently with C*-equivariant stable SL(2, C ) bundles on the 
Hopf surface X . Here S1, C* denote the double covers o f 5 1 ,C* respectively. 
We think of C  as a copy of C* with the double cover C* —* C* being given 
by u> t—» u 2. The fiction of u> € C  on (zq, z i ) 6  X  is defined by
u .(zo ,zx)  =  (w2z0,z i).
This induces a corresponding C*-action on P 1 with respect to which the pro­
jection 7r : X  —> P 1 is equivariant. The points 0 =f [0,1] and oo =f [1,0] of P 1 
fire fixed by the action. The stabilisers of the remaining points are all {± 1 } .  
It is easy to see that C* leaves every point of the fibre To =  7r- , (0) fixed. On 
the fibre T »  =  7r- 1 (oo) each point has stabiliser Z  x Z 2 =  {± A J^ 2 : j  € Z }.
We think of a C*-equivariant bundle V over A  as a bundle carrying a 
C*-action covering that on X .  Alternatively, letting
A CT x X - > X
denote the action and
»2 : C  x X  — X
the projection, we may think of the action on V as an isomorphism
a : V - * A mV
which satisfies the following. For each g € C*, restricting a  to { 5 }  x X  gives 
an isomorphism
a , : V -  gmV.
41
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By a slight abuse of notation, we require
4.1.1. ag o ath =  Qgh
for each g ,h  € C*. (Here ag really refers to the natural isomorphism h’ V —> 
(</h)*V =  h’ g’ V induced by a9.)
In  [16] it is shown that any C*-equivariant stable SL(2,C) bundle £ on X  
defines an element of where k =  c2(£ ) and the divisor of £  is o f the form
D(£) =  P ' x {/ }  +  kF0,
where / £ P 1 and F0 =  [0,1] x  P1. This is essentially due to the fact that since 
C* leaves every point in the elliptic curve T0 fixed, any C*-equivariant bundle 
then splits over 7o as a bundle of type (3):
4.1.2. £|r. = £ » © £ ; ' .
for some £n £ P ic"(T0), where 1 <  n <  k. The group C 1 acts as automor­
phisms of £  over To, preserving the splitting (4.1.2). If C* acts on C„ with 
weight — m  £ Z, then k =  mn. The integers m, n are the mass and charge of 
the monopole respectively.
Let M {m ,n )  C  denote the moduli space of monopoles of charge n
and mass m; i.e., the space of isomorphism classes of stable C*-equivariant 
SL(2, C ) bundles over X .  Any bundle £  representing a class in A f(m ,n ) fits 
into an exact sequence of sheaves
4.1.3. 0 — . C e — > C - ‘ J z  — . 0,
where £  is a maximal destabilising line bundle of £  and (Z , O z ) is the zero- 
scheme of a non-trivial section s o f C~l £. It is shown in [16] that we may give 
£  a C*-structure such that the section s is C*-equivariant A  ¿ ‘ -structure on 
a given line bundle £  is uniquely determined by two items of data, namely the 
weight r o f the action on the fibres o f £  over To and the monodromy ft for the 
action around the loop in T »  defined by the path
7 : [0, 1 ) - » T » ,
7(1) =  !*> '’ .
I f  £  corresponds to the element v £ P ic (X ) =  C ,  then we have
4.1.4. v =  Ar/V ‘ -
Restricting (4.1.3) to T0, we see £ „ =  C ® O t0{Z 0), where Z0 is the zero-divisor 
of degree n of the section s restricted to To. Hence the line bundle £  must 
have weight —m. The monodromy /1 is then determined by (4.1.4).
Associated to the isomorphism class of the bundle £  we therefore have 
three items of data:
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(i) A  cluster ( Z ,O z ) on X  with SuppZ C To and deg(Zo) =  n.
(ii )  A  C"-equivariant line bundle C on X  with weight —m.
(iii) An extension class 77 €  Ext*(£ -1 J z , C ).
Of course C*-equi variance imposes further conditions on Z  and 77, but for 
general values of n the structure of Z  will in any case be quite complicated. 
However, in the case when the monopole charge n =  1, the structure is suf­
ficiently simple to permit an explicit description of the moduli space. Thus, 
from now on we restrict our attention to the moduli space M (m ,  1) of charge 
1 monopoles with mass m.
Lem m a 4.1.5. Suppose S  in (4-1-S) represents a class in X i(m ,  1), then 
H °(C ~ l£ ) =  1 and the zero scheme of any non-trivial section s o f C~l£ is 
supported at a single, uniquely-determined point Xo £ To-
Proof of 4 .1.5: The statement H °(C~l £ ) =  1 follows from (3.2.2). Since s|x0 
vanishes only at points in the support of Z  and £\t0 splits as £\t0 =  C\ © T f 1 
with deg C\ =  1, the section s must vanish at exactly one point on To.
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Let £ be as in (4.1.5) and let x0JE T0 be the corresponding point. The 
constraints (i) and (ii) on Z  and <C*-equivariance allow us to determine Z  
completely.
Let z =  xq/x\ denote the standard affine coordinate on 
^o =  { [ x o , x , ] e P '  * 0 } ,
then ir~l (Uo) =  C x T  v ia  the map
( * o , * i )  •-* ( * 0/ * i , ( * i ) ) .
The induced C*-action on C  x T  is then given by 
u;.(z,t) =  (u>2z ,f).
The following result is an easy extension of [5, Propositions 6.1 and 6.2]: 
Lem m a 4.1.6. Suppose V  —» C  x C is a C-equivariant holomorphic vector 
bundle, where C X C has the C* -action given by
“>•(*»<) =  (“>*»<);
then V is equivariantly isomorphic to C x C  x Vo, where Vo is the C* repre­
sentation given by the fibre o fV  over (0,0).
Suppose xo =  (0,<o) € T0. Choosing an open disc U  in T  with local 
coordinate t centred on to, then by (4.1.6) the bundle C~x£ |(C_x U ) is C*- 
isomorphic toCxC/x(V , © V 2), where Vi, Vj are representations of C  of weights 
0 and 2m respectively. A  choice of basis vectors for Vi and V2 determines a 
C*-equivariant trivialisation for C~x£  over C x U. The components ( f , g ) of
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s in V\ and V2 respectively then define a pair of C*-equivariant holomorphic 
functions on C x  U  such that
{ * „ )  =  ( x e U x C :  f ( x )  =  g (x ) =  0 )
and h .c .f.(f,g ) =  1.
We use this to prove the following:
Lemma 4.1.7. I f  £  € M (m ,  1) is given as an extension as in (4-1-3), then 
with respect to the local coordinates (z,< ) defined above, the ideal sheaf J z  is 
generated near Xo by { t ,z m}.
P roo f of 4-1-7: By C*-equivariance,
/ (»* * .< ) =  / (* , ! ) .
for all w € C*, so f ( z , t )  =  F (t )  for some holomorphic function F  depending 
on t  only. Similarly, we obtain g (z ,t ) =  zmG (t )  for some holomorphic function 
G  depending only on t. The assumption on the order of vanishing of s along 
7o gives F ( t )  =  tu ft) for some holomorphic function u with u(0) ^  0. By the 
assumption on common factors, we must have G(0) /  0, and so we see that 
the functions t and zm generate J z  near xo- |4.1.7|
We now examine to what extent the extension class r? € Fix\,x(C ~x J z , C ) is 
determined by the group action. From (4.1.3) we obtain a commuting diagram
0 -------- - g ’C ------- - g ’ £ — - ( g mC )~xJ z — * 0
0 ------ C  -------- - £  -------* C - 'J Z------ - 0
where the bottom row is defined by the class Q~l (gmi]). We must have 
a~ 1 (g*ri )  =  a.y, for some scalar a 6 C* (i.e., the extension class is projec- 
tively invariant). The transformations a j 1 o gm define an action o f <C* on the 
terms of the exact sequence
4.1.8.
0 -  H '{C 2) -  Ext\ C - 'J z ,C )  —  H ° (£ x £ , , (C - 'J z ,C ) )  -> » ’ (£ “ ) -  ■ ■ ■
making it into an exact sequence of C*-modules.
Let V  =  C x U  be the neighbourhood o f x0 as in (4.1.7); then we have a 
resolution for C~xJz  over V:
4.1.9. 0  Cv Cv  ®  C y ' C y ' ® J z ->  0.
Using Lemma 4.1.6, we may take the sheaf Cv  to be Ov  ®  L, where L  is a 1- 
dimensional C*-module of weight —m, in which case A  and B  can be identified 
with matrices of functions holomorphic on V :
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respectively. The sequence (4.1.9) is then C* -equivariant. By definition
£xtox (C ~xJ z ,C ) is given by
4.1.10. -HorniC. £ )/ (A ’ H om (£ -x 0  £ , £ )).
Now 7iom(£ . £ ) =  C?v®Hom (i, L ) is the sheaf of sections of a weight 0 bundle 
over V . I f  (at,0) € /Hom(£ ~1 0  £ ,£ ) ,  we have
A ‘ (a,/J)/ =  (a ,0 )A f  =  (ta  +  zm0 )f .
Hence, using (4.1.10)
decomposes under the action of C* into 1-dimensional modules of weights 2r 
spanned by zr for r =  0 , . . . ,  m — 1. This leads to
Lemma 4.1.11. I f  £  is a <C" -equivariant locally free extension o f the form  
(4.1.8) determined by an element Tj 6 F,xtx(£ ~ x J z , £ ),  then the localisation 
p(ri) € H 0(£xt}o  (£ ~ xJ z ,£ ) )  is invariant under the action o f  C* and is a 
scalar multiple of the canonical element lz  € O z given by the isomorphism
££& x ( C - xJ z , C ) * O z .
P roof o f 4 -1-H : We know by Proposition 3.3.8 that p{rj) must be a unit in 
Oz  and by the above discussion, it must be projectively invariant under the 
action o f C ’ . It must therefore be a weight vector. Ftom the above, we see 
the only such vectors are scalar multiples of lz -  \ 4.1.111
Hence associated to  each monopole bundle £  6 A4(m , 1) we can canoni­
cally associate the following data:
(a ) A  cluster Z  supported at a point x0 € To whose ideal sheaf J z  has local 
generators {t, zm).
(b )  A  C*-equivariant line bundle £  of weight —m on X.
(c )  A  local extension class v.\z € £xtx0x (C~x J z , C ) =  O z , where v e  C*. 
Note that the parameter v € C* is ineffective: rescaling results in an isomor­
phic bundle.
4.2. Charge 1 monopoles
Given a cluster ( Z , O z )  on „Y supported at x0 € To, whose ideal sheaf J z  has 
generators as in (4.1.7), and a C*-equivariant line bundle £  on X ,  then we 
wish to construct a locally free C*-equivariant extension o f the form:
0 — ► £  — * £  — » £ - '  J z  — » 0.
As we have seen, such extensions are defined by a class t j in Ext1(£ -1 Jz , £ )  
whose localisation
/>(,) 6 Ext\ C - 'O z .C )  =  W & â ' i C - 'O z X ) )  =  O z X ) } , .
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is a non-zero scalar multiple o f the canonical generator l z  of the (9* iXo-module 
{£x tox (C ~ 'O z ,C ) } X0 under the isomorphism
Grothendieck-Serre duality in (3.3.7) is given by the non-degenerate global 
residue pairing [30, p.707 -  708]:
The generators (i, zm) € Ox,Xo defining J z  and a local trivialisation for C 2K,x 
gives an isomorphism
such that the pairing (4.2.1) is given in local coordinates by the local residue 
pairing at 0 [30, p.690, p.693]
in H ° (P z C~2K x Y ■ In order that this generator lift to a global extension, we 
require that 6 ( l z )  =  0 in Ext2(C~lO z ,C ) or equivalently
for all global sections a of C~2Kx-
In the case where C2 £  O x (r )  for any r € Z , there are no global sections 
of C~2fCx, and so locally free extensions always exist. If, however, the bundle 
C ~2 is isomorphic to O x (t )  for some r € Z , then C~2K x  — O x (r  — 2). Global 
sections of this bundle are given locally with respect to the trivialisation on 
Uo X T  by functions of the form
4.2.5. <*o +  o tz -I-. . .  +  ar_2zr_2,
where a0, ...  ,ar- 2 € C are constants. Working in the local coordinates (z, t ) 
defined earlier, since J z  is generated by { t ,z m}, the local residue pairing 
(4.2.2) is given by
where f , g  are lifts of f , g  € Oz  to holomorphic functions on some neigh­
bourhood of x0 containing the polycylinder 7 defined by \t\ =  et , \z\ =  e2, for 
{] ,< ]  >  0 chosen suitably small [30, p.657]. The residue pairing (4.2.3) applied 
to a polynomial of the form (4.2.5) picks out the coefficient of zm_1. Hence
& & x ( C - 'O z X ) * { O z U .
4.2.1. Res : H °(O z C -2K.x )®  Ext2( 0 z ,£ * ) — » C.
O zC~2K x  S  O z ,
4.2.2. Res0 : Oz  <£» O z  — * C
The generator 1 z  of O z  corresponds via this pairing to the map
4.2.3. Res0(-, 1 z ) ■ O z  — * C,
4.2.4. Res0(g(<r), 1 z )  =  0,
4.2.6.
Res»  (/ ' s ) =  s î / ,
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condition (4.2.4) is satisfied if and only if m — 1 >  i—  2; i.e., m  >  r  — 1. Thus, 
in the exceptional case, a locally free extension exists if and only if
or equivalently,
deg£ >  —(m +  l)/2
deg£ >  —m/2.
Since J z  is generated by the functions t, zm, we have:
w(Z) = wt0(Z) = m.
By (3.4.13), in the generic case, the bundle £  constructed will be stable if and 
only if
—m <  deg £  <  0.
In the exceptional case, where £ 2 is isomorphic to C\*(—r) for some r 6 Z  with 
0 <  r  <  m, we have H °(C ~2J z )  =  0 unless r  =  m, when H °(C ~ 2J z )  =  1- 
Hence by (3.6.1), the bundle £  is stable.
Hence we have shown:
Lemma 4.2.7. Suppose Z  is the cluster on X  supported at a point xq € To 
and whose ideal sheaf in the coordinates defined above has local generators 
{ t ,z m}. Let £  be a line bundle on X  and suppose deg£ >  — (m  +  l)/2 i f  £  is 
exceptional. I f  rj in H °(£xtlP x (C~l J z .  £ ) )  is a non-zero scalar multiple o f the 
canonical generator o f Oz under the isomorphism
£x& x (C - 'O z , C ) * 0 2,
then 7/ lifts to a global extension class rj in  E x t*(£ - I »7z,£).
The lift fj o f Lemma 4.2.7 is uniquely defined when £  is generic. If £  is 
exceptional, then fj is defined only up to an element of H 1(C 2). Since the 
element rf is invariant under the C*-action, using the exact sequence (4.1.8) 
we see that fj is of the form r/0 +  /? where rj0 is C*-invariant and 0  € H X(C2). 
Since C*-equivariant extensions are projectively C* -invariant, we see that there 
will be a unique lift which leads to an equivariant extension provided H X(C2) 
contains no non-trivial elements invariant under the action of C *.
Lemma 4.2.8. I f  k >  0 and O x ( - k )  is given the C*-action o f weight -2 m , 
then the (k  — 1 )-dimensional C ' -module decomposes as a direct sum o f 1- 
dimensional spaces with weights —2(m — r ) fo r  r =  l,...,fc  — 1 .
Proof o f 4.2.8: We shall give explicit Cech cohomology representatives for the 
weight vectors. We cover X  with two charts U0 x T  and U00 x  T , where Uo, Uoo 
are the standard affine neighbourhoods of 0 and 00 in P 1, and the transition 
map is given in the coordinates (z , t ) on Uo x  T  by
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The bundle O x (—k) is trivial over both U0 x T  and Uoo x T  with transition 
map given by
On U0 x T  the C*-action is given by
u>.(z,t) =  (a>2z,t),
and on Uoo x T  by
w .((,r ) =  ( u - 2( , u 2r).
If we give O x {—k) weight —2m, then the relation (4.1.4) shows that the mon- 
odromy of the action over T«, is given by p =  k — m. Explicitly, the C*-action 
on O x (~ k )  is given by
u>.(z,f,£) =  (w2z, t,u>~2m£) over U0 X T
and u>.(C,t ,£) =  (u>-2C,w2r,u>2(fc-m)£) over Uoo X T
Explicit representatives for the ( k — 1 )-dimensional space H i (O x (—k)) are 
given in Uq x T  coordinates on the intersection (Uo x T )  fl (Uoo x  T )  by the 
fimctions z -1, . . . ,  z -(fc-1). The action of C* on a cocycle / : (f/o\ {0 }) x T  —* C 
in these coordinates is given by
(u;-/)(z) =  u>~2m f(u>~2z).
Hence, taking / =  z -r , we see that the subspace spanned by z~r has weight 
—2(m — r ) for r =  1 ,.. . ,  k — 1. 14.2.81
Corollary 4.2.9. I f  C is a line bundle on X  such that £2 =  O x (—k), where 
0 >  —k >  —m, and C has the C*-equivariant structure o f weight —m, then 
given g G H °(£xtxr K(C ~ 'J r.. O )  representing the canonical class 1/ G Oz, 
there is a unique projectively C* -invariant lift o f q to Ext x(C~ 1J z ,C ) .
Proof o f 4-2.9: The local class i) has weight 0 and lifts by Lemma 4.2.7. The 
space H l { O x { -k )  has highest weight —2 by Lemma4.2.8 and so no non-trivial 
elements of weight 0. Hence there is a unique projectively invariant lift. 14.2.91
We can now prove:
Theorem 4.2.10. Every monopole bundle representing a class in  A4(m, 1), 
with m  >  0, is isomorphic to a C* -equivariant extension £ o f the fo rm
0 C - 'J z  - »  0,
where C is a C* -equivariant bundle o f weight —m  satisfying
( 1 )  —m <  deg£ <  0, i f  C is generic;
( 2 )  — m /2  <  deg C  < 0 , i f  C is exceptional,
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and (Z , O z ) is the cluster supported at some point xo in To whose ideal sheaf 
is generated in the local coordinates about xq defined above by (t , zm }.
Conversely, given a <C*-equivariant line bundle C satisfying (1) or (2) and 
a point Xo E To with its associated cluster Z , there is a unique isomorphism 
class o f stable C* -equivariant bundle £  satisfying the above.
Proof o f 4-2-10: It remains only to prove the last statement. Given the 
data Z  and C as above, by Corollary 4.2.9 the canonical representative q 
in H °(£xt\, (C ~ 'J z ,C ))  lifts uniquely to a projectively invariant element of 
Ext, ( £ - 1  Jz-, £ ), so defining a stable bundle £  for which there are isomorphisms 
$g : £ —* gm£  for each g E C” . We need to show that these isomorphisms fit 
together nicely to give an action of C*. Since £  is stable, it is simple and 
the isomorphisms are uniquely defined up to scalars. However, we require the 
diagram
0 -------- -g*C  » gm£ — +(g*C) xJ z — -  0
0 --------- C -------- - £  ------ » C - 'J z ------ - 0
to commute for each g € <C*; i.e., the isomorphism $ g : £  —► g’£  must restrict 
to the given map ag : C —* g"C. This fixes the choice of scalar uniquely. The 
uniqueness of the lifts of the maps ag and the relation (4.1.1) show that 
the $g define an action of C* on £. Changing the choice o f 77 by a non-zero 
scalar results in an isomorphic C* -bundle. 14.2.101
Remark 4.2.11. Suppose C in the statement of Theorem 4.2.10 is excep­
tional. There are two possibilities for the type of £  on restriction to a generic 
fibre of it, namely type (1) or (2). The first of these is ruled out by semi­
continuity, since in this case h°(n~l (x ) ;  C£) >  2 for all x  G P 1, but we know 
that h°(To, C £ ) =  1. Hence
R ' £)  0 p . (* )© S ,
where S  is a skyscraper sheaf supported at 00 E P 1 and is non-zero if 5|t«, is of 
type (1). By Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch, we have k +  l (S )  =  m. An appli­
cation of relative Serre duality then gives tt. ( (£ - 1( —fc))- , £ ) =  Opi and so by 
the uniqueness of the maximal destabilising line bundle we have C =  C~l ( —k)\ 
i.e., C2 =  O x (—k). Hence, when k =  m  we must have EIt«, ° f  tyPe (2)- Oth­
erwise the C* -equivariance forces l (S )  ±  0 and the type of £  jumps to type 
( 1 ) on the fibre at 00.
The monodromy of £ around the path 7  in T«, is given by an element 
A E SL(2,C ) with T r(A ) =  p +  p~x, where are the corresponding mon-
odromies o f the maximal destabilising line bundles of £. Given TV(A), the
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unordered pair {/x, /x—1} of eigenvalues of A  is uniquely determined and conse­
quently Tr(i4) uniquely determines the pair {\~mt2 p ,\~m!2 p~x} of maximal 
destabilising line bundles in C* =  P ic (X ). From Theorem 4.2.10 we see the 
pair {A -m/2/i, A- "*/2/z-1} determines uniquely a point in the quotient A/ ~  
where A C Pic(.Y ) =  C* is the subset
A =  {£  e  P ic (X ) : ~ (m2 1' l )  <  deg C <  0 } =  € C  : A-«” * " ' 2 <  |H <  1>.
and ~  is the equivalence relation generated by v ~  \~mv. Let Am C P ic (X ) 
denote the annulus
A,„ =  {£  G P ic (X ) : -m  <  deg£  <  0 } =  {/i G e  : A“ m <  \n\ <  1}
There is a Z r action on Am generated by /it-» n~l A-m. The inclusion A ► Am 
induces an isomorphism
(A/ ~ ) SS Am/Z2.
As in the proof o f (3.7.5), the latter space is isomorphic to P 1 \ /, where I  
is a copy of the closed interval [0,1], and this in turn is diffeomorphic to D 2. 
Hence, taking the trace of the monodromy of £  € M (m ,  1) around 7  gives a 
holomorphic map
IV : M (m ,  1) — Am/Z2.
Restriction of £  to the fibre T0 gives a holomorphic map 
r : M (m ,  1 ) — P ic '(r0) S  T0.
A  point of A m uniquely determines maximal destabilising line bundles C\,C2 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2.10. A  choice of £  G Pic, (7o) then 
determines the corresponding clusters Z \, Z 2 uniquely and hence by Theo­
rem 4.2.10 a unique isomorphism class of C*-equivariant SL(2,C) bundle £. 
Hence we have a bijective holomorphic map
TV x r : M (m ,  1) - »  (A/~) x Pic'(r0)
leading to:
Theorem 4.2.12. The moduli space A4(m, 1) is diffeomorphic to D 2 x To.
Remark 4.2.13. This result was also obtained by Braam and Hurtubise by 
their patching arguments [16, Theorem 4.5.1].
Chapter 5 
Higher strata
In this chapter we study bundles in the higher strata where 1 <  r <  k. 
These are the bundles £  the graph part of whose divisor is that of a non­
constant rational map a  : P 1 —> P 1. In particular this means that there can be 
no line bundle on X  admitting a non-trivial map to £, so £  is automatically 
stable. Another consequence is that the bundles cannot be constructed by the 
method of Serre.
For SL(2, C) bundles over a regular algebraic elliptic surface Friedman 
[24] developed a construction first used by Brosius for ruled surfaces [17], 
which with few modifications can also be used for our Hopf surface. The main 
problem is that the Picard group o f the Hopf surface X  is not “big enough” 
to supply us with enough line bundles to use the Serre construction. However, 
the graphs of any £  € A irk for 1 <  r  <  k define naturally a double cover 
v  : X  — ► X  on which the pull-back £  =  v’ £  may be constructed by the 
method of Serre; i.e., there is a line bundle C and a cluster (Z , O z ) on X  such 
that £  fits into an exact sequence o f sheaves:
0 — ► £  — ♦ £  — * C~xJz  — ► 0 .
In the generic case, pushing down C by v results in a rank 2 bundle T  on 
X ,  which when twisted by a line bundle gives £. Friedman uses algebraic 
geometry to deduce the existence of C and its subsequent properties. Since X  
is non-algebraic we must use other methods.
5.1. Graphs and double covers
Let £  be a bundle on X  defining a class in M Tk and whose divisor D (£ ) is 
given by
5.1.1. D(£) =  Ga +  '£ F i,
where a  : P 1 —♦ P* is a degree r rational map and {F i : t =  1 ,.. . ,  k — r }  is a 
collection of reduced fibres of ir : X  —♦ P 1 (not all necessarily distinct). Let 
q : P ' X T ---- » P ' x P 1
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denote the double cover induced by the hyperelliptic quotient q : T  —► P 1. 
Projection onto the first factor 7Ti : P 1 x P 1 — ► P 1 defines an isomorphism of 
the curve G a C  P 1 x P 1 with P 1. The pre-image o f G a under q is a divisor C 
in P 1 x T . B y  construction, a point (x,/z) G P 1 x  T  lies on C  if  and only if 
^|«-, (x) admits V^|»-i(,) as a sub-bundle. If B ' =  ir\m(G a.H ), where H  is the 
horizontal (4 ,0 ) divisor on P 1 x P 1 given by
H  =  U/=q(h»lf.ptriod )P ' X {/}>
then q restricted to C  defines a double cover
7Ti o q : C  — ► P 1,
with branch locus given by the degree 4r divisor B '. The curve C  may, however, 
have singularities which, since Ga is smooth, can only occur at ramification 
points; i.e., points (x, /i) G C  fl H. More precisely we have:
Lem m a 5.1.2. A point (x,/i) € C  is singular i f  and only i f  (x,/x) G C  fl H  
and the line P 1 X q (p ) C P 1 x P 1 is tangent to Ga at (x ,a (x ) )  =  (x, q (p )).
Proof o f 5.1.2: Taking local coordinates x and t  on P 1 and T  respectively, we 
may regard a  and q locally as functions. The divisor C  is then the curve cut 
out locally by the equation
5.1.3. <£(x,t) =  a (x ) -  q (t) =  0.
The derivative
D4n,Jt)( t , T )  =  D a . (Q - D q lt(T )
vanishes at (x ,  p ) G C  if and only if both Dq^ and D ax vanish. The first 
condition is precisely that / »b ea  point of ramification of q, and the second 
shows that the line P 1 x  {p }  is tangent to Ga at (x , q (x )). |5.1.2|
Lemma (5.1.2) shows that we expect C  generically to be smooth. If  not, 
we may blow up P 1 x  T  succesively at the singular points of C  until the proper 
transform E o f C  is a smooth curve. The natural map E —* C  is then a 
resolution o f singularities. In either case, we obtain a double cover
v : E — ► P 1
with branch locus a subset of the set B ' C P 1. The genus of E depends on 
the local intersection numbers of the graph of the map a  : P 1 — > P 1 and the 
divisor H  at points of intersection.
Let (x, o ( x ) )  be a point of intersection of Ga and H . We may choose local 
coordinates z on P 1 and t on T  centred on x and a (x )  respectively such that 
locally C  is given by the set of (z, f )  G P1 x T  satisfying the equation
5.1.4. t3 - z m =  0,
where m is the local intersection number of P 1 x ( a ( x ) }  and Ga at (x ,a (x )).  
The singularity is therefore a double point and there are two distinct cases:
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(a) m =  2n is even;
(b) m =  2n +  1 is odd.
In each case the singularity may be resolved by blowing up n times at the 
point (x ,a (x ) )  [32, p.393]. The curve E is then given in local coordinates 
(z, u) on the blown-up surface in each case by (a ) u2 =  1, and (b) u2 =  z. In
(a) the curve C  has two branches locally, given by zn — t =  0 and zn +  t  =  0. 
These are “pulled apart” under the resolution. A  local coordinate for each 
branch is given by z. In case (b ) the curve is locally irreducible and has a cusp 
singularity. A  local coordinate on E is given by u. The resolution E —* C 
is given locally in each case by (a) z (z ,z " ),  and (b ) u (u2,um). The 
pull-back in E x T  of the divisor C c P ' x T  via the double cover v  : E —► P 1 
then reduces locally with two branches given by the equations: (a) t ± z n =  0;
(b ) t ±  um =  0.
Let N0,N\ denote the number of points (z<,i,) G C  Cl q~l (H )  near which 
C  is given locally by (5.1.4) w ith m  odd or even respectively. Suppose further 
that for * =  1 ,...,JV0, (z,-,t,) is given by (5.1.4) with m =  m,- =  2n, +  1, 
and for i  =  N0 +  1,.. •, N0 +  N it (z,-,i.) is given by m =  m; =  2n,. Setting 
N  =  N 0 +  N u  we have:
Lem m a 5.1.5. The following equalities hold:
(a ) Na =  4r -  2 E ~ 1 n.,'
(b) The genus 51(E ) o fU is  given by:
P roof o f 5.1.5: We have m « =  Ga.H  =  4r. This gives 2YliL\ rii +  No =  4r. 
The curve E is a 2:1 cover o f P 1 branched over the points z,-,t =  1 ,... ,No. 
Hence, using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula [30, p.219]
Thus to any SL(2,C) bundle 6  G M rk with r  >  0 we can associate in a 
canonical way a smooth curve E and a double cover v : E —* P*.
Remark 5.1.6. I f  </(E) >  2 then E is hyperelliptic.
Let X  =  v’ X  be the principal elliptic surface obtained by pulling back X  
to E. We have a commutative diagram:
2 -  2g (E ) =  x (E ) =  2(X(P ')  -  N „) +  No,
we obtain the result.
v
XX
E
v
P 1
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where the map v is both a double cover and a morphism of principal elliptic 
bundles. Let B  denote the branch locus of v, so B  =  { x i , . . . ,  i\ 0}. I f  yt- =  
then the ramification divisor R  is given by R  =  {j/i,. . . ,  J/N0 }■ The 
branch locus of u is then given by
No
B  =  ¿ » " ' ( x i ) ,  
and the ramification divisor by
No
«  =  £ * - ' ( * ) ■
On E there is a holomorphic involution interchanging the two sheets, which 
lifts naturally to X .  We shall denote both involutions by i.
Next we recall some facts about the geometry of double covers, referring 
to [12] and [32, p.306] for further details. Since Pic(P*) is torsion free, the 
double cover E is unique up to isomorphism. The push-down v.O-z is a locally 
free rank 2 sheaf on P 1 and decomposes:
v.O e — Of\ ©C?pi(—n P ),
where P  is the divisor class corresponding to  a point on P 1 and the integer n 
satisfies 2n =  deg(2?). The two summands dp i and d p i(—n P ) correspond to 
the + 1  and —1 eigenspaces of the natural action of the involution i  on u,Oz 
respectively. Moreover, if Q is a divisor on E , the sheaf is.O e (Q ) is locally free 
and we have
5.1.7. det i/.Oe (Q ) =* O r ,(iy.Q  -  n P ).
The ramification divisor R  of the double cover satisfies
B  ~  n (r -P ).
Denoting the divisor  ^deg B (n "P )  on X  by D  and using the commutative 
diagram of double covers we therefore obtain
5.1.8. 2v*D  ~  R.
Finally, since X  is non-algebraic, a generic line bundle C on X  does not corre­
spond to a divisor. (In fact all effective divisors on X  are sums of fibres of 5f). 
There is therefore no exact analogue of (5.1.7) for the rank 2 bundle u.C on 
X . However, we do have the following, the proof of which is a tedious check 
of transition functions.
Lem m a 5.1.9. I f  C is a line bundle on X  then the line bundle det vmvmC is 
isomorphic to C  <8> CC. ®  0 % (—R ).
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5.2. The Serre construction on the double cover
Let £  be a fixed SL(2,C) bundle on X  with a divisor o f the form (5.1.1) and 
let v : X  —» X  be the double cover constructed in (5.1). Let £ =  v“£  so 
£  € SLo(X ) and has a divisor D  =  D (£ ), given by the pull-back of D (£ ):
__ k—r
D  =  G a 0„ +  £  V F i ,
i=i
where Ga0l, denotes the graph of the holomorphic map 
a  o v : E — ► P 1.
Under the quotient map E x T  —► E x P 1, G aot, is double-covered by G  where
6  =  { ( * , < )€  E x r : a ( v ( * ) )  =  , (< ) }
=  { ( * , * ) €  E x T :  ( * ( * ) , t ) € C ) .
We now come to the motivation for the introduction of the double cover. 
Lem m a 5.2.1. The divisor G  in  E x T  is reducible and decomposes:
G  =  Gy +  l*Gy,
where i  : E x T  — ► E x  T  is the holomorphic involution generating the 2,2- 
action and Gy is the graph o f the tautological map 7  defined by the composition 
E - ^ C m P ' x T - M
By lemma (2.2.8) there are line bundles Co,C0 in Pic°(-Y; E ) with graphs 
7 , i*7 respectively. We then obtain the following:
Proposition  5.2.2. The bundle £ fits into two d is tin c t exact sequences of 
sheaves on X ,
5.2.3. 0 £, — è -  £r‘Jz, — o;
o - . i j - . f - .  - .  0,
where C\,C2 € P ic°(X , E ) have graphs 7 , 4*7 respectively, and Z\ ,Z2 
ters on X . They satisfy CC\ =  C2 and i ’ Z\ =  Z 2■ We also have
elus­
i c i )  -  c,(£.)2 =  2*, fo r  i =  1,2.
Proof o f 5.2.2: The existence o f both sequences follows by (2.4.12). Taking 
Ext*(£ j, •) of the first sequence gives an exact sequence
0 -  fc°(Ojf) -» H ° (c ; '£ )  -» H°(C;2J Zl).
Since C\ is non-trivial on restriction to a generic fibre of 7r the last term van­
ishes, so the map C\ —* £  is determined uniquely up to scalar multiplication. 
Consequently, the cluster Z\ is uniquely determined. Taking t* of the first 
sequence gives the second sequence, by uniqueness. The formula relating de­
grees follows by applying the Chern character formula to each exact sequence.
[5 ^ 2 ]
Thus although the bundle £  may not be constructed by the method of 
Serre, its pull-back £ to X  can.
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5.3. The Friedman construction
For the moment denote C\ and Z\ in the exact sequences of Proposition 5.2.2 
simply by £  and Z. The rank 2 sheaf V.C is locally free and defines a rank 2 
bundle on X ,  which by construction is isomorphic to £  on generic fibres o f it. 
Pushing down the exact sequence
Applying the projection formula V,V '£ =  £  ® [32, p.124] to the final
term, we have an injective map o f sheaves:
P roo f o f 5.3.3: The decomposition (5.3.2) is obtained by taking the ±1  
eigenspaces for the action of ¿ on v.£ . The sheaf V.C is a i'.Ojr-module and 
contains —1 eigenvectors for the ¿-action. If  the image of V.C were contained 
entirely within £, then choosing tiny non-zero element of (V .C )X and multi­
plying it by a —1 eigenvector in (V .O g )x, for any x  € X ,  gives a non-zero 
element of (V .C )X which maps to £ {—D ) under the map (5.3.2). Similai
Proposition 5.3.4. The map <f> : V.C —» £ (—D ) is an injection o f sheaves.
P roo f o f 5.3.4-' The map is non-zero by (5.3.3) and so has rank 1 or 2 generi- 
cally. Let 7? be the kernel, so we have an exact sequence of sheaves
The last two sheaves are locally free so ~R. is locally a 2nd syzygy sheaf and 
hence locally free, with rank either 0 or 1, outside a set of codimension 3; i.e., 
on all of X .
If rank(7t) =  1, then "R. is a line bundle on X  and its graph is that o f a 
constant map P 1 —► P 1. However, the divisor of V.C is that of a non-constant 
rational map a  : P 1 —» P 1, giving a contradiction. Hence, rank(7£) =  0 and 
the map <f> is an inclusion of sheaves.
5.3.1. £  -  £  -  £ -* J z -> 0,
results in an inclusion
0 - » V.C - »  V.£.
5.3.2. v.C  — £ © £ ( - £ ) .
The following lemma is due to Friedman.
Lemma 5.3.3 (Friedman, 5.4). The natural maps
V.C £; 
V.C ->  £ (-£>),
obtained by projection onto each factor in (5.3.2) are both non-zero.
component of the map in the other factor cannot vanish.
0 -  n  — ax i  £ ( - d ).
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Hence we have an inclusion
(*?.£) ® Ox(D) - e,
i.e.,
i/.(£ <g> P *0 x (I> )) =  v . (C (R )) -  5.
Writing T  =  i>,(£(i2)) and using R  ~  v 'D ,  we have a short exact sequence of 
sheaves
5.3.5. 0 - » . F - > £ - » e - » 0 ,
where the quotient sheaf Q is a torsion sheaf supported on the divisor on X  
where the map of bundles T  —* S fails to have full rank; i.e., on the zero-divisor 
F  of the induced map of determinant line bundles det T  —* det S.
The bundle £  <g) ( i* £ ) is t-invariant and hence is the pull-back of some line 
bundle on X . Thus,
5.3.6. £  ®  (t*£) ^  £ i ®  £ 2 =  0 % ( - M ) ,
for some divisor M  supported in the fibres of if. Pulling back the exact se­
quence (5.3.5) to X  gives:
5.3.7. 0 - » .F  — £ ^ < 2 - * 0
where f  =  v 'T  and Q =  umQ. An application of Lemma 5.1.9 to C (R ) using 
(5.3.6) shows the torsion sheaf Q  is supported on the divisor
5.3.8. F  =  v 'F  ~  M  -  R.
Since the divisor F  is effective, it must consist of a sum of fibres of ir.
The natural surjection
* • ? . ( £ ( * ) ) - > £ ( « ) - < »
gives rise to an exact sequence
0 £ - ' ( - M )  -  f  C (R ) -  0.
Applying t* to this sequence and using (5.3.6) and (5.3.8) gives
5.3.9. 0 - > £ - > . F - » £ - 1 ( - F ) - > 0 .
The exact sequences (5.3.1), (5.3.7) and (5.3.9) fit together as described in the 
following lemma of Friedman:
Lemma 5.3.10 (Friedman, 5.6). For i =  1,2 there is a commutative dia­
gram o f exact sequences o f sheaves:
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0 0
Ci ■- Ci
0 --------- T -------- - €  -------- - Q  -------- *  0
0 -----► £-'(- F ) — -C j 'J z t -----► Q  --------- ► 0
0 0.
The two diagrams art interchanged by an application o f  t*.
C o ro lla ry  5.3.11. F o r i =  1,2 there is an inclusion O g (—F )  *—» Jzi and an 
isomorphism o f sheaves:
Q — {Jzt/0%(—F ) }  ® C jx.
From the second column o f the diagram it is clear that on each fibre / of 
ir where the Z, are supported, S\j is o f type (3). By construction, the divisor 
and graph of F  are equal and identical to the graph of £. Hence F  restricts 
to a bundle of type (1) or (2) on the fibres of if. Consequently, the support of 
Q must contain those fibres / which contain a point o f the Zj and those fibres 
of R  where T  and £  are extensions of half-periods o f different types.
The ‘size’ of the divisor F  is estimated as follows. Taking Ext*(£2,-) of 
the first and second columns of the commutative diagram in 5.3.10 with i =  1 
and using the relation
(£ ,£ ,)-* O f  (A f) S 0 * (R  +  F ),
gives a commutative diagram of long exact sequences:
5.3.12.
0 -  ir > (£ i ’ £ ) H ° (O j (R + F )J z , )  -i. -
T T t
0 H °(O x (R ) )  -  H '(C \ O a (R )) -
T T t
0 0 0
Since £ 2 is a maximal destabilising line bundle for £  and F , 
dim H ° (C i '£ )  =  dim H ° (C ^ P )  =  1.
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Hence H 0(O % (R  +  F )J z , ) ^  0 and a generator of H °(C 2 XF )  defines via the 
diagram (5.3.12) an inclusion
5.3.13. 0 % (—R  — F ) *-* J zx,
which is the image in H 0(O % (R  +  F )J z x) of an element of H 0(O ^ (R )) .  I f  / is 
a fibre o f if contained in the support of F  and such that the map 5.3.13 factors
5.3.14. ° x ( ~ R - ? ) • - *  ° x ( ~ R  - F  +  r f ) ' - >  JZl,
for some r >  0, then we obtain a non-zero section a  in H 0(O % (R + F —r f )J z x )■ 
We may think of this space as the global sections of 0 % (R  +  F  — r f )  which 
vanish at the points in the support of Z\ in the manner prescribed by the sheaf 
Jz i- Clearly, for r large enough the space of such sections is trivial. Under 
the composition of the natural inclusion
H °(0 % (R  +  F  -  r f ) J Zx) -  H ° (O z (R  +  F )J Z l),
and the coboundary map 6 o f 5.3.12, the map <r defines an element of 
H x(C \ 0 ^ {R  +  F ) ) .  The last space is isomorphic via the Leray spectral se­
quence to H 0{R }x,C \O ^(R  +  F ) ) .  As we increase r  and therefore “decrease 
the size” of the divisor R  +  F  — r f ,  we obtain a family of global sections of 
R }n .C \O x (R  +  Since H 0(R }x .C \O ^ (R  +  F ) )  is finite dimensional, we 
therefore obtain a bound on the size of F . This bound was calculated by 
Friedman and the following lemma, whose proof consists of a local analysis, 
comes directly from his paper.
Lem m a 5.3.15 (Friedman, Lem m a 5.8). Suppose f  =  5f- 1(x ) is a fibre of 
n above S fo r  which we have a factorisation
O z ( - F )  —  O ^ - F  +  r f )  — ► J Z l,
where the first map is the natural inclusion, then
(  l(R 'w mC2xO j i (M )m), i f f < £ R ;
-  \ l (R l x .C iO x (M ) , )  -  1 , i f f c R .
Note that if  x  $ {y,- : * =  1 ,. . . ,  N )  then l ( (R lnmC iO ^ (M ))s)  =  0 and as 
a result of 5.3.15 (using 3.4.3) we obtain:
Corollary 5.3.16. The support o f F  does not contain any fibres o f n over 
E \ {y , : * =  1 ,...,JV } on which € is o f type (1). Furthermore, i f  x ^  yi 
fo r  i  =  1 and on 5f- , (x ) the bundle € is o f type (8), then the fibre
f  =  5r- 1 (x ) is a component o f F  o f multiplicity precisely Wf(Z\).
The lemma furthermore gives bounds for the size o f F  at other fibres. The 
precise value for these bounds is given by the next lemma.
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Lem m a 5.3.17. For i =  1 , . . . ,  N  we have:
m,-, 1 <  i  <  No;
Hi, N0 +  1 <  i <  N.
P roo f o f 5.S. 17: Recall from (2.2.8) that C\ =  C <g) tt’ V for some line bundle V 
on E, where C  was constructed by patching together bundles Ca defined over 
local trivialisations Ua x T  for X .  By the projection formula, the skyscraper 
sheaves R l i r a n d  R}n.C 2 are isomorphic. Since the problem is local, 
we may restrict to a trivialisation Ua x  T  where y* € Ua and C  =  Ca. By 
definition, the line bundle Ca is the pull-back of a fixed Poincare bundle V  on 
P ic ° (T ) x T  by the map:
(where A  is a matrix of functions holomorphic on Ua)  for R}n\.P2 on Ua then 
pulls-back via the map 7 to a local resolution for R}H,C2a. By the definition of 
the first Chern class for coherent sheaves [34, Chapter 5], c i(R l irlmV 2) is given 
locally on Ua by the zero-divisor of det(A o 7 ). There is a local coordinate z 
on Ua for which j/,- is given by z =  0 and the map 7  is given locally by
C la im  (to be proved in (5.3.18)): I f  /z 6 P ic ° (T ) is a half-period, then
/ ((* • * ,  . * » ) „ )  =  1 . _______
The result then follows from this claim. 15.3.17 [
L em m a 5.3.18. Let V  —* P ic °(T ) x T  be a Poincare bundle and let 
x, : P ic ° (r ) x T  - »  P ic ° (T )
be projection, then R}-K\.V2 is a skyscraper sheaf on P ic°(T ) supported at the 
fou r half-periods, and fo r  each half-period p we have /((R’ tti .V 2),,) =  1 .
Proo f o f 5.3.18: Without loss of generality we may take V  to be the Poincare 
line bundle given by the quotient of C* x  C* X C by the Z  X Z  action generated 
by:
7a : Ua x T  — * 
(*♦<) — *
P ic°(T ) x  T  
(7 (*M),
where 7  is the graph of C\. A  local resolution
0 R '* i .V 2 — > 0,
It then follows that
/ ( ( * '* . £ » ) * )  = f  l).
i  =  l  
I =  +
( l , 0).(/i,z,£) =  (p ,\ z ,n () ;
(0, 1).(/j, z,£) = ,z().
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The metric || • || on the trivial line bundle C* x  <C* X C defined on sections s
by
where | • | is the standard metric on C, is Z  x Z  equivariant and so descends 
to V . The curvature form of the associated Hermitian connection A  is then
By Lemma 2.2.16 the sheaf R }it\ .P2 is supported at each of the 4 half-
An application of 5.3.17 then gives:
C oro lla ry  5.3.19. I f  fo r  1 <  * <  N0, m, =  1 and. Supp(Z) fl Sr- 1 (y,) =  0, 
then jr- , (y j )  is not contained in the support o f F .
Lem m a 5.3.20. The line bundle C satisfies —Cj(£)2 =  2r.
Proof o f 5.3.20: Let d be the degree of the graph 7  of £  and H  be the pull-back 
to E x T  o f the divisor H ' on P 1 x T  given by H ' =  q"H. Taking intersections 
gives 4d =  7 .H . Let x  be a point in P* x  P 1 with m =  G.XH  ^  0. Refering to 
the local resolutions given in Section 5.1, we see that if m is odd then x has 
one pre-image in E, contributing local intersection number m to 7 .H . I f  m js 
even then x has two pre-images in E, each o f which contributes m/2 to 7 .H. 
Thus, 7 .H  =  G.H  =  4r. Using 2.2.21 then gives the result.
[57X201
C oro lla ry  5.3.21. The push-down bundle vmC satisfies c2(i/.£) =  r.
Proof o f  5.3.21: Since v is of degree 2, c2(£'*£'«£) =  2c2(i7„£). The result 
follows by applying the Chern character formula to the first column of the
Fa ,' F a 2(logA )2|fi|2|z|3Fa A Fa =  —
Using the Chern-Weil formula and integrating gives
(cl( V ) ~ c l(V )A n c ° (T )x T } )  =  -2.
Since irimV 2 =  0 , the Grothendieck-Riem ann-Roch theorem gives: 
d eg(cj ( i? 1 jt 1 , 'P 2)) =  - d e g ( jr , .c h ( P a))
=  - d e g f ^ . l i c l P 2)2]) 
=  - d e g (^ . [2 (c,(T>)2)])
=  4.
in Pic°(T ') and by the above has length 1 at each.
array in (5.3.10) and by (2.2.21). 15.3.211
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5.4. Construction of the strata
The results of Section 5.3 show that associated to each class £  in Ad* we have 
three items of data:
(a ) Its graph G, which determines double covers and v : X  —♦ X ,
together with a pair of line bundles C\, C2 on X ,  whose graphs are the 
components in S x T  of the pull-back of G.
(b ) A  torsion sheaf Q on X  supported on an effective divisor F  and clusters 
Z ,,Z 2 on X  constrained by 5.3.11.
(c ) An extension class in E xt'(Q ,.F ), where T  =  u.C\ =  v.C2 modulo the 
actions of A u t (^ ) and Aut(G).
In principle we ought to able to reconstruct the bundle given this data. 
For r >  1, fixing a smooth (r, 1) curve on P 1 x P 1 determines a (possibly 
singular) curve C  and its normalisation E. From this we obtain a double cover 
v : X  —» X ,  and a choice of line bundle C with appropriate graph produces 
T . Next we have to choose Q (i.e., F  and the Z,) according to the relevant 
constraints, and finally we need an extension class in Ext*(Q, T }  which gives 
rise to a locally free sheaf.
Provided we parameterise the data in a sufficiently ‘nice’ way, one would 
expect to be able to construct substrata of the which are complex mani­
folds. Unfortunately, in all but the simplest cases, the nature o f the data does 
not lead to a very concrete description o f the structure of the strata. However, 
we can give estimates of the dimensions o f the strata, and determine to some 
extent the structure o f the generic stratum. We follow the lines of Friedman, 
but the estimates arising from the choice of line bundle differ slightly and a 
little additional argument is necessary in order to identify the generic stratum.
Let us then consider how to construct families o f classes in A4*. First of 
all we wish to construct a family of double covers over the space of graphs. 
In order that the dimensions of the space of corresponding line bundles be 
constant, we need to ensure that the genus of the curves in the family remains 
constant. This we do by stratifying the space Ratr of degree r rational maps 
P 1 —> P 1 by ‘equisingular’ curves. The approach uses a result o f Zariski [48] 
and is simpler than the version given by Friedman.
Let hi, i = 1 ,. . . ,4  be the images in P1 of the half-periods of T  under 
the hyperelliptic quotient. Let Hi =  P1 X { A,}  the associated (1,0) divisor on 
P1 x P1. If G is a smooth (r, 1) divisor, for some r >  1, then G.Hi =  r for 
each r =  1,... ,4. If  G  intersects Hi at M, distinct points . . . , with 
local intersection numbers aj'\  . . . ,  a{$, respectively, then for i =  1 ,.. . ,  4.
and we obtain an associated partition a0) Qf r. Denote the associated quadru­
ple o f partitions (o (1), . . .  ,o (4)) by a, and for a fixed pair (r ,a ) let V (r ,o ) be
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the subvariety of P 2r+1 consisting of smooth (r, 1) divisors which for i  =  1 , . . . ,  4 
intersect Hi in some set of distinct points x ^ \ j  =  1 , . . . ,  M , with associated 
partition abi. Note that the integers are just a re-ordering of the integers 
m*, of Section 5.1. We are therefore considering families o f curves G  with the 
same intersection behaviour with H  =  £ ? =1 Hi, or from an alternative view­
point, prescribing the nature of the singularities of the singular curve G  =  H  
whilst allowing G, and therefore the precise position of the singularities, to 
vary.
A  result of Zariski [48] shows that the projective tangent space to V (r, a) 
at a point G  may be identified with a projective subspace of
P (t f° (G ; K a ®  K g ')  ©  H °(H ; K u  ®  K q ) ) i
where we denote the quadric P 1 x P 1 by Q  for simplicity. Zariski considers 
the singular curve C  =  G  -f H  on Q given by a non-trivial section Oo of 
H °(Q ; O q (G +  H ) )  and local defining equation F (x ,  y ) =  0 in a neighbourhood 
of a point of intersection p with local intersection number a. Taking a smooth 
family of curves Ct in in the linear system \Oq (G  +  H )|, with Co =  C , with 
each Ct defined locally by an equation F (x ,  y, f ) =  0, he shows that the tangent 
curve 7  at C  given by
satisfies certain conditions. More precisely, the meromorphic 1-form w on Q 
given by
* « ( * . » ) ...
dF/dy d
restricts to a holomorphic 1-form on the two branches G  and H  of C  near p. 
Hence 7  defines a unique element of
K a ®  K g ')  © « ” ( « ;  IC„ ®
independent of the choice of lifted defining function F (x ,y , t ) .
In our case, for a fixed i  € {1 ,.. .  ,4 } we may take a coordinate system 
centred at p such that the line Hi is given by y =  0. The equation of G near 
p may be written locally as f (x ,  y) =  y — xa =  0, for some local coordinate x 
on P1. We consider only variations of the curve G; i.e, variations of f  o f the 
form
f ( z ,  y,t) =  y -  (ar +  t ( ( z )  +  i \ ( i )  +  .. .)"•
Thus, in the notation of Zariski we have
F(,x, y, t) =  y(y -  (x  +  t ( ( x )  +  ..
The meromorphic 1-form u> is then given by
- c y x - 'U x ) ^  
(y -  1 “ ) +  y
U) =
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On the curve G, given locally by xa =  y with local coordinate x, the 1-form 
u  restricts to
u>g =  —axa~l£(x)dx,
and the restriction of u  to if, vanishes. Hence the image o f the affine tan­
gent space to V(r,£x) at G  is a vector subspace Wq of H °(G ; ICg 0  K q1)  0  
H °(H ; K h ®  K q 1), consisting of forms (a c ,  c*h )  where a// =  0 and a c  is divis­
ible by x">>_1 at each point of intersection Since the kernel of this map 
is 1 -dimensional, generated by the section <ro, we have dim V (r ,a )  =  dim Wo. 
This fact allows us to estimate the dimension o f V (r ,a ).
The curve G  is isomorphic to P 1 so deg(ACc ®  K q1 |o) =  2r giving 
/i°(G;ACg 0  K qX\g )  =  2r  +  1 . We are interested in the subspace of global 
sections of K g 0  K q1 |g which vanish to the prescribed degrees 0 ^  =  a y  — 1 
at the points x^  G H,\ i.e, those sections of H °(G ; (9g (2t-)) which map to 0 
under the restriction map p in the exact sequence
0 iT (0 „ (2 r  -  2 3 /sf * «• ')) -  H °(O c(.2r)) A  H aIO y ),
•J
induced by the exact sequence of sheaves
0 -> O o(2r )  ® O o ( - E  -> O o ( 2r) -> O r  -  0,
•J
where Oy =  O g/Og ( — H i j  is the structure sheaf of the 0-dimensional
subscheme Y  =  J2i,j P j'^x^  of H. Hence the dimension o f the V (r ,a ) is 
bounded above by h0(Oa(,2r -  and we have the following:
Lem m a 5.4.1. The dimension o f V ( r ,a )  satisfies
dim V (r ,o )  <  2r +  1 -
•J
R em ark  5.4.2. The lemma shows that V ^ r ,« ) is empty if
E ( “ i °  - 1 ) >  » •  + 1 .•J
Next we show that for a fixed pair (r ,o )  the space o f compatible line 
bundles has constant dimension over our family of curves V (r ,  a ).
Lem m a 5.4.3. / / £ ,£ ' G P ic ° (X ,E ) both have graph 7  then they satisfy 
det P.£ =  det £.£' ^  O x (—n), fo r  some n G Z , i f  and only i f  C =  C  0  irml4 
fo r  some 14 G Pic°(E ).
Proof of 5.4-S: I f  £ ,£ ' have the same graph, then C — C  ®  it’U  for some 
U  G Pic(E ). Using U  to denote the divisor class of 14 on E, we have by
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Lemma 5.1.9:
det vmv.C  =  £  <8> i“ C  (8> O ^ ( - R )
3  £ ' <8> t*£' ®  0 $ ( - R )  <8> 3r*(W <8> t*W)
=  det v 'v .C  ® 7r*(W (g) ¿*£/)
Hence £/ +  i"U  =  vmv .U  ~  0 giving deg U  =  0. Conversely, if  deg U =  0 
then U  =  ^2ajP j, where each P j is a point o f E and the a} are integers with 
£  a.j =  0. This gives
U  +  i - U ~ Y . a , ( P i  +  S P ,)-
Since E is hyperelliptic, for each j  we have [32, p.342]
Pj +  C Pj ~  P, +  i-P ,.
Hence
+  ~  (£<*> )( a + * * p . ) ~ o.
Therefore deg(i/.£/) =  0 giving deg(£/) =  0. 15.4.31
Lem m a 5.4.4. Suppose £  € P ic°(X , E ) satisfies det v.C =  O x (—n ), fo r some 
n G Z .  //£/ G P ic°(E ) and v .(C  (8) i*W ) 35 P .£, then U  35
P ro o f o f 5.4-4: The bundle £  =  v.C  has maximal destabilising line bundles 
C (—R )  and £ (—R ) ®  7r'¿/, both with graph 7 . By (2.4.2), there is only one 
such maximal destabilising line bundle up to isomorphism. 15.4.4 [
Lemmas 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 show that if we fix a line bundle £  such that det v.C =  
O x (—n), then the space of isomorphism classes of line bundles £ ' such that 
v .C ' has the same determinant is an “affine space”
T =  {£ ® x *W  M  € P ic ° (E )}.
Hence by 5.4.1 and 5.1.5, we see that the dimension
dim V (r ,a ) +  jr(E)
o f the space of moduli o f pairs (G, £ ) is bounded above by
2r +  l -  E t a f  -  1 ) +  2r  -  1 -  5 > ‘°/2] 
i j  i j
N  N
=  4 r  -  £ ( n . i  -  1) -  £  " i -
W e now fix a  and consider only bundles whose graph lies in V (r, a ). Having 
fixed the graph G of a map in V (r ,a ), and hence the corresponding curves C  
and E, we choose £. In then selecting Q, we are free to choose those fibres 
in the support of F  which are not constrained to coincide with fibres of X
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where v.C. is an extension o f half-periods, i.e., those fibres which correspond 
to singularities of C. An upper bound for the number of moduli for Q  and the 
resulting group E xt*(Q ,.F ) can obtained using the results of Friedman with 
little modification. We therefore state the results and refer the reader to [24] 
for proofs.
Proposition 5.4.5 (Friedm an, Prop.6.7). The number o f moduli fo r  Q is 
bounded above by hl (O p )  +  \ l(Z ).
Proposition 5.4.6 (Friedm an). The dimension of Ext*(Q,.F) is bounded 
above by (5l£Li mi) ~  No +  /(Z).
Lemma 5.4.7. The dimension o/Aut(Q) is bounded below by h °(O p ).
Proof of 5.4-7: The sheaf O p  acts by automorphisms on Q. 15.4.7]
Sum m in g  the bounds (5.4.1), (5.4.5) and (5.4.6) for the moduli and sub­
tracting that for the action o f Aut(Q ), we obtain an upper bound d (a ) for the 
number of moduli in our family:
<¡(2 ) =  4r -  ( £ > , )  +  N  — No +  |/ (Z ) +  ( . ' (O f )  -  (.“ (O f )
=  4r +  ! l ( Z ) - x ( O F ) - E » i -  ■ £ (n. — 1). 5.4.8.
1 1=1 ,=/V0+l
Taking the Euler characteristic of the structure sequence of F ,
0 — Oxi-F) -  Ox -> Of -  0,
gives x (O f ) — x (O x )  — x ( ^ a ( —F ) )  =  0, and the bound becomes 
5.4.9. ¿(2 ) =  4r +  § f(Z ) -  -  £  (n. -  1).
1 ,= 1  <=No +  l
The dimension of M k  is 4fc =  4r +  2l (Z ) .  Comparing this with 5.4.9, we see 
that N N
4k -  d (a ) =  53 ” • +  H  («•' “  1 ) +  -  °-
.= 1  i=N 0+ i  *
This difference vanishes if  and only if we have
(1) l(Z) = 0;
( 2 ) n, =  0, for t =  1 , . . . ,  iV0;
(3 ) ni =  1, for * =  No +  1 , . . . ,  N.
Condition (1) says there are no fibres of type (3), and conditions (2) and (3) 
tell us that the graph intersects the divisor H  in points with local intersection 
number at most 2. The associated double cover C  therefore has singularities 
which are at worst nodes. These singularities correspond to the collection of
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points {x j : j  =  No +  l , , N }  of P 1 which must lie outside the branch locus 
of 1/ : £  —► P 1. By (5.3.15) and (5.3.17) we see that
£  -r.fi,
j=No+l
where F j =  ir- 1 (x ,) and yj =  0 or 1. Given the pair (G ,£ ), the sheaf Q  is 
then completely determined by the condition (5.3.11), namely we must have
5.4.10. C~\
where F  =  v“F . Since the fibres Fj o f X  on which Q is supported lie outwith 
the ramification divisor of v, for each i  =  No +  1 , . . . , N ,  the divisor v ’ (F i) 
consists of two components F/1* and Fj*2* interchanged by the involution i. 
Each component has a neighbourhood on which the restriction of v defines 
an isomorphism with a neighbourhood o f Fj. Thus (5.4.10) determines Q  and 
there is no contribution to the number o f moduli for Q in this case. Since 
l ( Z )  =  0, the dimension of the strata corresponding to a  is bounded above by 
N  N  N
■¡(a) =  2k +  1 -  £ ( m .  -  1 ) + 2Jt -  1  -  -  JV0 -  h °(O r )
fc=l i= l 1=1
1=1 i=N0+ l
This is equal to 4k if and only if F  =  0. The only contribution to the moduli 
then comes from the pairs (G, C ), but from (5.4.5) we see this is equal to 
4k i f  and only if N  =  iV0 and m,- =  1 for i  =  1 , . . . , N .  Hence the generic 
stratum in Affc corresponds to taking m j =  k and a*‘ * =  1 for j  =  1 , . . .  ,k  and 
t =  1 ,.. . ,  4. We then obtain:
Theorem 5.4.11. Fork  >  0, the generic stratum in M k  consists o f isomorph­
ism classes o f bundles S  whose graphs are transverse to the divisor H . For 
each such bundle there is a double cover v : X  —* X  ramified at a divisor R on 
X  and two line bundles C \, £ 2  on X ,  uniquely determined up to isomorphism, 
such that £ =  i/m(C i(R ))  fo r  i =  1,2.
Let the integer Jfc >  1 be fixed. W e make the following definitions. 
Definition 5.4.12. Let RatJ denote the open subvariety of P H 0(O (k , 1)) con­
sisting of smooth ( k, 1) divisors G  on P 1 x  P 1 which satisfy
max{G.xf f  : x  € H }  =  1,
i.e., graphs of degree k rational maps a  : P 1 —♦ P 1 for which the image in the 
target space P 1 of the half-periods o f T  are regular points.
Definition 5.4.13. Let M ’k denote the pre-image of RatJ under the divisor 
map
D  : M k —  P/f°(0(Ar, 1 )).
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We have the following quite general result:
Lem m a 5.4.14. Let a  : P 1 —► P 1 be a degree r  map, (r  >  1). F o r  any n G Z 
there is a bundle F  G SX oC ^P1) with D (F )  =  Ga, d e t^  =  O x (n ) and 
c * (F )  =  r.
P roof o f 5 .4-H : Let v : X  —» X  be the double cover corresponding to a. 
Choose a reduction 7 +  ¿'7  of the divisor Gaol> on E x T .  Let £  be a line bundle 
in P ic °(X , E ) with graph 7. The bundle C ®  ¿*£ is ¿-invariant and restricts to 
the trivial bundle on all fibres of if. Consequently £  <8> i ’ £  =  u "n , O r '(m ) for 
some m G Z, and
v“ det v.C  =  (i/"7r*C?pi(m)) <g) 0 % (—R ) =  i/*7r*C>pi(m — d),
where d =  deg O x (D ).  Suppose r f  represents the divisor class of det v.C, 
where / is a fibre o f 7r; then v ' r f  =  v '(m  — d )f  and since u is o f degree 2,
u.u’ r f  =  2 r f  =  2 (m — d )f .
Hence, since all divisors on X  are linearly equivalent to_multiples of /, 
we obtain r =  m — d. Now let / be a fibre o f 5r : X  —* E and let 
C  =  C ®  0 $ ({d  -  m +  n ) f ) .  Then
v“ det ? .£ ' =  ( p ’  det v.C ) <gi 0% ((d  — m  +  n )(/  +  /*/)),
giving
det v.C! =  det v.C ®  O x (d  — m +  n ) =  O x (n ).
The bundle T  =  v.C ' has c ^ F )  =  r by (5.3.20) and so fulfills the properties 
required by the lemma. 15.4.14 |
For each € RatJ, let G^ C P 1 x  P 1 be its graph and denote by E* the 
corresponding non-singular double cover. The structure of the generic stratum 
is summarised in the the following
C oro lla ry  5.4.15. The map D  : M l  —► RatJ is surjective, with fibres diffeo- 
morphic to (5 1 X S1)2*-1.
P roof o f 5.4-15: Surjectivity follows from (5.4.14). By (5.4.3) and (5.4.4) the 
fibre of D  over a point <p G RatJ is diffeomorphic to  P ic°(Ev ). Since the genus 
of Ev is given by 2k — 1, the result then follows. 15.4.151
5.5. Charge 1 instantons: the upper stratum
The case k =  1 is exceptional in the sense that the graphs o f all degree 1 
maps a  : P 1 —► P 1 are transverse to the divisor H  and hence M \ =  M l -  
The corresponding double covers E C P 1 x T  are all isomorphic to T  via 
the projection ir2 : P 1 x T  —* T . This fact allows us to work with a fixed 
double cover of P1 and give a global description of the generic stratum. Indeed
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there is a special divisor E0 on P 1 x T , namely the graph of the hyperelliptic 
quotient q : T  —► P ', and 7Ti : E0 —► P 1 is the double cover resulting from 
the diagonal A  C P 1 x P 1, i.e, the graph of the identity map on P 1. If now 
a  is any automorphism of P 1, the corresponding curve E is the graph of the 
map a -1 o_q : T  —► P 1. Thus we can equally as well use the fixed double 
cover q : X  —* X  obtained from the map q : T  —* P 1, and vary the degree 2 
morphism by composing with automorphisms of X . As we have seen, every 
SL(2, C) bundle £  on X  with D {£ ) =  A  is isomorphic to q.C for a unique 
class of bundle C G P ic °(X ,7 ’ ) with graph the identity map of T . I f  D (£ ) =  
D (£ ') =  A , the corresponding line bundles C, C! satisfy C =  C  <g> ir 'U  for 
some U  G P ic °(T ) =  T . Given an automorphism a  of P 1, let a  G Auto(-V) be 
a lift of a, then a ’ q.C has graph a. Conversely, if £  has graph Ga for some 
automorphism a  of P 1 and 5 is a lift of a  to Auto(X), then (o -1 )*£  has divisor 
A  and so is of the form q.C for some line bundle C on X .
Defin ition 5.5.1. Let T  denote the subset of P ic°(X , T )  consisting o f bundles 
C with graph the identity map of T  and such that det q.C =  O x-
By (5.4.3), T  has a natural free and transitive Pic°(T)-action. The above 
discussion proves:
Proposition  5.5.2. I f  £ G <M| has graph Ga for some automorphism a of 
P 1, then £ is isomorphic to oi“q.C fo r  some C  G T  and lift a o f a to Au to(X ).
Hence we have a surjective map:
0  : Auto(X ) x  T  — ► M J
(<p, C ) •—► ip’ q.C, 5.5.3.
such that D(Q(<p, £ ) )  =  Ga, where a  is the automorphism of P 1 induced by 
¥>■
It will be useful to know how the elements of T  behave under the action of T  
on X . We shall therefore give a more concrete description of the space T . First 
note that X  is the quotient by Z  of the C*-bundle associated to the degree 2 
line bundle V  =  qmOpi( — 1). Following the construction detailed in [30, p.307], 
the line bundle V is isomorphic to a bundle over T  =  C*/(A) given by taking 
the quotient o f C* x C  by the Z-action generated by (z , w) i—> (\ z , e(z)w ), 
where e : C* —► C* is a holomorphic map of degree 2 determined by the 
isomorphism class of V.
Hence X  is isomorphic to the quotient o f C* x C" by the Z  x  Z  action with 
generators:
(l,0 ).(z,u>) =  (Az,e(z)w );
(0, l).(z,u>) =  (z , Aw),
with the projection 5r : X  —► T  given by ((z , tv)) *-> (z ). This action extends 
to one on C  x C  x C  with generators:
( l , 0).(z ,t «,O  =  (Az,e(z)u>,u>0;
(O ,l).(z,u>,0 =  (z,Aw,z£).
5.5.4.
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The resulting quotient is a line bundle £0 over X .  By construction, £o|i-i(«) — 
Vt, where Vt is the bundle defined in (2.1), and so £ 0 has the identity map of 
T  as its graph. Let R^ denote the right action of p G T  on X  (or on X ).  The 
above construction leads directly to:
L em m a 5.5.5. I f  £  € T , then f2*£ =  C  <8> 5r*VM.
Proo f o f 5.5.5: There is a fine bundle U  on T  such that £  =  Co ® it’U . Now 
fZ’ £  =  R ’^ Cq <S> it’ l l ,  but from (5.5.4) we see that fZ*£ is the bundle given by:
(l,O ).(*,t0 ,{) =  (A z,c(z)w ,pw£)\
(0,l).(*,u>,{) =  (*,Au>,zO.
from which we deduce that iZ’ £  £(g)W , where W  is the bundle with defining
generators:
(l,0).(2,ti»,O =  (A z,e(z)w,n£);
(0,l).(x,u>,0 =  (z,Ati>,0-
But this is clearly isomorphic to 5r’ VM, as required. 15.5.5 [
This allows us to prove:
Lem m a 5.5.6. Let 0  : Aut0(X )  x T - >  M \ be the map given by (5.5.8), then 
0(v?, £ ) =  0(y?', £ ')  i f  and only i f  p ' =  R„ o p  and £ ' =  £  <S> ir’ V^ fo r some
n e T .
P roo f o f 5.5.6: I f  0(</>, £ )  =  0 (^ /,£ /), i.e., p ’ q.C (p ') ’ q.C', then since the 
respective graphs must be identical, the automorphisms p  and p ' induce the 
same automorphism of P 1. Therefore p ' =  R^p  for some p € T. Consequently, 
q.C  =  R^q.C. By (5.5.5) and (5.4.4), we have £  ^  £ ' ® 5f*V,, for a unique 
p G T , giving the result. 15.5.61
Proposition  5.5.7. The moduli space A4{ is diffeomorphic to Auto(X ). 
P roof o f 5.5.7: Defining an action of T  on Aut0(A )  x T  by 
p .(p ,C ) =  (p  o R~x,£  <8> tt'V,,),
for p € T  and quotienting out by this action gives by (5.5.6) a bijective holo- 
morphic map
Aut0(X ) x r T — ► M\.
Since the action of T  on T  is free and transitive, this is a holomorphic bijection 
0  : Aut0(-Y) — * M \.
Hence 0  is a diffeomorphism.
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Recall we have a natural action of X  t—» Au to(X ) on A4}. There is a 
natural free left action of X  on Auto(X ) x  T  given by
V>.(v>,£) =  (y?o0 -1,£ ).
This action commutes with the action of T .  A  simple computation shows that
e ( 0 .(v>,£)) =  (0 - 1 ) - e (VJ,£ ),
and so the map 0  is equivariant with respect to the natural action of X  on 
A4}, giving:
P roposition  5.5.8. The natural action o f X  on A4} is free and the diffeo- 
morphism 0  : Auto(Af) —+ A4} is X-equivariant.
Combining this with (3.7.5) gives:
Th eorem  5.5.9. The natural left action o f S ' x S3 on M \ is free.
The subgroup T  o f Auto(X ) consisting of the image in GL(2,C )/Z of the 
non-zero diagonal matrices acts holomorphically on A4j. The orientation­
preserving diffeomorphism on X  defined on the quaternions H* by z i—* z~' 
carries the action o f T  to an action of a subgroup of S ' x S3. Hence the 
holomorphic action of T  on A4i is free and leads to:
Th eorem  5.5.10. The space D  : A4j —> P3 \ (P 1 x /) is a principal elliptic 
fibration.
We defer the proof of (5.5.10) until the next chapter, where it will be 
proved in greater generality for the product of the circle with certain Lens 
spaces.
Chapter 6
Stable SL(2,C) bundles over 
S1 xLens space
Having given a description of the moduli space M i  associated to S 1 x S3, we 
can now do the same for S1 x Lp, where Lp is a Lens space. Indeed we shall 
see that S1 x Lp can be given the structure of a principal elliptic fibration over 
P 1. The results o f Chapters 2, 3 and 5 apply more generally to such spaces. 
In particular, the fibrations are locally trivial so all fibres are analytically 
isomorphic and there are no multiple or singular fibres. The canonical bundle 
of the total space is then just the pull-back of the canonical bundle of P 1, 
and all formulae relating maximal destabilising line bundles etc. go through 
unchanged. The only significant difference is the appearance of torsion in 
integral cohomology which leads to extra structure in the moduli space.
6.1. Lens spaces
Recall that the Lens space Lp =  L ( l ,p )  may be defined to be the quotient of 
S3 =  { ( z 0, 2, )  g C2 : |zo|* +  |*i|2 =  1} by the Z p-action generated by:
6.1.1. ( z o , z t )  ~  e 2^ ( z o , z x ) .
The space S1 x L p is then diffeomorphic to the complex manifold X p given 
by the quotient of C2 \ {0 } by the Z  x Z,,-action with generators defined by 
(6.1.1) and
(zo,zi) * - *  \ ( z 0 , z i ) ,
where A G R  with |A| >  1. The Z  x Z p-action extends in an obvious way to a 
free holomorphic C*-action defining a principal elliptic fibration
*  : X p - »  P\
with fibres C*/Z x  Z p 5? C*/{A, e2," /p} S  T\  where V  is the elliptic curve 
C / {A P}. In the language of Kodaira X p is a “secondary Hopf surface” .
Alternatively, we may think of X p as the quotient of the principal 
C*-bundle associated to the line bundle O f i ( - p )  by the action o f Z  generated
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by scalar multiplication by Ap in the fibres. The Hopf surface X  of Chapters 
3, 4 and 5 is isomorphic to X\ and the degree p cover X  —♦ X p is the natural 
one induced by tensor multiplication
o , . ( —1 ) C V (-P ).
The group GL(2, C ) acts on the left o f X p by automorphisms, covering the 
action of PGL(2, C) on P 1. The subgroup 5  generated by A.id and e2” /p.id 
acts trivially, giving an identification
Auto(Xp) ^  GL(2,C)/S.
Note that the projection GL(2, C) —► PG L(2,C ) gives Aut0(X p) the structure 
of a principal T*-bundle over PGL(2, C).
The integral cohomology of X p is given by
H m(X p; Z p) =  (Z , Z, Zp, Z  x Z p, Z ).
Consequently h°'2(X p)  =  0 and by Noether’s theorem h0,l(X p)  =  1. The long 
exact sequence in cohomology induced by
0 - »  Z  - »  o Xp - »  o \ p - »  0
gives
P ic (X p) =  H \ X p,CTXr)  S  C  x Z p.
An explicit representative V(p, r ) for the element defined by (/r,r) € C* x Z p 
is given by the line bundle constructed as the quotient of (C 2 \ {0 } )  x C  by 
the action of Z  x Z p with generators:
(0, l ) . ( 2 , f ) = ( e 1" /p2 ,eJ' r,/,( ) .
The function on C2 \ {0 }  defined by (zo, Z\) •-» z0 defines a section of V(A, 1) 
with divisor F  =  jt- , ([0, 1]). Denoting 7r*C?pi(n) by O x p( n ) ,  we then have 
0 Xp(F ) & Ox„( 1) and KXp SS Ox ( - 2).
Since H 2(X P\ Z ) is pure torsion, any line bundle on X p restricts to a degree 
0 line bundle on fibres o f ir, so the exact sequence (2 .2 .10 ) becomes:
1  -  P ic (P ') -  P ic (X p) -  Map(P’ , r )  -  1
6.1 .2. II II II
o -♦ z zl, a  x z„ v  - . 1,
where ?r*(n) =  (A ",n ). We can determine the map p as follows. Recall [30, 
p.308] that if we regard T ' as the quotient of C by the lattice with generators 
Ai =  p log A and A2 =  2iri, then any holomorphic line bundle V on T ' is 
isomorphic to the quotient of C  x C by an equivalence relation generated by
( * »0  ~  ( «  +  A!,e,(2:)i) ~  (z +  Aj,e3(z )0 ,
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where e i,e2 : C  —* C  are holomorphic maps satisfying certain compatibility 
conditions. Up to isomorphism it is always possible to choose e2 =  1. The 
action o f the lattice subgroup generated by A2 is then trivial on the fibres and 
V is isomorphic to the quotient of C* x C  by the Z-action generated by
where C* =  C/27rtZ and e : C* —* C* is the map induced by et . I f  additionally 
V has degree 0 then we can take e to be a constant p. In this case we denote 
the corresponding degree 0 bundle by Vp and the assignment p —* Vp defines 
an isomorphism of T ' =  C*/(Ap) with P ic ° (T /).
Lem m a 6.1.3. The map p : C* x Z p —* T ' o f (6.1.2) is given by p (p ,r ) =
p \~ r .
Proof o f 6.1.3: On restriction to a fibre of 7r the bundle V(/i,r) is of degree 0 
with constant multipliers e\ =  p and e2 =  e2’r,r/p corresponding to A and e2,r,/p 
respectively. This bundle is isomorphic to the one with multipliers e\ =
The Hermitian metric defined by (1.1.4) descends to X p where its associated 
( 1 , 1 ) form u> is 53-closed so we can again define the degree of a coherent sheaf 
over X p and the notion of stability. Up to a positive scalar factor, the degree 
of the bundle V (p ,r )  is given by log |/x|/log A. We normalise the degree so 
that degO xp( l )  =  1.
6.2. Holomorphic SL(2,C) bundles
By (2.5.2), a holomorphic SL(2,C) bundle S  over X p is o f type (3) on at most 
a finite number of fibres of 1r, and once again we may define the divisor D (£ ) 
of £, which w ill be a divisor on P 1 x T '/Z 2 =  P 1 x  P 1 of bidegree (k, 1), where 
k =  c2(£ ).  Denoting the moduli space of stable SL(2, C ) bundles S on X p with 
c2(£ ) =  k by X ik (X p) or usually simply by M .*, we again have a holomorphic 
map:
One can carry out a similar analysis of the map D  as we made in Chapter 3 
and Chapter 5. We describe in turn each of the two strata A4\ and of 
consisting o f isomorphism classes of bundles whose graphs are those of degree 
1 and degree 0 maps respectively.
6.2.1. Upper stratum
Firstly let us consider a bundle £  with c2(£ ) — 1 whose divisor is the graph 
of a degree 1 rational map a  : P 1 —* P 1. The bundle (a~l )*£  has divisor A , 
the diagonal o f P 1 X P 1, so it is enough to be able to construct bundles £  with 
D (£ ) =  A . The construction of Section 5.5 goes through entirely analogously.
( * , 0 ~ (A 'z ,  e(*K ),
and e2 =  1 , giving the result.
D : Mk —* rH°(0(i, 1)) a P“ - ‘.
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The pull-back X p of X p to T ' via the hyperelliptic quotient q : T ' —» P1 defines 
a double cover v : X p —» X p, ramified at the four fibres of : X p —► T ' over the 
half-periods ±1, ±  s/A^  of T '. The bundle V“£  has divisor 7  +  1“7 , where 7 is 
the graph of the identity map o f T ' and 1 is the involution on X p defined by the 
double cover. By (2.2.8) and the analogue of (5.4.14), there is a line bundle 
£  G P ic ° (X p, T ')  with graph 7  such that v.C  =  £. Moreover, the analogues of
(5.4.3) and (5.4.4) hold; i.e., i f  U  6 P ic°(T '), then ? .(£  <8> if”14) is an SL(2, C ) 
bundle on X p and is isomorphic to £  if and only if U  =  O t > • Let T  denote the 
subset {£  <g> if i t  G P ic (X „) : U  G P ic ° (r ') }  of Pic(Xp).
Once more we may describe the moduli space M \  and the action on it 
induced by the principal T'-action on X p in an explicit fashion. The space 
X p is isomorphic to the quotient of the principal C*-bundle associated to the 
line bundle g*Opi(— p) over T '. This bundle is isomorphic to one given by the 
quotient of C  x  C  described in Section 6.1 for some multiplier e : C ' —» C*. 
The bundle X p is then isomorphic to the principal T'-bundle over T ' given by 
the quotient of <C* x C* by the Z  x Z-action defined by
(1, ()).(*, u>) =  (A pz,e(z )w );
(0 , l ) ( z ,  ttf) =  (z,Xpw),
and projection defined by ( ( z,w ) )  (z) G T ' =  <C*/(Ap).  
As in Chapter 5, we can now define a bundle Co over X p as the quotient 
o f <C* x C* x C by the action of Z  x Z  generated by
( l , 0) . (2 ,tn,£) =  (\pz,e(z)w,w£);
(0 ,1  ).(* , » , ( )  =  (* , A--», *{)■
Thej'raph of Co is clearly 7  and pulling back by the (principal) action of p G T ' 
on X p sends Co to Co <8> 5f*Vp, where Vp G P ic°(T;) is the bundle defined in 
Section 6.1. Hence the action of /i G T ' on T is given by tensoring with the 
class of 5r*Vp. We again have a holomorphic map
0  : Auto(Xp) x T  - »  M\;
e (a ,C ')  =  oCvX\
for which
0 ( « i , £ i )  ^  0 (a 2,£ 2)
i f  and only if
Qi =  Rp o o 2 and C\ ^  £ 2 ®  V“ 1, 
giving a holomorphic bijection
0  : Auto(Xp) =  Auto(Xp) Xr< T — ► AdJ, 
such that the following diagram commutes
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Auto(Xp) M \
\
Au t(P ')
The map © is equivariant with respect to the action of the subgroup T ' of 
Auto(-Xp) leading to the following analogue of (5.5.8):
Th eo rem  6.2.1. The natural action o fT ' on the moduli space Ai\ is free, giv­
ing D  \ M | — ► Aut(P*) the structure o f a principal T'-bundle, diffeomorphic 
as a principal T'-bundle to Auto(Xp) —* Aut(P*).
6.2.2. Lower stratum
I f  £  represents a class in with maximal destabilising line bundles C\, A  
as in Section 3.1, then £  can be written as an extension
where Z, is the cluster determined by the maximal ideal of a point x, 6 X p. 
The analogue of (3.4.11) gives A  =  C2xO xp( —l )  i f  A  does not restrict to a 
half-period on the fibres of ir. Otherwise C\ =  A -  Corollaries (3.4.12) and
(3.6.3) show that deg A  +  deg A  =  — 1, so £  is stable if and only if
The points x j ,x 2 are related by x2 =  X i.(£ j), where (£ j )  denotes the element 
o f V  a  P ic °(T ') defined by C.\.
Given a line bundle C  on X p satisfying (6.2.3), the Riemann-Roch formula 
shows that H l (C 2) =  H 2(C 2) =  0. The fundamental exact sequence (3.3.5) 
then shows that a locally free extension £  of the form (6.2 .2) exists and is 
unique up to isomorphism. We can now follow the construction of Section 3.7 
to find the diffeomorphism type of Af®, but we need to take some care since 
P ic (A p) is not connected.
Recall that the degree of the line bundle V(/z, 1) is given by log |p|/ log A. 
Hence the subset A  o f P ic (X p) = iC * x Z p consisting of line bundles C satisfying
(6.2.3) is given by:
can be re-expressed using the isomorphisms P ic (X p) =  C* x Z p and T ' a
6.2 .2. A  — £ -* CTlJZi
6.2.3. — 1 <  deg A  <  0 for * =  1 , 2 .
A = {(/i.r) : A-1 < |p| < 1).
The quotient map
P ic (X r ) — T  =  P ic (X ,)/ i '(P ic (P ') ) ,
C-/{A*-} as
(P ,r ) —
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Under this map, the set A  maps biholomorphically onto T '\ S ,  where S  is the 
set defined by
5  =  {(/*) G T ' : |/i| =  A" for some n € Z }.
The set S  consists of p disjoint circles C% (* = 1 ,... ,p ) in T ', where
C, =  {W  € r  : M  =  * } .
The circle Co passes through the two half-periods ±1 of T ', and when p =  2m 
is even the circle Cm passes through the other two half-periods ±\/A*\ The 
hyperelliptic involution i  on T ' given by 2 z~x maps Co to itself via  the 
map e,e •—> e~,e, and maps Ci to Cfc_, via the map Xke,e i—» Xp~ke~,e for 
* =  !»•••> [p/2].
Geometrically, i corresponds to rotation o f n about the axis through the 
half-periods of T '. In the quotient T '/Z 2 =  P 1, the image of Co is homeo- 
morphic to a closed interval 7o with endpoints ^ (±1 ). If p =  2m is even, the 
image of Cm is likewise a closed interval I\ with endpoints <z(±\/A**). Other­
wise the circles C, and Cp_j are mapped diffeomorphically onto a circle S, for 
i  =  1 , . . . ,  m — 1. When p =  2m +  1 is odd, the circles Ci and Cp_< are mapped 
pairwise onto circles 5, for i =  1,... ,m  in exactly the same fashion. Let £p 
denote the union of disjoint subsets of P 1 given by:
/0 U /, U S i U . . .U 5 m_i, (p  =  2m);
70 U 5 , U . . .U 5 m, (p  =  2m +  1).
An element E of has a divisor of the form
6.2.4. [X 0, X t ] x P '  +  P ' x  [L 0, Lx],
for some point ([X 0,X i],  [Lo, Z-i]) € P ' x P 1. We may think of P 3 as PA f(2 ,C ), 
where M (2, C) denotes the set of 2 x 2 complex matrices, using the identifica­
tion
6.2.5. ^ [ o , 4 , c , < i ).
Under this identification, the divisor of a bundle in M \  is a point of PG L(2 , C ), 
with the corresponding automorphism o f P 1 given by the map
[X 0, Xx] •—i [aXo +  bXx, c X o +  dXt].
A divisor of the form (6.2.4) corresponds to the element
6-2-6' { u x \  - t x l  )  e PGL(2'C)’
defining an embedding o f P 1 x P 1 in PA f(2 , C) whose image is the quadric 
hypersurface defined by the vanishing of the determinant. The above discus­
sion shows that divisors o f classes in are represented by points (x ,  C ) G 
P 1 x (P* \ £ p) C P M (2 ,C ).
We then have the following analogue of (3.7.5) for S ’ x Lp.
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T h eo rem  6.2.7. The image o f D  restricted to is P1 x (P 1 \ Ep). The 
natural action o f T ' on is free, making
D  : M °x -  P 1 x  ( P 1 \ Ep)
into a principal T'-bundle.
P roo f o f  6.2.7: The image of the set A  C C* x Z p under the successive quotients
c x Z p - ^ r - ^ p 1
is the subset P 1 \ Ep. The map p is injective on restriction to A  and under 
the composition p' =  </op|A, two distinct points (p , r )  and (i/, s) of A  have the 
same image in P1 if and only if:
6.2.8. pv  =  A and r +  s =  1.
The Serre construction gives a surjective holomorphic map 
© : A  x X p —» M ° ,
invariant under the Z 2-action generated by
(O '.1-) . * )  •-> 1 -
The map 0  fits into a commutative diagram:
A  x A ,  ----- § --- .  M°,
!>' x x \  / D
(F> \ Ep) x P '
which is equivariant under the T'-action. When p is even the Z 2-action on A 
is free. When p is odd, the Z 2-action is trivial on the fibres { a }  x X p o f A  x X p 
over the fixed points a =  (±\/Ap, (1 — p)/2) o f the Z 2-action on A. In either 
case we obtain a well-defined fibration with fibre X p:
B =  (A  x X p)/Z2 — » A /Z 2^  P ’ \ Ep.
The T'-action on A  x X p commutes with the Z 2-action, descending to a prin­
cipal action on B. We then have a T'-equivariant commutative diagram
B -------§ ------- M°,
\
( F '\ E , ) x P '
where 0  is a holomorphic bijection, from which the result follows. 16.2.7 [ 
Combining (6.2.1) and (6.2.7) gives:
T h eo rem  6.2.9. The map D  : M \ —* P 3\ ( P l X Ep) is a principal T'-bundle.
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6.3. The charge 1 moduli space
We now investigate the extent to which we can determine the diffeomorphism 
type of M i  given it is a principal T'-bundle. Any principal X1'-bundle Y  
over a base manifold B  has only one topological invariant given as follows. 
The total space o f Y  is isomorphic to the quotient of the principal C*-bundle 
associated to a complex line bundle C over B  and Y  is then classified up to 
diffeomorphism by C\ {C ) G H 2(B\ Z ). Hence, in our case we are interested in 
the integral cohomology of the spaces P3 \ (P 1 X Sp) in degree 2. Recall that 
if we remove from P 3 the line given in homogeneous coordinates by
loo =  {[20,21,22,23] : (20,2i) =  0},
the resulting space is isomorphic to the total space of the rank 2 holomorphic 
vector bundle C?pi(l) ©  O p i(l) over P 1 with projection map tp given by
<p ([z0 , 2i ,22,23]) =  [20, 21].
Although O p i(l )  ©  O f i ( l )  is non-trivial, even when regarded as a complex 
bundle, it is trivial when regarded a smooth real bundle. This is because rank 
2 complex vector bundles over P 1 are classified by tti(U (2)) =  Z , whereas 
(orientable) rank 4 real bundles are classified by 7Ti (SO(4) )  =  Z 2. Under the 
natural map 7Ti (U (2 ) )  —► 7T|(SO(4) )  induced by the inclusion U (2) «—► SO(4) 
the class of O p i( l )  ©  C?pi(l) is mapped to 0 [4, p.41].
Fix a class Co G Jo C P 1 and choose coordinates on P 1 so that Co is given 
by [0,1]. Under the identifications (6.2.6) and (6.2.5), a divisor
6.3.1. [X0,X ,] x  P 1 +  P> x [L o ,L t]
corresponds to the point
6.3.2. [L 0X 1 , —L 0X 0, L \ X i,—L\Xq\ G P3.
In particular, the set of divisors { { 2 }  x P , +  P 1 x  { £ 0}  • x G P 1}  corresponds to 
the line /«> in P 3. Now consider a divisor of the form (6.3.1) with Lo ^  0. Using 
(6.3.2), the map : P 3 \ /«> —* P 1 sends this point to [X i ,—Xo] G P 1. Hence, 
as [Lo, L\) varies through P 1 \ {[0 ,1 ]}, (6.3.2) defines a map s : P 1 \ {[0 ,1 ]} —» 
f f ° ( C V ( l ) © C M l ) )  given by
• i . ( [X „  —Xo]) =  [X „  - X 0, L X u - L X 0],
where L  =  L\/L0. Any two sections s i  and S f  differ by a scalar multiple and, 
since if L  ^  0 the section sl, is nowhere vanishing, the image of s generates 
a trivial holomorphic line sub-bundle U  of O p i(l) ©  O p i(l). The map s then 
gives an isomorphism of the space of divisors
6.3.3. P 1 x ( E ,  \ { £ 0»  =  { { * )  x P 1 +  P 1 x { £ }  : 1  €  F \ £  € E , \ { £ » } )
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with a subset Ep of 14. Since the value of any holomorphic section of 14 is 
uniquely determined by its evaluation at a fixed point Xq £ P 1, evaluating at 
x0 gives a diffeomorphism of the space 14 \ Ep with P 1 x (C  \ Ep), where Ep is 
a disjoint union of sets:
I'0 U U S[ U . . .  U S I . , ,  (p  =  2m)
I'0 U S [ U . . .  U S'm, (p  =  2m +  1)
The set T0 is the image of /0\ {£ o } under evaluation at x0 and is homeomorphic 
to the half-open interval [0,1). The sets J{, S' are the images of S} under 
evaluation respectively.
Since O p i(l) ®  O p i(l) is trivial as a real bundle, we may choose a trivial 
real complement 14' for 14. Hence P 3 \ ( P 1 x Ep) is diffeomorphic to the space
U' ®  (14 \ Ep) a  P 1 X (R 4 \ e ; ) .
We can determine the cohomology of R 4 \ Ep using excision and a Mayer- 
Vietoris argument as follows. First note that R 4 \ Iq is homotopy equivalent 
to R 4. Hence R 4 \ EJ, is obtained from R 4 (up to homotopy) by removing the 
following collections of pairwise disjoint subsets:
(a) a closed interval and (m  — 1) circles in the case where p =  2m, or
(b ) m circles in the case p =  2m +  1.
Let A  denote an open set in R 4 consisting of pairwise disjoint neighbourhoods 
of the subsets listed above, diffeomorphic to D* in the case of the interval and 
5* x D 3 in the case of the circles, where D n denotes the open n-disc. Let Y  
denote R 4\Ep, so R 4 =  Y U A  and in each case Y f lA  consists up to homotopy 
of the disjoint unions:
(a) 53 U (5 1 x ^ U - U t S ' x  5a) ;
(b )  (S 1 x S2) U . . .  U (5 1 x S2) .
Applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the cohomology of the exact triad 
(R 4, Y, A ) [29, p.140] we obtain an exact sequence:
-► H q(R 4; Z )  H q( Y ; Z )  ®  H q(A ; Z ) — H q(Y  n A; Z )  —►
which for q =  2 gives
(a) H 2( Y ; Z ) * Z m- ' ;
(b )  H 3(Y ; Z ) * Z m
respectively. In the case q =  1, we have an exact sequence
0 — H l (Y ;  Z )  ®  H \A-, Z )  A; Z ) -  0.
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Since both H l (A\ Z )and H'(YC\A', Z ) are free Z-modules with generators given 
by loops in each copy of S 1 x  52 of the form S 1 x { j/},  with y G S2 =  dD3 
constant, this gives H X(Y ;  Z ) =  0. Hence, by the Kunneth theorem we obtain
h2( p 1 x Y, z) s  x1*/fJ(P,; z) © w;h*(Y; Z),
where 7T] and 7t2 denote the projections onto each factor. Associated to the 
moduli space Adi we therefore have classes a  G f f 2(P ';  Z )  and 0  G H 2(Y ; Z ). 
The class a  is determined by the restriction of Adi to any section S o iU .
Lem m a 6.3.4. Let S be any section o f the fibre bundle U  \ Ep, then the space 
M i\ s  is diffeomorphic to X p.
P roof o f 6.3.4-' The diffeomorphism type of Adi |s is independent of the choice 
of 5 so we may choose the section S  of the statement to consist of divisors of 
the form
[X0,Xt] x P '  +  P 'x  { £ } ,  [X0, Xt] € P\
where { £ }  is the class in P 1 \ Ep corresponding to a line bundle C on X p in 
the annulus A  of (6.2.7) which does not restrict to a half-period on the fibres 
of tr. The Serre construction defines a holomorphic bijection
M ils ,
given by associating to each point x € X p the unique isomorphism class of 
locally free extension S defined by
0 -» C -» £ -» C~XJ X -* 0.
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Coro llary 6.3.5. The class a  G H 2(P 1; Z )  defined above fo r  M \ (X P) is given 
by —pH, where H  is the standard generator o f H 2(P 1; Z )  defined by the natural 
orientation.
In order order to completely determine the diffeomorphism type of Adi, we 
need to determine the class 0  G H 2(Y ;Z ) .  However, in the case where 
H 2(Y ;  Z ) =  0, namely when p =  1 or 2, the space A d i(X p) is isomorphic 
to the pull-back o f Adi|pt via the map <p : P 3 \ (P 1 x  Ep) —» P 1 and we obtain
Theorem  6.3.6. For p = 1 ,2  there are diffeomorphisms
Mi(Xp)*Xpx{R4\X'p).
R em ark  6.3.7. This result for the case p =  1 was proved in [16].
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6.4. Concluding remarks
One might expect Theorem 6.3.6 to hold for all values of p. In order to prove 
the result in the general case, however, we must show that the obstruction 
0 € H 2(Y ; Z ) to extending the principal T'-bundle over the set Ep actually 
vanishes. To do so directly, we would have to show that the restriction of 
M i (X p) to fibres of ip : P 3 \ (P 1 x Ep) —* P 1 admits a section. Th is requires 
the construction of a holomorphic family o f stable SL(2, C) bundles for which 
the divisor type must ‘jump’. Unfortunately, there seems to be no satisfactory 
method of producing such a family. Indeed, this was the main reason for 
introducing the stratification by divisor types.
Alternatively, we could try to enlarge the space of bundles under consid­
eration and prove the resulting space has the desired property. Indeed, there 
are two natural ways in which we could try to compactify the moduli spaces. 
The first of these is the Uhlenbeck compactification. The weak compactness 
theorem of Uhlenbeck [44] and results of Donaldson [21, Chapters 4, 7 and 8] 
show we can compactify M \  by adjoining X p x M o, where M 0 is the moduli 
space of flat SU(2) connections on X p. Formally, we adjoin limits o f  sequences 
of points “going to infinity” in M \. Uhlenbeck’s theorem shows that given 
such a sequence, the corresponding curvatures concentrate about a point x of 
X p and are very flat away from this point. In the limit a standard 1-instanton 
on S4 “bubbles off” leaving the flat connection A  over X p. A  point (x, A ) 
of X p x Ado then represents an “idealised connection” whose curvature is a 
¿-function at x € X p and a flat connection A  on a trivial SU(2)-bundle over
It is a well-known result that M o  is the space Hom (^j(Xp), SU(2))/SU(2) 
of equivalence classes of representations of nl (X p ) = Z  x Z p in SU(2). This 
space is easy to calculate (see [1 ] for background material on representation 
theory). Since ir i (X p) is Abelian, any representation p in SU(2) takes its values 
in a maximal torus. Fix a maximal torus T0 =  { d i a g : /i 6  5 1},  then 
after a conjugation, if necessary, we may assume p takes its values in To. It 
is then defined uniquely by the point of T0 x Z p given by its values on the 
generators of Z  x  Z p. Denote by pTg the representation p such that p (l,0 ) =  g 
and />(0,1) =  e2,rr'/p for some g € To, and let Cj =  {p^ : g  6  To}. The 
residual part of the adjoint action of SU(2) on To is given simply by complex 
conjugation. Hence, pTg ~  p‘h if  and only if:
(g ,r ) =  (h,s)
o r  ( i . r )  =  ( f , p - s )
The fixed points of this action are given by (±1 ,0 ) 6 Co and (± 1 ,  m )  € Cm, if 
p =  2m is even. Quotienting out by this residual action, gives
M o  — U {/ o ,C i,...,C m}, when p =  2m +  1 . 
M o  -  I—l{/o, I \, C\, • • •, Cm—\},  when p =  2m.
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The space I 0 is a closed interval and is the image of the circle of representations 
Co- When p =  2m is even, the quotient of the circle Cm is the space I\, and 
is again a closed interval. Otherwise the remaining circles Cj are identified 
pairwise. Hence the ends of our moduli spaces correspond with those expected 
from representation theory. If  we could adjoin the set X p X M o  in such a way 
that the resulting compactification was a principal T'-bundle over P 3, 
the general result would be proved. Unfortunately, such methods are purely 
differential geometric and it is unclear whether can be given the structure 
of a smooth manifold or how it fits in with the complex analytic methods used 
above.
A  more natural complex analytic way of extending the moduli space 
would be to consider the moduli space M \ ‘  of semi-stable bundles. The set 
Ad* *’ \ M \  consists of isomorphism classes of bundles £  which are extensions 
of the form
0 - ► £ - * £ - »  C~x J ,  — 0,
where £  is a line bundle on X p with deg C =  0 and x € X p is a point. Such 
line bundles correspond precisely to the set Ep defined above and the space 
of such objects has a natural T'-action. However, in our case deformation 
theory shows that the moduli space of all holomorphic structures on E  is a 
smooth manifold in which the subset A4J*’ is not open and so does not carry 
the natural submanifold structure. It is therefore an unlikely candidate for 
our purposes.
Finally we remark that the “next step” is to consider elliptic fibrations over 
P 1 with multiple fibres. Examples of such spaces axe the products S 1 x L(p, q) 
and S 1 X E(p, q, r). Here L (p ,q ) denotes the Lens space obtained by taking 
the quotient of 5 3 by the Z p-action defined by
for a pair o f coprime natural numbers p, q. The manifold E(p, 9,r )  is the 
Brieskorn homology 3-sphere defined for triples (p, q ,r) of pairwise coprime 
natural numbers with r >  q >  p >  2 (see [37] for details). With their natural 
structures as elliptic surfaces, the space S 1 x L(p, q) has one multiple fibre 
of type ,/0, whilst 5* x E(p, q , r ) has three multiple fibres of types p/0, , Jo 
and rJ0. One expects much of the details of che previous construction to 
carry through for these spaces. Indeed the Jacobian variety is again trivial. 
The most significant difference which the appearance of multiple fibres seems 
to make is in the canonical bundle, which is no longer just the pull-back 
of the corresponding object on P 1, but has correction terms depending on 
the multiplicities of the fibres [12]. This in turn will affect the relationship 
between the maximal destabilising line bundles and thus we would expect 
this additional structure to be primarily reflected in the lower stratum of the 
moduli space, and in particular, of course, in its ends.
Chapter 7
Twistorial methods
7.1. Twistor spaces and the Ward correspondence
We shall review very briefly some background material on twistor spaces and 
their role in the study of the anti-self-duality equations, principally to set up 
the notation and provide the motivation for the rest o f this chapter. For more 
detailed information on the theory of twistor spaces we refer to [8],[41] and 
[ « ] •
I f  M  is an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold whose metric is anti-self-dual 
(i.e., the self-dual part of its Weyl tensor vanishes), then the projective +1/2 
spinor bundle P (V+) of M  has a natural integrable complex structure. The 
resulting complex 3-manifold Z  is called the twistor space of M . The bundle 
projection defines a smooth map
P  : Z  —* M ,
whose fibres are isomorphic to the projective line P 1 and tire holomorphically 
embedded in Z , with normal bundles all isomorphic to O p i(l) ®  O p i(l). For 
each x  € Af, the fibre P - , (x ) of P  over x parameterises in a natural way 
all the almost complex structures on the tangent space of M  at x which are 
compatible with both the metric and orientation. The quaternionic structure 
on P (V + ) defines an anti-holomorphic involution r  : Z  —» Z  called the real 
structure. Although r  has no fixed points, it does preserve the fibres of P, 
which are consequently often called the real lines. We shall usually refer to 
them as twistor lines.
When M  is spin the tautological line bundle £ over P(V+) is well-defined 
and has a natural holomorphic structure. Furthermore, the bundle (  is iso­
morphic to t ’ £, i.e., £ is real, and the canonical bundle K z  of Z  is isomorphic 
to {~ 4. For each x  € M  the bundle £ restricts to C?pi( —1) on P ~ , (x )  2É P 1. 
Hence we shall denote £ by O z (—1) when it exists.
We now recall the Ward correspondence which relates anti-self-dual conn­
ections on an SU(2) bundle F  over M  to certain holomorphic SL(2,C) bundles 
over Z . (See [4], [8], [47] for more details). If A  is an anti-self-dual connec­
tion on F  then its pull-back on the bundle E  =  P ’ F  has curvature of type
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(1,1) and so defines a holomorphic structure £  on E  (c.f. Section 1.3). The 
holomorphic bundle £  has the following properties:
(i) The bundle £\P~X(x ) is holomorphically trivial for all points x E M.
(ii) det £ =  O z-
(iii) For each z  E Z  there is an isomorphism 9 : £  —* t ‘ £ "  such that
(ei,0 (e2))  =  (e2,0 (e i)), for all et G £x,e2 € £r(z),
where (•, •) denotes the natural pairing of £  and £“, such that 9 induces a 
positive definite Hermitian metric on the vector spaces H °(P ~ l (x ); £ ) for 
all x G M .
We are now ready to state the following theorem o f Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer 
[8], which develops the ideas of Ward [46].
Theorem 7.1.1 (The W ard  Correspondence). Let M  be an anti-self - 
dual Riemannian 4-manifold and let Z  be its twistor space. There is a natural 
one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes o f holomorphic rank 
2 bundles £ on Z  satisfying properties ( i )  -  ( i i i )  above and gauge equivalence 
classes o f anti-self-dual connections on SU(2) bundles over M .
Rem ark 7.1.2. There are versions of the Ward correspondence for groups 
other than SU(2). See [9].
We make the following definition.
Definition 7.1.3. A  holomorphic rank 2 bundle £  over Z  which satisfies 
conditions ( i )  -  (iii) above is called an instanton bundle. If the corresponding 
bundle F  on M  has c2(F )  =  k, we say that £  is a ¿-instanton bundle.
Thus, in principle, if we can construct instanton bundles on Z  then we can 
recover solutions to the anti-self-duality equations over M . The case when 
M  =  S4 was investigated by Atiyah and Ward in [9]. Identifying S4 with 
the quatemionic projective line H P1, its twistor space is CP3 with the twistor 
fibration P  given in homogeneous coordinates by
P{[z0, zx,z2, z3]) =  [z0 +  Z i j , z2 +  Zsj].
Let 0 ( —1) denote the tautological line bundle on C P3. Its dual 0 (1 ) is ample, 
hence given any holomorphic rank 2 bundle £  on C P3, for some n G Z  the 
bundle £  <g> 0 (n )  admits a non-trivial section vanishing on a codimension 2 
subscheme Y  of Z , as in Section 2.4. The bundle £  then fits into an exact 
sequence
0 - » O ( -n )  — £ — 0 (n )JY — 0.
Thus solutions to the anti-self-duality equations over S4 can all be obtained 
via the Serre construction, providing we choose the curve Y  and the extension 
class suitably such that the descent conditions ( i )  -  (iii) are satisfied. In
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the case when Y  is a sum of twistor lines the solutions obtained are the well- 
known ’t Hooft solutions [8, 9]. Atiyah and Ward show that in the cases where 
02( F )  =  1 or 2 all solutions can be obtained by the ’t Hooft construction. For 
c3(F )  >  3, however, one generically has to use curves other then twistor lines.
The metric on 5* x  S3 defined in Section 1.1 is conformally flat and so anti­
self-dual. The twistor space therefore exists but, as we shall see, it contains 
few curves. Consequently, even in the charge 1 case, the instanton solutions on 
S l x S3 which can be obtained by th e ’t Hooft/Atiyah-Ward construction are 
non-generic. In the charge 1 case the generic solution can, however, be con­
structed by a method based partly on a 3-dimensional version of the Friedman 
construction.
7.2. The twistor space of S 1 x S3.
The twistor space of R 4 \ {0 }  is given by P 3 \ (Iq U /«,), where lo, /<» are the 
projective lines defined by
lo =  {[zo, zx, z2, z3] e P3 : (z0,z i )  =  0}; 
loo =  {[zo ,Z i,Z2,z3] e P 3 : (z2,z3) =  0 }.
Identifying R 4 \ {0 }  with H" in the usual manner, the twistor fibration P  is 
given by
P  : P 3 \ (l0 U /<*>) --- ► R 4 \ {0 }
[zo, Zi, z3, z3] — ► (z3 +  Z3j )~ l (z0 +  zxj ) ,  7.2.1.
and the real structure r  by
7.2.2. t ( [ z o , z x , Z 2 , z 3 \ )  =  [ - z x, z o , - z 3 , z 2) .
Let Q =  F q x P ^ , where P j and P ^  are both copies of P 1, and define a map 
Jr : P 3 \ (/0 U loo) ~ ♦ Q by
*  ■ ( [ z o ,  Z i ,  z 2 , z 3 ] )  =  ( [ z o , z \ ) , [ z 2 , z 3 ] ) .
The group C* acts fibrewise with respect to r ,  the action of /i 6  C  being 
given by
7.2.3. n . [ z 0 , z t , z a , z 3 ] =  [t i1/2z 0 , n 1 ,2 z i , n ~ l/ 2 z 2 , n ~ 1 ,2 z 3].
This action is free and transitive on the fibres so ir : P 3 \ (lo U / ») —* Q  is a 
principal C* -bundle. It is easy to check using local trivialisations that it is the 
principal C*-bundle associated to the line bundle 0 q ( 1, —1) over Q.
Recall that our standard model for 5 1 x S3 is the manifold obtained by 
taking the quotient of H* by the Z-action generated by the conformal trans­
formation z •—» \z, where A 6 R  is fixed with A >  1. This action lifts to a free 
holomorphic action on P 3 \ (lo U /«>) with generator
[ z o , z x , z 2 , z 3 ] •-» [A1/2zo, A1/3zi,A_,/3Z2. A“ 1/2z3].
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The quotient Z  =  (P 3 \ (/o U ))/Z  is the twistor space of S ' X S3. Since
Z  acts as a subgroup of C , the map n defines a principal elliptic fibration 
(which w e also denote by 7r),
*  : Z  -> Q,
with fibres all isomorphic to the elliptic curve T  =  C*/(A).
As A is real, the twistor fibration P  : Z  —* S l X  S3 and real structure 
t  : Z  —* Z  are the obvious ones induced by (7.2.1) and (7.2.2), and there is 
an obvious real structure r '  on Q such that r ' o i r  =  tot. The restriction of n 
to a twistor line gives an isomorphism with a smooth r'-invariant ( 1 , 1 ) curve 
on  Q.
I f  we denote the projections of Z  to P j  and P ^  by w0 and respectively, 
then the fibres X p =  tTq *(p), X'q =  for p  € P j, q € P^ , are all isomorphic
to our standard Hopf surface X . The map P\XP is a diffeomorphism of X p 
with 5* x 53, and if p =  [po,Pi], the complex structure on Sl x  S3 induced by 
that on Z  via this diffeomorphism is the one given by the quaternion
(po +  p ii)_1'(pQ + pu ) e S.
The situation for X q is similar.
Rem ark 7.2.4. The transverse families of Hopf surfaces will be important in 
the sequel. To avoid the notation becoming cumbersome we shall sometimes 
refer simply to X p or X'q when we mean a generic element of the respective 
family.
Since S 1 x  S3 is spin, the +1/2 spinor bundle V+ exists globally and is 
trivial as a real bundle. Hence Z  is diffeomorphic to 5* x S3 x S2, giving 
H 2(Z ;Z i)  =  Z . The tautological line bundle O z ( — 1) over Z  =  P(V+) exists 
and K z — O z (—4). The holomorphic invariants o f Z  are summarised in the 
following lemma.
Lem m a 7.2.5. The following equalities hold:
h ' ( Z ;O z ) =  1; h2{Z -,O z ) =  0; h3(Z ;  O z ) =  0.
Proof o f 7.2.5: Apply the Leray spectral sequence with 
=  H P(Q ; R ’ it.O z ).
Since T  acts trivially on /^'(^“ ’ (x ); O z ) for all x  € Q  we have R xn .O z  — O q . 
This and the fact that x .O z  — O q implies the vanishing of all terms E p'q with 
p +  q =  2, and so h2( Z ; O z ) =  0. The vanishing of h3(Z ;  O z ) follows by Serre 
duality. An application of Riemann-Roch then gives H l (Z ;O z )  =  1. I 7.2.51
Taking the long exact sequence of cohomology induced by the exact sequence
0 —♦ Z —» O z —* O z  —► 0,
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shows that P ic (Z ) =  C  x Z .  The bundle O z ( 1) defines a generator for the Z 
factor, and we can define a bundle representing the class given by // 6 C  by 
the familiar quotient construction (c.f. Section 2.1). The bundle Vp restricts 
to the bundle Cp on the Hopf surfaces X p, where Cp is the bundle defined in 
Subsection 2.5.1. It is easy to check that
For (a, 6) 6 Z x Z , let C?z (a, 6) denote the bundle ir*Oq(a,b). By (7.2.7) 
any line bundle on Z  which is trivial on restriction to fibres o f ir is isomorphic 
to O z(a ,b ) for some a, b € Z . The relationships between the various bundles 
are described in the following lemma.
Lem m a 7.2.8. There exist flat holomorphic line bundles U ,V  on Z  such that
By the version o f the Weird correspondence for the group <C* [9], there are flat 
line bundles Id, V on Z  such that
where M xp is the normal bundle in Z  of the Hopf surface X p. This bundle 
is trivial, since the fibration n : Z  —* Q  is locally trivial. Hence, using the 
isomorphism K z  — C?z ( — 4,0)Z/-4, we have
and so Id4 =  V3. The reality o f O z ( 1) and O z ( 1,0) imply that U  must be real, 
hence U  =  V±v^. Furthermore,
K z  a  * mK q  a  O z ( - 2,-2 ) a  0 z (-2 ,-2 )W 2V2,
so W2V2 a  O z- We then deduce that V a  V "^ j. Since U V ~ X a  O z (~  1 ,-1 ), 
the bundle ¿/V-1 must be trivial on the fibres of ir and so the pair must be
7.2.6. 7 ^  a  Vp.
Since H 2(Q ; O q ) =  0, by (2.2.8) we have the following: 
Lem m a 7.2.7. There is an exact sequence
0 — Pic(Q ) P ic ° (Z ,Q )  -  M ap (Q ,T ) — 1.
O z (  1) a  O z (  1,0)W a  Oz (0,l)V,
The line bundles Id, V satisfy
U V  a  O z and U V~X a  VA.
Proof o f  7.2.8: Let F  be a twistor line, then we have
O z ( 1 )\f  a  0 z (l,O)|F a  c?z(0, i)|F a  oF(l).
O z ( l) a  O z (l,0 )ld  a  Oz(0,l)V. 
For einy p €  P j, the adjunction formula gives
Kz\xp — K x p ® M x p — K-xp,
related by IAV 1 =  Va and 14V =  Oz-
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Lemma (7.2.8) allows us to identify the terms in the exact sequence of (7.2.7). 
For any point x 6  Q, (7.2.8) shows that O z{ l)|ir-»(x) — so all line
bundles on Z  restrict to degree 0 line bundles on fibres of 7r, giving
P ic°(Z ,Q ) P ic (Z ) “ C x Z
Since all holomorphic maps from Q  to T  are constant and P ic (Q ) =  S x Z ,  
the exact sequence of (7.2.7) is seen to be:
o - . z x z ^ t r x z - ^ r - . o ,
where
7r*(a, b) =  (u~av~b, a -+- b)
and
X/*in) =  (/*•“ ” ) “
where u, v are the classes in C* of the line bundles U, V respectively.
7.3. Holomorphic SL(2,C) bundles on twistor space
Suppose £ —* Z  is a holomorphic SL(2, C) bundle such that for each p €  P j 
and q G P ^ , c2(£ \XP)  =  c2(Z|X') =  k >  0. Using the description of Z  as an 
elliptic 3-fold we may analyse £  fibrewise as we did in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. 
The fibration of Z  by Hopf surfaces and (2.5.2) show that the bundle £  must 
be of type (1) or (2) on restriction to a generic fibre of it. One can now repeat 
the divisor construction. Let V  —* Z  x  P ic (Z ) be a Poincare line bundle and 
suppose pi : Z  x  P ic (Z ) —► Z  is projection. We can then consider the direct 
image sheaf R l n .(V  ®  p\£) where
r  =  7r x  id : Z  x P ic (Z ) - * Q x  Pic(Z ).
This is a torsion sheaf which by (2.2.16) is supported precisely on the divisor 
D  consisting of those points (a:, £ ) 6 Q  x P ic (Z ) for which h, ( 7r_ , (x ); C£) ±  0, 
i.e., for which C\„-\(x) is a sub-bundle of £|„-i(*). The invariance o f D  under 
the actions of P ic (Q ) and Z 2 gives corresponding divisors E on Q x T  and D  
on Q  x P 1 respectively. Clearly the intersection of E and D  with the divisors 
{p } x Pj^ x  T  and {p }  x Pj^ x P 1 respectively gives the corresponding objects 
for the Hopf surface X p, and similarly for the X'q. Hence D  is a (k, k, 1) divisor 
in Q x P 1 and the map Q  x  T  —» Q  x  P* induced by the hyperelliptic involution 
restricts to a double cover v : E —* D.
Let 7tq : Q x P 1 —► Q  be projection. Since £  is generically of type (1) 
or (2) on the fibres o f n, the fibres of nq intersect the divisor D  in one point 
generically, defining a rational map a : Q  —► P 1. Hence the divisor D  reduces 
as
D  =  G„ +  £  xJ IK ),
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where Ga is the graph of a  and C =  {C,- : * =  1 ,... , r }  is a collection of 
divisors on Q. The divisors C, correspond to the fibres of ir where £  restricts 
to a bundle of type (3). Since on Hopf surfaces £  is generically o f types (1) or
(2) the set C can contain no multiples of (1,0) or (0,1) curves, so each divisor 
1r*(C,-) meets elements of the families of Hopf surfaces X p and X'q transversely.
Let p : Q x P 1 —► P 1 and p : Q x T  —* T  be the projections onto the 
second factors. Denote by Dp, D q and D (p ) the intersections o f D  with the 
quadric surfaces {p }  x P ^  x P 1, Pj, x {g }  x P 1 and Q x {p }  respectively. We 
can think of £\XP as a family of deformations o f an SL(2,C) bundle on a Hopf 
surface parameterised by p G P£. The curves D p axe then the corresponding 
deformations of the divisor. Similarly the D'q are deformations in the transverse 
direction. As we deform the bundle, its divisor and fibres where it is of type
(3) may change. On certain exceptional Hopf surfaces, as we shall see, the 
degree of the graph part of the divisor may jump and new fibres of type (3) 
appear.
The divisors D (p )  play a different role and have a nice geometric inter­
pretation. Here there are two possibilities: either D (p ) =  Q x  {p }  for some 
p G C*, or the projection 7rg ,(Z )(p )) is a (A:, k) divisor on Q for all p G T.
In the first case, the rational map a  : Q —» P 1 is constant. The bundle £ 
can then be written as an extension
0 — £ — £ - »  £ " '  J Y - *  0,
as in Chapter 3, where £  is a line bundle on Z  and Y  is codimension two 
locally complete intersection subscheme.
In the second case, where a  is non-constant, the curves Z )(p ) define a 
pencil in the linear system |C\}(fc, k)\ on Q. A  point x G Q lies on an element 
D (p ) if and only if  £|w-i(xj admits £^ !*->(*) as a sub-bundle, where is any 
lift of p G P 1 =  P ic (Z )/ (P ic (Q ) x Z ) to P ic (Z ). The base locus of the pencil 
consists of the fixed components C, and points of Q where the rational map a 
is not well-defined. In terms of the bundle £, the base locus consists precisely 
of those points of Q  over which £  is of type (3 ).
The two points of view are entirely equivalent. Given a pencil D (p ) of 
(fc, k) curves on Q we may remove the fixed components {C,- : i  =  1 , . . . ,  r }  to 
obtain a pencil o f curves whose base locus is o f codimension at least 2. The 
blow-up of Q in the base locus is a divisoi G a on Q  x P 1 which is the graph 
of a rational map o  : Q - *  P 1. The pencil D (p ) then lifts naturally to a 
base-point-free pencil on Ga. Note that above a point 6 contained in the base 
locus, the surface Ga contains an exceptional divisor E  =  JTq ' ( 6) =  P* with
E2 =  -1.
Adding in the contribution from the fixed components gives a (fc, k, 1) 
divisor
Ga +  5Z ^ q(C i)
on Q  x P 1. See [30, p.490] for further details.
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7.4. Instantons, monopoles and spectral surfaces
Now suppose that F  is an SU(2) bundle over 5 1 x 5 3 with c2( F )  =  k >  0 and 
equipped with an anti-self-dual connection A. Via the Ward correspondence A  
defines a holomorphic SL(2,C) structure on the pull-back E  =  P ’ F  of F  to Z. 
Since each element of the families of Hopf surfaces X p, X'q is diffeomorphic via 
P  with 5* X S3, we have c2(£|Xp) =  Ct(£\Xq)  =  k. The results of Section 7.3 
therefore apply and we can associate to £  a surface E C Q x T  which is a 
double cover of its divisor D c Q x P 1.
The divisor D  is an element of the linear system 10 (k , k, 1)|, whose com­
plex dimension is 2(fc +  l )2 — 1; i.e, quadratic in k. However, we know that 
dime A ik  =  4k is linear in k, so D  must be constrained in some way by the 
conditions on £  required for its descent to 5* x S3. The first constraint is 
given by the reality conditions. Using the reality of O z ( 1) and (7.2.6) we see 
that the real structure tp on P ic (Z ) =  <C* x Z is given by
’ ■.(»*.») =  (p . ")•
The anti-holomorphic involution rp commutes with the actions of P ic(Q ) and 
Z 2 on P ic (Z ) and so descends to give real structures on both T  and P 1.
Suppose now that for a given point i G Q  and line bundle C on Z  we have 
h°(ir~ l (x );  C~x£ ) ^  0. Applying the real structure and using the fact that 
r "£  =  £  gives
This then proves:
L em m a  7.4.1. The surfaces E and D  are invariant under the real structures 
on Q  x T  and Q x P ' .
D e fin ition  7.4.2. I f  £  —» Z  is an instanton bundle, we call the associated 
real surface E C Q x  T  the spectral surface of £.
W e now attempt to justify this definition and outline the relationship with 
monopoles. We shall not to go into details, but refer the reader to the cited 
papers. First let us recall Hitchin’s definition of the spectral curve of an SU(2) 
monopole on R 3 [7, 33]. Let E  be the standard product bundle R 3 x C2 over 
R 3 with its usual SU(2) structure and let si(E )  denote the real rank 3 vector 
bundle corresponding to skew-adjoint endomorphisms of E . A  monopole on 
E  consists of a pair (V , $ ), where V  is an SU(2) connection on E  and $  is a 
section of si(E ),  which satisfy the Bogomolnyi equation
7.4.3. Fv =  — *  V * ,
along with further assumptions on the asymptotic behaviour of V  and $  (see 
[33] for details). The mini-twistor space T  of R 3 is the space of oriented 
geodesics in R 3, and can be constructed as follows. The space R 3 is the quotient 
of R 4 by the group R  acting by translations. This action lifts to a holomorphic
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action on the twistor space Z (R 4) o f R 4, where it complexifies to give an action 
of C. The quotient T  =  Z (R 4)/C is isomorphic to T P 1, the tangent bundle 
of P 1. For each oriented geodesic 7  parameterised by path length s, Hitchin 
considers the scattering operator
D, : T(EU) -  r(£?U),
given by
7.4.4. =  (Va/a, — i$)a.
Those points 7 6  T  for which (7.4.4) has a non-trivial solution which decays 
exponentially as s —* ±00  define a compact complex curve S  C T : the spectral 
curve of the monopole.
We now show how our surface E fits into this picture. We can interpret 
instantons on S 1 x  S 3 as monopoles on an infinite-dimensional vector bun­
dle over S3 associated to an ‘extended’ loop-group. This approach was first 
considered by Garland and Murray [27, 28], who applied it to instantons on 
S 1 x  R 3 and 5* x H 3 (where H 3 denotes hyperbolic 3-space).
For p0 € R ’ , let 5 ^  denote the quotient R/(2n/p0) w ith the metric in­
herited from the usual metric on R. We reserve the notation S 1 for the case 
p0 =  1, when the metric is the standard one. The standard linear coordi­
nate on R  induces coordinates t and 0 on and Sl respectively such that 
the 1-forms dt and dO are of unit length with respect to induced metrics. We 
express S3 as the union D0 U Doo, where D 0 and Doo are both diffeomorphic 
to an open 3-disc D  C R 3, and D0 D Doo =  R  x S2. Any SU(2) bundle over 
5 1 x D is trivial. Hence, given any SU(2) bundle E  over x S3 there is a 
map g : Sj^ x  (D 0 r 1 £>«,) —* SU(2) such that E  is isomorphic to the quotient 
bundle
7.4.5. ( S ^ x D o x C 2U 5 i , x D » x  C2)/ ~
given by identifying the points (f, x ,£ ) and (t ,z ,g (t ,x )£ ), whenever ( t , x ) € 
SJ0 x (Do fl Dqo). I f  V  is an SU(2) connection on E , then with respect to 
the natural local gauges given by (7.4.5) V  defines gauge potentials A0 and 
Aoo, and corresponding to the product structure of 5^  x S 3 there are unique 
decompositions
Ao =  <*o +  <l>odt;
Aoo =  Ooo +  4>oodt,
where a0 € fl*(Do, *u (2 )) and 4>o € n °(D 0,Bu(2)) (with analogous definitions 
for Ooo and <^ 00 )• These gauge potentials are related by the gauge transforma­
tion given by
■Aoo — g*Ao,
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7.4.0.
where d3 denotes exterior differentiation on the 3-manifold Do H D ^ . Now let 
QSU(2) denote the unbased loop group of SU(2), and denote its Lie algebra, 
the space of smooth maps from 5 1 to su(2), by Z-QSU(2). Let ilSU(2) denote 
the semi-direct product 5 ‘ K flSU(2) with multiplication given by
The Lie algebra of ftSU(2) is then the direct sum
LfiSU(2) =  L «S U (2 ) © iR D e.
and Lie bracket given by
. . d Y  dX
[X  +  ixDg, Y  +  iyD,\ ^  [X , Y ] +  x - ^  -  y - ^ ,
where X ,Y  € LQSU(2) and x,y  G R . Using (7.4.7) one easily verifies that if 
g =  (v ,g ) 6 ilSU(2) and *  =  <t> +  if iD 0 € L ilSU(2) then
7.4.8. ( ¡ T ^ X # )  =  (0"V<7 +  H9~'dg/d0)(0 -  p ) +  ifiDg.
The map t ■-» fi0t identifies 5^  with S 1 and the equations (7.4.6) become
4>oo +  i/ioDo =  g~x(<t>o +  igoDe)g,
for v =  0, oo, then the pairs (a„, $ „ ) transform in the correct way with respect 
to the clutching function
bundle over S3. I f  the connection V  on E  is anti-self-dual then the pair (a, 4») 
satisfies the Bogomolnyi equation
7.4.7. («/, /(*))•(¥>, * (• ) )  =  ( *  +  ¥>, f (9 )h (9  +  «/)).
c*oo = g x^ 3g + g 1qog.
where now g =  (1,<?) is regarded as a map g : Do f~l Doo —* ftSU(2). Hence, 
setting
$,/ =  <t>* +  inoDg;
a„ =
j : D 0nDoc-* nsu(2),
to define a connection and Higgs field pair (a, 4>) on the corresponding flSU(2)
7.4.9. * Fa = ~da*,
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where da denotes the covariant derivative induced by the connection a.
Our Hopf surface X  defined by A € R>i is isometric to x S3, where /zo =  
27r/logA. Hence we may regard solutions to the anti-self-duality equations 
on X  as monopoles on the bundle E  , with fibre the set of smooth maps 
S 1 —► C, associated to the principal QSU(2) bundle defined above. Now S3 
is the quotient of 5^  x S3 by the obvious S'-action, which lifts to Z  and 
complexifies to give the C*-action defined by (7.2.3). Th e  quotient of Z  by C* 
is Q, the mini-twistor space of S3. Points of Q parameterise oriented great 
circles in S3. Following the approach of Hitchin, for /z 6 C and 7 G Q we 
define a twisted scattering operator Dy41 for an nSU (2) monopole (a, $ ) over 
S3 by
7.4.10. Dytlta =  V%/a,<r -  i{Q v  +  /z<t),
where s is path-length on the oriented geodesic 7  and o  is a section of É  
restricted to 7 . We define a subset E C Q x  C to be the set of all points (7 , /z) 
such that the operator D;.u has non-trivial kernel. It is easy to check that if 
<7 is a solution to D y^«r =  0, then e2” *<r and e2w,e<r are solutions to with 
v =  fi +  2jt and v =  p — 4 7r2t/log A respectively. Hence E is invariant under 
the equivalence relation ~  on Q  x C generated by
(7. /*) ~  (7. P +  2 ») ~  (7 , /< — 4ir’ i/ log A), 
and so descends to a subset E' in the quotient space Q  X  T, where 
T  =  C/{2jt, -4 ir2t/log A } 3S C*/(A)
is the same elliptic curve we have used throughout.
O f course E ' is precisely the spectral surface £  defined above. The operator 
ZAy.o can be identified with the restriction to 7r- , (7 ) C  Z  of the 5-operator of 
the instanton bundle €  on Z  corresponding to the anti-self-dual connection A. 
The operator is the corresponding 5-operator associated with the twisted 
bundle where is the flat C*-bundle on X  defined earlier, and has non­
zero kernel precisely when on F  =  1 (7 ) the bundle £\F admits V J f  as a
sub-bundle.
Let us now return to consider the divisor of a k-instanton bundle on Z. 
When the graph part of the divisor is non-constant, the reality condition means 
that the corresponding pencil of (Jfc, jfc) curves is real; i.e, r ' (£>((.)) =  D (T r ( ¡ l ) )  
for all /z € P 1. The reality conditions constrain the divisor to be an element 
of a 2(k +  l ) 2 — 1 real dimensional family of curves, which is still quadratic 
in k. There must therefore be further non-trivial constraints arising from the 
remaining descent conditions. The effect of these conditions on D  is not clear. 
There are topological constraints on the pencil relating the Euler character­
istic of Q to that of the Euler characteristics of the generic and exceptional 
elements of the pencil [30, p.509]. This reduces the problem to one of enu- 
merative geometry and examining the various possibilities for singularities and
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exceptional elements of the pencil. Even for small values of k, however, the sit­
uation becomes very complicated. In the simplest case where k =  1, however, 
the additional conditions appear to be non-effective and we are able to give 
describe explicitly how all 1-instanton bundles arise. In the sequel we shall 
therefore concern ourselves exclusively with the case k =  1. First we describe 
the two possible types of divisor.
The divisor is an element of the linear system |C?(1,1,1)| and is given by 
an equation
where [X0, X j],  [>o, Y\\ and [Z0, Z\\ are homogeneous coordinates on P q, P ^  
and P 1 respectively, and Ao,A\ are 2 x 2  complex matrices, not both zero. 
The corresponding rational map a  : Q —► P 1 is given by
where we write X  for the vector (Xo, X \) and similarly for Y. There are two 
distinct cases. I f  there exists a point (/¿o, /¿i) € C* such that
then the map a  is constant with value [/x0,/xi]- The divisor then reduces as the 
sum of the graph of a  and 7r- , (C ) where C  is the real (1,1) divisor given by 
X A qY t  =  0 or X A \ Y T =  0. In this case the divisors Dp and D'q are singular 
for all p G P j and q G P^.
Otherwise the map a  is well-defined only outside the two points o f inter­
section 61,62 o f the two (1,1) curves given by X A iY 1 =  0 for t =  1,2. The 
reality condition gives 6] =  r ( 62). The divisor D  is the graph of a  and it is 
easily checked that it is a smooth surface, being the blow-up of Q in the points 
61 and 62. In the next two sections we shall consider each of the two cases in 
turn.
7.5. The Atiyah-Ward construction for 1-instantons
Suppose £  —* Z  is an instanton bundle, with instanton number k =  1, which 
can be constructed by the Atiyah-Ward construction. There then exists a line 
bundle £  on Z  and a 1-dimensional locally complete intersection subscheme 
Y  of Z  such that £  can be written as an extension
Let s G H °(C ~ l£ ) be a non-trivial section which defines (7.5.1). As in Sec­
tion 3.2 this shows that the graph of £  is that of a constant map a  whose value
ZM X a,x t)A>iXo,y>)T) -  Z M X „ ,x ,)M y »^ )T) =  0.
q (r ([X ],[r ]) =  [X A 0F T,X A Ir T],
H\Aq ~  H0A 1 =  0,
7.5.1. 0 - »
everywhere is given by the equivalence class of £  in P l. More generally, i f  the 
graph of £  is constant, then the spectral surface E decomposes
£ = Q x } + Q x M  + *qc 17 .5 .2 .
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for some H\,H2 G T  with p2 =  1 ) and (k, k) curve C  on Q. We then have
the following analogue o f (2.4.2).
Lemma 7.5.3. Let £ be a k-instanton bundle on Z  and suppose the spectral 
surface E C Q x T  associated to £ decomposes as in (7.5.2). I f  £ does not 
restrict to a direct sum o f half-periods on a generic fibre o f n, then there exist 
two line bundles C\,C2 G P ic (Z ) such that any line bundle admitting a non­
trivial map to £  is isomorphic to one in the set
{C\ <g> ir*O z (—a, -b ) ,C 2 <g> * *C?b ( —a, - b) € P ic (Z ) : a ,b >  0}.
The line bundles satisfy it m(C\X£ )  =  =  O q . I f  £ is of type (2 ) on a
generic fibre then C\ — Ci-
P roof o f 7.5.3: Let £ ' be a line bundle on Z  with graph Q x {^ 2} ,  then the 
first direct image sheaf R }ir .(C '£ ) has rank 1. By relative Serre duality [36] 
there is an isomorphism 7r.((£ ')-1£ ) =  (R }ir.C '£ )*. For any coherent sheaf S  
on Q, its dual S '  is reflexive and hence locally free outside a codimension 3 
subset of Q , i.e., everywhere. Hence x . ( (£ ') -1£ ) is locally free. The proof now 
proceeds exactly as in (2.4.2). 17.5.31
Returning to the case when k =  1, by (3.2.2), the bundle £ satisfies the 
hypotheses of (7.5.3) and has £  as a maximal destabilising line bundle. Ap­
plying r*(-) to the exact sequence 7.5.1 and using the reality of £  gives the 
exact sequence
Hence r*£  is also a maximal destabilising line bundle for £.
Lemma 7.5.5. I f  £  —* Z  is a 1-instanton bundle with maximal destabilising 
line bundles C\ and C2 then
Proof o f 7.5.5: By definition i r ^ C ^ Z ) =  O q . Since hl (ir~1(x)-,C~1£ ) =  1 for 
all x G Q, the sheaf R 1 tt. (C ì '£ )  is a line bundle on Q by Grauert’s direct image 
theorem, and hence isomorphic to O z(o, b) for some a, 6 € Z. By relative Serre 
duality,
* . ((£ r 1 ® O z ( - a ,  -6 ))- ‘ £) ^  O q ,
giving £ a — £ r ‘  ®  O z (~ a , - b )  by uniqueness. Restricting to generic elements
7.5.4. 0 —> t*£ —* £  - *  (r*£) 1 J t (Y ) —* 0.
C l C2 ^ O z( - l , - l ) .
» . ( £ , £ )  3  0 Q( —a, —6),
and so
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The curve Y  may be written as
y  =  i4  +  E r i,
where for i =  1, . . . ,  r the curve 7* =  7r_1(x j) for some point Xi € Q and Yo is 
a (possibly non-reduced) curve with compact support such that Co =  JT.(io) 
is a divisor on Q and ir\y0 : Yo —» Co is a map of finite degree.
Restricting (7.5.1) to a Hopf surface X p, for some p € P£, gives an exact 
sequence
0 —* C  - *  £\x, -  (£ ') - 'Jr,  -  0,
for some line bundle C  on X p, where Yp is the (0-dimensional) zero-scheme of 
the induced section s|Ap of C~x£\xp- Consequently, by the results of Chapter 3 
we have l(Yp) =  1 and £  has a fibre of type (3) at ir(Yp). This also shows that 
Co is a smooth (1,1) divisor on Q  and Vo is a section of the trivial elliptic 
fibration Z\c0. (Recall that Z  is a quotient of 0 (1 ,— 1), which is trivial on 
restriction to the complement of a (1,1) curve on Q). Since the set of fibres 
o f Z  where £  is of type (3) is preserved by the real structure, we see that the 
curve Co is real. The bundle C and curve Y  are related by the constraint
7.5.6. detA/V ^ C - 2\y.
Since 7T : Z  —► Q is locally trivial, the normal bundles of the fibres A/t< are all 
trivial (for i  =  1, . . . ,  r). Hence (7.5.6) becomes
C -2\y0 =  detA/Vv
The following lemma follows from [32, p.292].
Lemma 7.5.7. Then  is an isomorphism
P ic (P ’ x r )  =* P ic (P ‘ ) x P ic (T ).
Furthermore, given a line bundle C on P 1 x T , the restrictions o f C to P 1 X  { t }  =i 
P 1 are isomorphic fo r  all t € T .
The line bundles C which satisfy (7.5.6) are determined by the following 
results.
Lemma 7.5.8. I f  Co is a smooth real (1,1) curve on Q then the trivial bundle 
Z\c0 admits a twistor line as a section.
P roo f o f 7.5.8: Suppose Co is the graph of an automorphism $  : P ^  —► P„ 
given by a matrix
( c  r f ) e P S L (2 ,C ) .
I f  Co is real, then b =  —c and d =  —a. The real line
P ~ i (a  +  c j )  =  {[az2 -  cz3,cz2 +  az3,z2,z3] G Z  : (z2,z3)  € C2 \ { 0 } }  
then defines a section of Z\c0• 17.5.8 [
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Corollary 7.5.9. The line bundle £  of (7.5.1) satisfies £|y0 =  Oy0( — 1).
Proof o f 7.5.9: By (7.5.7) and (7.5.8), deg(detA/V0) =  deg(det A/jp), where F  
is any twistor line. Since M f  — O f (  1) ®  O f ( l ) ,  we have £ - 2|y0 =  O y0(2), 
giving the result. 17.5.9]
As a result of (7.5.9), we must have £  =  1) for some n € C ,  and
t *£  =  V * ( - l ) .  The map r either fixes or interchanges maximal destabilising 
line bundles. Accordingly there are two cases to consider:
( i ) £  S
(u ) £ S (7 = Z )- *  <8>0 Z( - 1 , - 1 ).
In the first case we obtain /i =  /i, so is the pull-back of a flat R'-bundle on 
5 1 x  S3, and r (K )  =  V . Consequently r must be even, r =  2m say, and
7.5.10. Y  =  Ko +  ¿ ( 7 ;  +  r (7 j)) 
with Vo a twistor line.
Suppose now that F  is a twistor line passing through T\, and hence also 
through r (7 i).  Restricting the exact sequence (7.5.1) to F  and using (7.5.9) 
gives
0 — 0 F(n)  - »  S\F - »  0 F{~ n )  - »  0,
where n >  1. Since H 1(O F (7n )) =  0 for n >  1, the sequence must split 
contradicting the triviality of S\f - Hence the integer m  must be 0 and Y  
consists only o f a twistor line. These are therefore the ’t Hooft solutions.
The other maximal destabilising line bundle C  is given by £ ' =  
£ - • < ^ ( - 1 , —1 ), and there is an exact sequence
0 - > £ ' - » £  — 0,
where Y ' is another twistor line, related to Y  by
y - r - i y )
in exactly the same way as in Section 3.7
Extensions of the form (7.5.1) tire classified by Ext1 ( £ - 1 J y , £ ). I f  (/i2) ^  
1, then in the lower term sequence o f the Leray spectral sequence
7.5.11. 0 —  H '(C 2) -  H °(R l ir.£2)  0,
the first and last terms both vanish giving ^ ’ (£ 2) =  0. Similarly H 2(C 2) =  
H x(C~2K z ) vemishes, so in this case the fundamental exact sequence (3.3.5) 
gives
7.5.12. Ext, (£ “ l «7j',£) H°(Oy) ^  C,
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and choosing any generator for H °{O y ) gives a bundle £, unique up to 
isomorphism.
I f  (/x2) =  1, then C2 S  O z{ - 1 ,-1 ) and x.C2 ^  R 'x .C 2 *  O z {~  1 ,-1 ). 
Using (7.5.11) and the isomorphism K z — O z (—2 ,-2 ), we again obtain the 
isomorphism (7.5.12). Hence the isomorphism class of S depends only on the 
isomorphism class of C and the twistor line Y . Counting parameters, we see 
that the moduli space of such bundles has real dimension 5.
R em ark  7.5.13. The connections corresponding to these solutions were ob­
tained explicitly by Braam in [14]. There he gives a 3-parameter family of 
solutions given by twistor lines corresponding to points in a fixed fibre of the 
principal 5* x S l fibration
x : 5 ' x  5 3 -  S2
which is the smooth version of the Hopf surface fibration. Our two extra 
parameters correspond to the choice o f this fibre.
In the second case where t ’C =  £ _1 ®  O z (—1, —1) is the second maximal 
destabilising line bundle, we obtain p =  /x- 1 , so is the pull-back of a flat 
U ( l )  bundle on S l x S3. The curves Y  and r (Y )  are related by
7.5.14. r (Y )  -  Y.(/42),
giving t ( x {Y ) )  =  x (Y ).  Hence Y  must again be of the form
Y  =  Yo +  f 2 (T i +  T(Ti ) )
where Y0 is a section of the trivial elliptic fibration Z\c0 for the smooth real
(1 ,1 ) curve Co =  x(Vo)- As in the previous case, triviality on twistor lines 
shows Y  =  >o, locally free extensions S  of the form (7.5.1) always exist and 
«ire unique up to isomorphism. The smooth real (1,1) curves C  on Q form a 
3 dimensional real variety. For each such C  there is a 2-dimensional family o f 
holomorphic sections Y  of Z\c, and for each choice of Y  the condition (7.5.14) 
gives a discrete family o f choices for C. Counting parameters once more, the 
number of moduli of such bundles is again 5. Since dims M \  =  8, we obtain: 
P roposition  7.5.15. The generic element o f the moduli space M \ cannot be 
constructed by the Atiyah- Ward construction.
7.6. A  construction of generic 1-instantons
In the previous section we saw that the Atiyah-Ward construction supplied 
only a 5-dimensional family of solutions in the moduli space A4j. The generic 
1-instanton must therefore have a divisor D  which is the graph of a non­
constant rational map from Q to P 1. As we saw in Section 7.4, the surface 
D  is the blow-up of Q in two points b and r (6) which form the base locus
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of the associated pencil. This pencil lifts to a base-point-free pencil on D  
giving a fibration p : D  —* P 1 with sections given by the exceptional fibres 
Ei =  <r~i (b ),E 2 =  <t_ 1 (t (6) )  of the blow-up a : D  —* Q. Suppose b =  
(po, qo) € P j  x P ^ . Let 5?o : D  —► P i and jf,» : D  —* P ^  be the maps given 
by composing a  with Xo and it,». The generic fibre of 5r0 is a smooth rational 
curve, but there are two exceptional fibres corresponding to the points po and 
r(po) € P j. Similarly for i?,».
The fibres o f p : D  —► P 1 define the pencil of (1,1) curves on Q. Since the 
divisor Dp,, is singular, there exists a line bundle on Z , for some p € C’ , 
such that VjilXpo is a sub-bundle of £|Xpo. This means that the (0,1) curve 
{po} x P L  must be a component of the element D (p )  of the pencil. The other 
component must then be the (0 ,1 ) curve P j  X {r (g 0)}-  Hence
D(,b) =  (Po ) x PJ+  P'o X { ’■(«o))
is an exceptional element of the pencil. Since the pencil is real, r'(Z?(p)) =  
D (rp(p ))  is another exceptional element. Note that this means that rp(p ) ^  p, 
i.e., p is non-real and in particular its image in T  is not a half-period.
The situation is completely symmetric. The exceptional elements of the 
divisor correspond to the exceptional fibres of p : D  —* P 1, whose generic 
element is a smooth rational curve. Each component o f p_ , (p ) and p- 1 ( r (p ) )  is 
a —1 curve on D. Hence we may may blow-down one component in each curve 
(the component in the fibres of 5?o, say). Again by symmetry, the resulting 
surface is isomorphic to P 1 x P 1. Denote this blow-up by cr' : D  —► P 1 x P 1.
Let B  denote the (4,4) curve whose irreducible components are the four 
smooth (1,1) curves in the pencil on Q  corresponding to the fibres of 7r where 
S admits a half-period as a sub-bundle. The spectral surface E is the double 
cover of D  with branch locus B , the proper transform o f B  in D.
Moreover, since the exceptional fibres p_ , (p ) and p_ , (r (p ) )  of p : D  —► P 1 
do not intersect B , the corresponding fibration p : E —» T  has four ex­
ceptional fibres, each of which is the sum of two —1 curves. Blowing 
down one —1 curve in each such fibre gives a ruled surface over T. Let 
{ < i , . . . , =  q~x{p ,T (p )}  C T .  Since these blow-downs take place away 
from the r«unification divisor of the double cover, the two processes commute 
and we obtain:
Lem m a 7.6.1. The spectral surface E is isomorphic to the blow-up o / I x P 1 
at one point in each o f the four fibres o f  the projection Xi : T  x P '  —♦ T  over 
the points t \,. . .  ,/4.
The invariance o f the Hodge numbers h0,‘ under blow-ups [32, p.387] then 
gives:
Lem m a 7.6.2. The spectral surface E has the following invariants:
x ( £ , 0 e ) =  0; h°'l { Z )  =  1, andh02(  E ) =  0.
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We now have the following commutative diagram of double covers and 
blow-ups:
F* x T - Z -  E — T
•1 !■ i
p i x  D  — p i
n  x ®*oo
Denote the pull-back <r*Z by Z d and (<7 o i/)*Z by Z e ; then Z d  is the blow-up 
of Z  along the elliptic fibres tt- 1 ( 6) and 7r_ 1 ( r (6) )  and there is a natural double 
cover v : Z e —► Z d , branched over the divisor n’DB  on Z d - Let xe : Z e —* E 
and 7rd  ■ Z p  —» D  be the obvious elliptic fibrations. Denoting the blow-up 
Z d  —* Z  again by <r, let Ed  =  and Ex =  v ’ Ed - The divisor o f Ex. in 
S  x P 1 is tautologically the pull-back of D  C Q x P 1 via the map <r oi/, and 
its pre-image under g i E x I - t E x P 1 decomposes as the sum 7 +  ¿*7 , where 
7  is the graph of the tautological map
E Q  x  T  — » T.
We would now like to apply a 3-dimensional version of the Friedman construc­
tion. By (7.6.2), however, we have
S f f 3(E ;Z )#0 ,
so we cannot use Corollary 2.2.8 to deduce the existence of a line bundle in 
Pic°(Z, E ) with graph 7 . We can, however, construct one “by hand” .
Lem m a 7.6.3. There exists a line bundle Co in P ic°(Z , E ) with graph 7 .
Proof o f 7.6.8: Since Z d  is isomorphic to the quotient of the principal C*- 
bundle associated to cr*0( 1, —1) by an action of Z , its restriction to D  \ C  is 
trivial, where C  is the proper transform of any (1,1) curve on Q. In particular, 
if D\ and D 2 are the two exceptional fibres of p, then Z d \(D \ (D\ U D 2) )  is 
trivial and hence so is Ze |(E\A), where A denotes the union of the exceptional 
fibres Eq =  p- I (<a) (a  =  1 ,... ,4) for p. The blow up a ' : E  —► P1 x T  restricts 
to an isomorphism
9 ' : E \ A - . P , x ( r \ { ( , ....... (,}).
The map
7 o(5'|)-‘ :P ’ x ( r \
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is then given by (x, t ) —» t. Hence choosing a trivialisation
...............................
we may define a bundle Co over (E  \ A ) X T  with the required properties by 
pulling-back a Poincare bundle over P ic °(T ) x T  via the map (x, t, u) (t, u).
Now choose disjoint open discs U\,. . . ,  U\ about the points t j , . . . ,  <4 G T  
and let =  p~l (Ua) be the corresponding neighbourhoods of the singular fi­
bres E „. Each VQ deformation retracts onto E0 giving H 3(Va; Z )  =  0. Blowing 
down one o f the —1 curves in a singular fibre E„ results in a space isomor­
phic to Ua x  P 1. The invariance o f the cohomology o f structure sheaves under 
blow-ups [32, p.387] gives
Hence, by Corollary 2.2.8, there exists a line bundle Ca G Pic°(Zj:|14, V^ ,) 
whose graph agrees with the restriction o f 7 .
On each of the intersections
where C/* =  Ua\ { i a} ,  the sheaf itd^ C ^ C o) is a line bundle. I f  *2  ‘ U* x  P 1 —► 
P 1 is projection onto the second factor, then itd. (C ~ 1 Co) — ir£Opi(n ) for some 
n G Z. Using the blow-up <ra : Va —1► Ua x P 1, define a line bundle W Q on Va 
by W „ =  ( ir2 o <r„ o jrE)’ <9rt(n), then xd . ( (£ qWq) - , £ o) *s isomorphic to the 
trivial line bundle on l^ ,fl(E \  A ), so by replacing Ca by CaW a we may assume 
there is an isomorphism Ca =  Co over Z|(V ,^ fl (E  \ A )). Patching together the 
Ca and Co via these isomorphisms gives the required bundle.
Lem m a 7.6.4. There exists a line bundle C G P ic°(ZE,E ) such that
M £ - * £ e ) =  O z .
Proof o f 7.6.4-' Let Co be the line bundle supplied by Lemma 7.6.3. Since 
=  1 for all x  G E,
by Grauert’s direct image theorem W  =  JTe*(Cq1Se ) is a line bundle on S. 
The bundle Co ® x 'W  has the required property. 17.6.41
C oro lla ry  7.6.5. The bundle £E fits into a short exact sequence o f sheaves:
7.6.6. 0 -► C ->  Sz -> C~l J Y -+  0,
where Y  is codimension 2 locally complete intersection subscheme on ZE.
The fibration ir0 - Z  —* P q induces corresponding fibrations jfo : Zp —1► P j 
with generic fibre the Hopf surface X  and 5ro : Z E —► P q with generic fibre 
the double cover of the Hopf surface as in Section 5.5. Similarly for tt«,. If
H 2(Va-, O v J  ^  H 2(Ua X P 1; O ) =  0.
va n (E  \ A ) “  u* x P\
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Y ' is a component of Y  which meets a generic fibre of 7r0 or *oo transversely, 
then over * z (Y ')  the fibres of are of type (3). But any such fibres can lie 
only over the curves v*E i (i =  1,2) on E, where the E, are the exceptional 
divisors in the blow-up a : D  —* Q. Hence the components of Y  lying outside 
the exceptional fibres can consist only of a finite number of fibres of nz, and 
on a generic fibre X  of jf0 or ir«» the exact sequence (7.6.6) restricts to
0 -  C\X — Ez\x -  C~\ -  0.
By the results of Chapter 5, the corresponding map
( P . £ )  <8> ir"dOd{V) - »  Sd
is an isomorphism on restriction to the generic fibre o f i?o or 5?,», where V  is 
the unique divisor class on D  such that B  ~  2V.
The double cover v : Zs —► Z o  is the one associated to the square root 
* p V  o f n"DB  on Zp , so v .O zT — O zD (S)OzD( —*p V ).  Pushing down the exact 
sequence (7.6.6) and using the projection formula results in a non-trivial map 
of locally free sheaves
7.6.7. $ :»/ .£ -►  SD( - i r mp V ),
exactly as in Chapter 5.
Lem m a 7.6.8. The map o f sheaves (7.6.7) is injective.
P roof o f 7.6.8: Let K  denote the kernel of $, so we have an exact sequence
0 — AC —► £.£ -  SD( - i r mp V ).
The sheaf K  is then locally a 2nd syzygy sheaf and hence locally free outside 
a finite set o f points 5  C  Z o - Since $  is non-trivial, the rank of AC is 0 or 1. 
Restricting to the set Zp  \ S  gives an exact sequence o f locally free sheaves
K - a . c - ^  eD( - * - D v ) ,
and, by the remarks preceding the lemma, the map $  is generically of rank 
2. Hence K  has rank 0 and so is a torsion sheaf supported on 5. But K  is a 
sub-sheaf o f a torsion free sheaf and hence must be 0. [ 7.6.81
As a result of the lemma we have an exact sequence
7.6.9. 0 («?.£) <8> O zD(* b V ) ->  SD -> Q ->  0,
where Q  is a torsion sheaf supported on a divisor in Z p .  Let £ ' be the line 
bundle £  0  Ozx(v ’ * p V ),  then (7.6.9) becomes
7.6.10. 0 i.C  - i .  Sn — e — o.
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On the fibres of Zp  over the exceptional divisor E\ C D  the graph of v.C ' is 
that of a degree 1 rational map from E\ =  P 1 to P 1. In particular, the bundle 
v .C ' is non-trivial on Zp\E\ and so v.C ' is not the pull-back of a bundle on 
Z . Nevertheless, pushing down the exact sequence (7.6.10) gives an exact 
sequence of coherent sheaves
7.6.11. 0 - »  a .v .C  - *  £  -► G i - »  0,
where Q\ is a torsion sheaf on Z . Moreover, the coherent rank 2 sheaf a .v .C ' 
is naturally identified with the locally free sheaf v.C ' on the complement of 
the fibres tt_ 1 ( t (6) )  in Z  where £ is o f type (3). Taking the dual of
(7.6.11) gives
0 — £ —  (a.v.C 'Y  -► Q 2 - *  0,
for some torsion sheaf Q 2- Taking duals once again, we obtain
7.6.12. 0 (a.i.C )" -2* £ C -* 0,
where Q  is yet another torsion sheaf. The sheaf (cr. v .C 'Y ' is reflexive and 
hence locally free outside a finite set of points S ' C E , where
E =  » - ‘ (6) U «--'(T-ffc)).
This suggests the following result.
Th eorem  7.6.13. The sheaf (cr.v .C ')”  is locally free and isomorphic to S.
P roof o f 7.6.IS : Let F  be the divisor where the torsion sheaf Q  of (7.6.9) is 
supported, so F  is the zero-divisor o f the natural map
det(v .C ')  —► det £p — O zD,
and is supported in the fibres o f irp. Since the map $  of (7.6.9) restricts to an 
isomorphism on generic fibres o f 7?0 and 5foo, the divisor F  must be supported 
in
E  =  » ¿ ' (E iJ U x S ^ j ) ,
so $  is an isomorphism on Zp \ E . Hence the pushed-down map a .v .C ' —* £  
is an isomorphism outside E  =  7r- I ( 6)U 5r- , (T (6)),  from which we deduce that 
the map 0  : (a .v .C )* *  —* £  o f (7.6.12) is an isomorphism outside E . Hence, 
on Z \ E  there is a splitting : £  —* (a .v .C 'Y * o f the exact sequence (7.6.12). 
Since (a .v .C 'Y * *s reflexive and so normal, the splitting 4' extends over the 
codimension 2 subset E  giving a global isomorphism
(a .v.C 'Y0 ~  £■
17.6.131
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The role o f  the blow-up in the proof was crucial. By showing that all the 
‘bad’ points were contained in the exceptional divisor, we were able to blow­
down and reduce the dimension of the set of ‘bad’ points to one which allowed 
us to perform the ‘double-dual’ trick, and thereby remove them.
This result suggests a method for the construction of instanton bundles, 
which if the constraints on the spectral surface for arbitrary instanton number 
can be determined, ought to generalise also to these. It does not, unfortu­
nately, provide a very useful method for explicitly finding the corresponding 
connections, but could perhaps be helpful in the study of more general prop­
erties of the moduli spaces. In particular, it may be helpful in the study of 
the action o f the isometry group o f 5 1 x 53 on the moduli space.
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